
Idaho Conservation League's TV CAMP Public Hearing Comments 

Boise, September 11, 2012 

Chairman Uhling, and members of the Water Resource Board, thank you for the 
opportunity to speak before you this evening. My name is Marie Callaway Kellner, and I 
am the Water Associate at the Idaho Conservation League. 

Since 1973, the Idaho Conservation League has worked to protect clean water, clean air, 
wilderness, and Idaho's unique quality oflife. As Idaho's oldest and largest state-based 
conservation organization, we represent over 20,000 supporters, most of whom live in the 
Treasure Valley. This evening, I stand before you representing myself, the Idaho 
Conservation League staff and board of directors, and our Treasure Valley members, in 
the shared belief that Idaho's water is one of our most precious resources, and Idaho's 
future depends on proactive water management. 

ICL will file more thorough written comments on the TV CAMP, however, tonight, I'd 
like to highlight two aspects of the plan which ICL finds to be of particular importance: 
first, the benefits of demand reduction through conservation, and, second, suggested 
study & funding priorities. 

Demand Reduction Through Conservation 

First, ICL strongly supports the CAMP's suggestion that reducing demand through water 
conservation measures should be a primary strategy for meeting future water demand. In 
saying this, I'd like to emphasize that I mean for the term "conservation" to mean smart, 
timely and efficient use of water. These measures should include financial incentives & 
penalties, financial support for diversion upgrades & automation, as well as educational 
programs. 

Not only would these efforts result in the discovery of water to address anticipated future 
water needs, these efforts are cheaper, and more socially and environmentally palatable 
than the building of a new storage reservoir in the Boise basin. Additionally, all of these 
measures could provide opportunities for growth without requiring more overall water 
storage. 

Funding & Study Priorities 

Our second topic of emphasis is to encourage the Board's support for the CAMP's 
prioritization of funding for study of the following three areas: the hydraulic connections 
between our ground and surface water, the creation of a Treasure Valley Drought Plan, 
and an in-depth analysis of future demand based on anticipated population and land use 
changes. 



As is stated in the CAMP, for our water managers to effectively manage the Treasure 
Valley's water resources, they need a more thorough understanding of the hydraulic 
connections of our water resources. 

Similarly, in order for our water managers to guide the Treasure Valley through drought 
seasons, they need a Drought Plan. As the population center of the state, the Treasure 
Valley should not only have a drought plan, but be a leader in formulating one. 

Finally, we cannot make fully educated decisions about our future water storage needs 
until we have a deeper understanding of what those needs will be. While the CAMP states 
that «urbanization has changed some water demand from agricultural irrigation to 
residential irrigation and other uses," it also states that there is no consensus as to the 
impact of these changes. The CAMP does not specifically prioritize studies which will help 
planners better understand what our future water needs are likely to be in light of land use 
changes. Therefore, we suggest that the CAMP prioritize creation of tools that will allow 
water managers to better understand future needs as they relate to evolving land use 
changes. 

Wrap-up 

In summary, ICL is pleased to see demand reduction through conservation prominently 
featured in the CAMP and we suggest that this concept be supported by financial 
incentives and penalties, diversion upgrades and automation, and education. Additionally, 
we ask the Board to prioritize the following three areas of study: the hydraulic connection 
of our ground and surface water resources, a drought plan, and future demand in relation 
to land use changes. ICL believes that the Board's support for these areas of emphasis will 
help to ensure that the Treasure Valley is prepared for the difficult times we will 
undoubtedly face. 

On behalf of the members, board and staff of the Idaho Conservation League, I want to 
thank you again for the opportunity to speak to you this evening. 
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Re: TV CAMP and the need for 50-year municipal planning 

Dear Mr. Uhling: 

I am writing on behalf of the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators ("IGWA") to urge support by 
the Idaho Water Resource Board for a 50-year planning horizon for those municipal water 
providers that are serving growing Idaho communities. 

IGWA is composed of ground water pumpers from across the State of Idaho, including ground 
water and inigation districts, industrial and municipal water users, and eight municipalities. 
IGW A has been an active participant in and supporter of the TV CAMP process. IGW A 
commends the Idaho Water Resources Board for its commitment of resources and eff01t to the 
goal of better cooperation, understanding, and long tenn planning that is at the hea1t of the 
CAMP process throughout the State. 

I write today to underscore IGWA's recognition of the importance of the long-tenn planning by 
its municipal members. The Municipal Water Rights Act of 1996 embodies the vision and 
foresight of the Legislature and the people of Idaho in recognizing the vital role played by 
municipal water providers within the prior appropriation doctrine. Idaho is growing, but its 



water supply is not. We face not only increasing demands from within the state, but growing 
pressures from without. 

Cities and states across the West are following the lead set by Idaho in adopting the I 996 Act. 
They are establishing long tcnn planning horizons for municipal water providers aimed at 
securing their future. Idaho must do the same, or risk forfeiting its enviable position as an 
upstream state to out-of-state interests who covet Idaho's water. 

From its outset, the TV CAMP process has recognized and embraced the need for long tenn 
planning. The Executive Summary of the proposed TV CAMP expresses this recognition: 

The Plan describes the overarching goals and actions that can be 
implemented to successfully accomplish the stated goals for local 
residents and the state of Idaho and to promote productive regional 
cooperation to benefit the area over the next 50 years. 

*** 
The Treasure Valley CAMP Committee identified several 

challenges facing the region over the next 50 years .... : 

*** 
Use tools associated with the Municipal Water Rights Act of 

1996 (placeholder). 

The introduction to the proposed TV CAMP at page 3 continues: "The specific goals of the 
statewide Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan (CAMP) program are to: Provide reliable 
sources of water, projecting 50 years into the future." This is reiterated again at page 21: "A 
challenge for the Treasure Valley will be to meet new and on-going water demands over the next 
50 years." The proposed text states at page 25: "Another tool is the Municipal Water Rights 
Act of 1996 which provides for growing municipalities to acquire water rights based on future 
growth projections." And again at page 28: "The Municipal Water Rights Act of 1996 is a tool 
available to municipal provides to secure water tights for growing municipal water demands 
based on anticipated future needs." 

IGW A applauds these statements and encourages the board to set policy clearly recognizing the 
need for 50-year planning under the Municipal Water Rights Act of 1996. If other states are 
planning for 50 years and beyond - and they are - and Idaho fails to do the same, we may impair 
our ability to withstand out of state challenges. Should long tenn planning by municipal 
providers is good policy not just for cities, but for every Idaho water user. 

Sincerely, 

,' i _.. ., :'{_ - J ; 
'j-C,t,v.AYY:,.., /0~--1 

RANDALL C. BUDGE 
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Department of Water Resources 
Attn: Neeley Miller 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 

Re: Comments on Draft Report 
Treasure Valley CAMP 

Dear Mr. Miller; 

GORDON N. LAW 
Cl'l'Y U:NGINIDJJ:R 

Rece,veo 
AUG t 6 2012 

w~ff~RRTMENT OF ESOUBGes 

Thank you for providing the opportunity to comment on the Draft Treasure Valley 
Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan. In responding, I am of the opinion that 
management of the available water supply in this valley, including the aquifer, will 
be critical to future growth and success of this valley. In light of that opinion, I read 
the report with interest in hopes that it would effectively present a well outlined plan 
for management in the future. I feel that this Draft did not accomplish that purpose. 

I did appreciate the report's discussion of the valley's water budget. On the other 
hand, the projections of demand growth going forward were very sketchy and did not 
provide a comprehensive breakdown of the elements of that demand growth, or any 
basis on which "management" of the aquifer might be justified, or even any 
indication of the nature of the conflict or competing interests which surely will 
characterize efforts to manage it. The report needs this element to be useful. 

I was puzzled that a vision statement was provided which did not even use the word 
"aquifer" as if it was neutral to the entire purpose of the plan. Perhaps that is why 
the report seemed to wander back and forth between issues related to surface water 
and issues related to the aquifer. The report needs to demonstrate that its purpose is 
to present an AQUIFER MANAGEMENT PLAN and to justify a need for that plan. 

Finally, the report did not provide adequate foundation or justification for assertions 
included within the listed "Challenges", actions needed or elements of 
implementation. Let me give just one example - Challenge #1 in the Executive 
Summary includes this phrase: "Predicted future demand cannot be met solely ... by 
groundwater . . . ". This sweeping statement might be true but in the report scant 
evidence is provided of its veracity, relevance or timing. I expect and need 
substance to give such conclusions credibility. 



I have no intention of addressing each challenge, action or element. The defect 
noted in the preceding paragraph is general throughout the report. I apologize for the 
negative tone. I really don't want to be critical - but as a manager of a municipal 
water supply, I do have need that this report serves its useful purpose. Feel free to 
contact Gordon Law at 287-1727. 

Sincerely, 

~¾1~ 
Gordon N. Law, P.E. 
Kuna City Engineer 



Miller, Neeley 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Diane Jones [sweethomeidaho@yahoo.com] 
Tuesday, August 28, 2012 5:35 PM 
Miller, Neeley 
Comment on CAMP 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan. I have not read 
the plan, but have seen a synopsis provided by Idaho Rivers United, and there is a point that I would like to 
address. 

As I understand it (and please correct this impression if it is inaccurate), CAMP does not recommend strong 
incentives and/or mandatory measures to convince residents to conserve water in their homes and workplaces. 
CAMP relies only on education and encouragement. In my opinion, the residents of the Boise Valley need to 
wake up and realize that we live in a desert and that we need to start using water accordingly. This will only 
happen when strong incentives--including mandatory conservation measures--are in place. Other cities in the 
Rocky Mountain West have long ago realized the truth of this and have enacted strong measures, but in the 
Boise Valley we seem to be living in denial. 

For the last 10 years I have grown and sold drought-tolerant, including native, plants to the public. I know 
that attractive landscapes can be created and maintained using a fraction of "normal" levels of irrigation. 
However the change to more sustainable landscaping practices is taking place very slowly despite years of 
efforts at education on the part of United Water. The problem is that there are no strong incentives to conserve-
in terms of price of water or regulation. So, our community wastes tremendous amounts of water each year 
maintaining landscapes which are simply inappropriate for the region in which we live. 

I believe conservation, including mandatory conservation, is a much more realistic and environmentally 
benign solution to future water shortages than the construction of another impoundment dam on the upper Boise 
River. 

Sincerely 

Diane M. Jones 
Draggin' Wing Farm 
Water-thrifty Plants for Idaho 
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Miller, Neeley 

From: sara rodgers [manifesting_health@yahoo.com] 
Wednesday, August 29, 2012 12:17 PM Sent: 

To: Miller, Neeley 
Subject: Comment Draft Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer Plan 

Idaho Water Resource Board 
c/o Neeley Miller 

Please accept the following comments regarding the Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer Plan (Plan) 

I would like to thank the Board for the work to create the Plan. 

My comments are as follows. 

1. Prioritization of water management in the following manner. 
1. Highest priority: water conservation measures domestically, agriculturally, and industrially. Water 

conservation measures in all sectors to include education, incentives, and potentially fines for wasting 
water. 

2. The concept of water storage, as mentioned in the plan, should include the concept of storage by storm 
water, roof rain water, and non-use (ie conservation). Economic incentives do not have to wait for 
'economic feasability' as mentioned in the draft plan. 

3. Encourage legislators and industry members to support building and remodeling standards to investigate 
safety, efficacy, and use of grey water and built-in water conservation mechanisms. 

4. Lowest priority: creation of surface water containment in the forms of dams. 
2. Using science to determine the best management procedures should be the basis for all management decisions. 
3. The management and protection of ground water water quality should be included in the plan. Although quantity is 

an issue, the quality of the ground water may affect future users and should be considered. Current controversy of 
tracking and potentially other industrial contamination should not be disregarded in this plan. 

4. I agree and support the suggestion of working with multiple partners -state, local, federal, and community. 

Sincerely and respectfully submitted, 
Sara Rodgers 
3021 Grover St 
Boise, ID 83705 
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Miller, Neeley 

From: 
Sent: 

Rosentreter, Roger D [rrosentreter@blm.gov] 
Friday, September 07, 2012 1 :45 PM 

To: Miller, Neeley 
Subject: Boise River Plan 

Thanks for your work on the Boise River Plan. 
I would like to recommend that some of the invasive exotic trees along the Boise river be targeted for removal to allow 
the more wildlife friendly native trees and shrubs to prevail. Exotic trees and shrubs that should be controlled are Salt 
cedar, Russian olives, tree of heavens, white mulberry, indigo bushes and poison nightshade. 
Thanks for the opportunity to summit comments. 

Roger Rosentreter PhD 
State Office Botanist 
Bureau of Land Management 
1387 S. Vinnell Way 
Boise, ID 83709 
208-373-3824 
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Miller, Neeley 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hello, 

Laurie K [laurie_kuntz@hotmail.com] 
Friday, September 07, 2012 3:08 PM 
Miller, Neeley 
public comment on the draft CAMP 

I am a biology graduate and am very concerned about Idaho's future water use and how it affects wildlife and 
our quality of life. I strongly disagree with the proposal to look into building future dams along the Boise River. 
This would have a huge negative impact the environment and would totally transform a naturally flowing river 
where people currently go to raft, fish, and otherwise recreate. It would also cost millions of dollars, which is a 
very poor use of Idaho's limited monetary resources. 

Secondly, we need to implement strong incentives for people and companies to reduce their water use. I have 
never understood why new construction continues to be allowed to install green lawns rather than xeroscaped 
lawns, which are not only beautiful, but far more suitable to our desert climate. Also, if companies or 
individuals use a large portion of our water resources, they should pay for the privilege. We should be moving 
toward more sustainable water practices, even for farming. Aquaponics, for example, produces much larger 
quantities of food than traditional farming, and yet uses a fraction of the water to grow the crops, all without 
using chemical fertilizers or pesticides. There should be rewards for farmers who put these modern, efficient 
farming practices into use. 

Third, we need to have a better understanding of how the aquifer interfaces with surface water, and therefore 
need to fund additional research. We need tools and the understanding of what we're working with to be able to 
effectively manage our water. 

Thank you, 
Laurie Kuntz 
Boise ID 83713 
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September 24, 2012 

To: IWRB 

Please change the definition of Aquifer in the CAMP document to be consistent with the definition of 

Aquifer in the in State Code for Well Drilling. 

Thank you 

Gary Duspivia 



Miller, Neeley 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Rex Barrie [waterdistrict63@qwestoffice.net] 
Wednesday, September 12, 2012 8:26 AM 
TVCAMP 
RE: Proposed Treasure Valley CAMP Public Comments 

Idaho Water Resources Board 

Gentlemen, 

I have reviewed the Treasure Valley Camp as presented at the Public meetings held on September 10 and 11, 2012 and 
would like to provide some feedback. 

As a member of the TV Camp Committee I was very involved in the development of the current document. Today I am 
providing comments as the Watermaster for Basin 63, Boise River. 

Throughout the entire Camp process we continually heard about the success of communities like Portland and Seattle 
and how they were able to conserve water to meet their needs. It needs to be pointed out that those areas of the 
northwest receive annual amounts of rainfall that far exceed our annual amounts. From my perspective as a water 
manager for the last 30 years, the only way to ensure a reliable water supply 50 years into the future is to increase our 
ability to store the spring flows. This increase in storage would serve a dual purpose. Not only would this help protect us 
from a drought by providing additional water during short water years it would also help to prevent potential flooding 
that as we all know is not a matter of "if but when" it happens. The current storage study that is underway by the Board 
and the Army Corp of Engineers provides an informative look at how best to accomplish these goals. 

Thanks you for the opportunity to comment on this issue. 

Respectfully, 

Rex R. Barrie 
Boise River Watermaster 
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September 26, 2012 

Ten-y T. Uhling, Chairman 
Idaho Water Resource Board 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 

RE: TV CAMP and the need for 50 year municipal planning 

Dear Mr. Uhling: 

United Water Idaho is writing to urge support by the Idaho Water Resource Board for a SO-year 
plam1ing horizon for those municipal water providers that are serving growing Idaho 
communities. United Water Idaho commends the Idaho Water Resources Board for its 
commitment of resources and effort to the goal of better cooperation, understanding, and long 
term planning that is at the heart of the Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan process 
throughout the State. 

The Municipal Water Rights Act of 1996 embodies the vision and foresight of the Legislature 
and the people of Idaho in recognizing the vital role played by municipal water providers 
within the prior appropriation doctrine. Idaho is growing, but its water supply is not. We face 
not only increasing demands from within the state, but growing pressures from without. 

Cities and states across the West are following the lead set by Idaho in adopting the 1996 Act. 
They are establishing long term planning horizons for municipal water providers aimed at 
securing their future. Idaho must do the same, or risk forfeiting its enviable position as an 
upstream state to out-of-state interests who covet Idaho's water. 

From its outset, the Treasure Valley CAMP process has recognized and embraced the need for 
long term planning. The Plan describes the overarching goals and actions that can be 
implemented to successfully accomplish the stated goals for local residents and the state of 
Idaho and to promote productive regional cooperation to benefit the area over the next 50 years. 

The introduction to the proposed TV CAMP at page 3 states: "The specific goals of the 
statewide Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan (CAMP) program are to: "Provide 
reliable sources of water, projecting 50 years into the future." This is reiterated again at page 
21: "A challenge for the Tl'easure Valley will be to meet new and on-going water demands 



over the next 50 years." The proposed text states at page 25: "Another tool is the Municipal 
Water Rights Act of 1996 which provides for growing municipalities to acquire water rights 
based on future growth projections." And again at page 28: "The Muniiipal Water Rights Act 
of 1996 is a tool available to municipal provides to secure water rights foi· growfog municipal 
water demands based on anticipated future needs." · 

United Water Idaho fully supports these statements and encourages the Board to set policy 
clearly recognizing the need for SO-year planning under the Municipal Water Rights Act of 
1996. If other states are planning for 50 years and beyond ( and they are) and if Idaho fails to 
do the same, we may impair our ability to withstand out of state challenges. Solid long te1m 
planning by municipal providers is good policy not just for cities, but for every Idaho water 
user. 

Sincerely, 

7-~~ 
Scott Rhead, P .E. 
Director of Engineedng 

cc: Gary Spackman, Director, IDWR 
Greg Wyatt, Vice President, UWID 
Roger Dittus, Hydrologist, UWID 
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Idaho Water Resource Board 
PO Box 83720 
Boise ID 83720 

September 27, 2012 

Dear Chairman Uhling and Idaho Water Resource Board Members, 

The Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan will have a significant 
impact on management of surface and groundwater in the Treasure Valley. If the Plan is to 
meet its important goals of providing water security for 50 years while reducing conflicts 
and determining future investment, it must have the overarching goal of protecting the 
Boise River. 

The future of the Boise River, the river that flows in the blood of all residents of the 
Treasure Valley, is in the balance as our population grows, land use evolves and the 
climate changes. The Plan offers us the opportunity to adopt management goals that 
protect and even improve the health and function of the Boise River as it flows above and 
below ground. Our highest priority must be to protect the Boise River as nothing can 
replace it and the tremendous wealth it provides us. 

Idaho Rivers United is a statewide river conservation organization. We have helped shape 
Idaho water policy for over twenty years, and our comments on the Treasure Valley 
Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan reflect our oft-demonstrated belief in the 
importance of public planning. We want the Plan to be grounded in scientifically accurate 
information and ecologically sound principals and include clear direction for future action. 

Thank you for your dedication to the water resources of Idaho and this opportunity to 
comment. 

Sincerely, 

Liz Paul 
Boise River Campaign Coordinator 



COMMENTS OF IDAHO RIVERS UNITED 

Introduction 

After observing the meetings of the Citizen Advisory Committee and reviewing the Proposed 
Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan, Idaho Rivers United sees the 
potential for this document to serve as a positive framework for protection of the Boise River 
ecosystem, for providing water security for 50 years, for reducing conflicts and for determining 
future investment. 

The Board needs to eliminate Plan language supporting the continued study of new water storage 
as a means to supply water. This will ensure that the long list of much more viable options are 
considered with the limited resources at hand. 

The Board should expand the Plan's emphasis on the creation and support of water conservation 
and efficiency programs. These programs will provide immediate benefits for water supply 
throughout the Treasure Valley, reducing demand and stress on the aquifer. 

The Board should put high priority on the acquisition of complete information concerning the 
ecological and hydrological function of the aquifer system. Existing gaps in knowledge now 
prevent the completion of a scientifically sound management plan. 

Finally, the Board should revise the Plan to ensure that it is accurate and provides clear direction. 
The adoption of a factually correct and easy-to-understand document is a crucial step in meeting 
the goals of the Plan. Our suggested revisions, various in nature, are listed in the second section 
of this document. 

Section One 

1. Consideration of new storage will not meet Plan goals 
The language used throughout the draft TV CAMP assumes there will be unmet 

water demand by 2050 and that new surface water storage is a viable option to meet that 
demand. 

Idaho Rivers United doesn't support the conclusion that current available supplies 
of water will be inadequate to meet future demand. With the exception of drought, 
existing natural flow and storage meet the current needs of the Treasure Valley as 
demonstrated, in part, by quantities of carryover water in reservoirs and unused water 
rights that are available in the Rental Pool and Water Supply Bank annually. 

Predicted population growth will increase the number of water users, but growing 
cities around the world have decreased per capita water use and lowered total water 
demand. The Treasure Valley's current water use rate of 160 gallons per person per day 
is far above the national average. To meet Plan goals, the Plan must highlight the large 
role that demand reduction can play in meeting water supply needs and reducing the 
potential for conflict at a very economical price. The Plan should recommend strategies 
to achieve demand reduction. 

Page 11 



There are many steps that can be easily taken to reduce water demand right away 
and "bank" those water supplies to meet future demand. Some examples include: 
conservation and efficiency programs supported by incentives, water infrastructure 
modernization, and increasing the coordination between land use planning and water 
resource planning so that growth occurs in areas with ample water supply. All of these 
options extend the existing water supply to meet future demand and most, if not all, will 
provide desired water security more reliably and at lower cost than new surface water 
storage. These same steps will create a buffer to deal with water supply variability 
resulting from climate change. 

The Plan can and should lay out clear steps to make better use of the water we 
already have. 

Additionally, Idaho Rivers United does not believe that additional storage 
capacity will necessarily lead to additional affordable and reliable water supply. While 
feasibility studies have begun, there has yet to be a conclusion that additional storage is a 
viable option for increasing supply. In a normal year, most of the water in the upper 
Boise River where a new storage project is being considered is spoken for. Water above 
and beyond what is already appropriated is unpredictable and unreliable and not an 
appropriate source of drinking water, the only sector predicted to demand more water in 
the future. 

Creation of new storage capacity will not create more water. Dams are costly to 
build and have continued costs of operation and maintenance, which often make them the 
most expensive alternative. 

Finally, the environmental impacts associated with the creation of new storage 
capacity are too high for the Treasure Valley to accept. Diverting more water from the 
Boise River or its headwater streams or blocking flow with a new water storage dam 
would have a negative impact on fish, wildlife, recreation, water quality and other values 
of the Boise River all the way to its mouth with the Snake River and beyond. People will 
let their lawns go brown in short water years rather than sacrifice the Boise River. 

The notion that there is excess water in the Boise River in some years is absurd. It 
has no basis in ecology or science or local economics. No one will like what will become 
of the Boise River if high winter, spring and summer flows are reduced or eliminated. 
Unless the Board has a hidden agenda to meet future water demands by making the 
Treasure Valley an unappealing place to live and work thereby decreasing population and 
water demand, the consideration of new water storage in the Plan is a poor choice. All 
other options to meet the goals of the Plan should be given investigation, implementation 
and funding priority. 

2. High priority for funding should be given to water conservation and efficiency 
programs, including incentive based programs. 
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Based on the availability of current information, the best possible option for 
moving towards greater water security is to create programs encouraging agricultural, 
domestic, commercial, municipal, and industrial waster conservation and efficiency. 
Conservation programs encourage the saving of water through restriction of uses, while 
efficiency programs aim to reduce the waste of water. 

Water conservation and efficiency programs should be given priority in 
implementation and funding. Conservation and efficiency are proven to be effective and 
predictable. As the Treasure Valley plans for population growth, there are several 
opportunities for aquifer and surface water management that can provide secure water 
supply and reduce water conflict. Investing in programs that research shows can meet the 
water challenges of the Treasure Valley offers the best possible option for 
implementation now. The best thing is that the cost is low and federal dollars from the 
Department of Energy, Bureau of Reclamation, EPA and others is available to match 
state dollars. 

3. Effects on the Boise River ecosystem should be fully determined. 

As indicated in the Plan, there are many gaps in current knowledge that prevent 
the implementation of the best, or even adequate, management of the aquifer and surface 
water. In order to meet the goals of the Plan and the goal of protecting the Boise River, 
the Plan should prioritize improving our understanding of the Boise River ecosystem. 

Currently there is limited understanding of the full wealth provided by the Boise 
River and its companion aquifer, the provision of clean water for agriculture being a rare 
exception. The Boise River ecosystem provides us with many other things - many of 
which have no replacement. Here is a partial list. 
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Provisioning Services 

Hydroelectric Power 

Commercial/Industrial Uses 

Drinking Water (Fresh Water) 

Irrigation water (Food, Timber, Fiber) 

New biodiversity products 

Recreation and Ecotourism 

Ecosystem Services 

Cultural Services 

Cultural Diversity 

Spiritual & Religious Values 

Educational Values 

Inspiration 

Knowledge Systems 

Aesthetic Values 

Social Relations 

Sense of Place 

Cultural Heritage Values 

Regulating and Supporting Services 

Avoided Sedimentation 

Water capture function 

Erosion prevention 

Biological regulation 

Climate Regulation 

Air Quality Regulation 

Natural Hazard regulation 

Disease Regulation 

Cabon Sequestration 

Pollination 

Nutrient cycling (dispersal and cycling) 

Water cycling 

Habitat creation 

Soil Formation 

Photosynthesis 

Primary production 

Ecosystem regulation of infectious diseases 

Waste processing, detoxification, purification 

Without the necessary information about the ecosystem services of the Boise 
River and aquifer, we are at risk of unknowingly diminishing these often irreplaceable 
services. The Board must recognize all uses of the Boise River and adopt a Plan that 
ensures our communities will continue to enjoy this tremendous wealth. 
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Section Two 

Executive Summary 
Page 2, Bullet #2: "Investigate and s1:11919ort additional storage and supply" 

o Indicating "support" for additional storage is unfounded based on the content of 
the Plan and the presentation of Actions Needed on page 26. The Executive 
Summary must accurately represent the full Plan. 

o New storage is a costly and ecologically destructive means to seek water security, 
in addition to the fact that current options for additional storage have yet to be 
determined feasible. 

1. Introduction 
We support your "commitment to ongoing research, data collection, and analysis" of the 
hydrological functions of our water basin. Without this base of knowledge, a complete, 
accurate and effective management plan is impossible. 

2. Background and Current Condition 
Hydrology and Water Supply 

Indicating what the source of the 10% of water supply which does not come from the 
upper basin would increase understanding of this section. The paragraph is about surface 
water, so it's to be understood that 90% of surface water comes from the upper basin and 
10% of the surface water comes from somewhere else. 
It would increase understanding for the Plan to include the location of the Boise River 
gaging station, explain why the stream flow is "near" the station and not at the station, 
and specify whether the flows are controlled or natural. The Boise River at Boise 
commonly refers to the Glenwood Bridge gaging station. It is important that the Plan 
clearly indicates the nature of figures included. 
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o Hydrogeology 
• The Plan should provide more detail about the nature of varying 

"hydraulic communication between the various aquifers" to communicate 
the current understanding of the interaction between aquifer levels. [How 
does it differ from location to location? What interactions exist that are 
understood?] 

• The Plan should emphasize the uncertainty of interaction between surface 
water and aquifers and recognize further investigation into aquifer 
characteristics is necessary to meet Plan long-term management goals. 

• To avoid confusion, don't use the term "deeper aquifer." Stick to the term 
"deep aquifer." 

• The Plan should emphasize that existing models of the Treasure Valley 
aquifer are not adequate to address management needs and goals of the 
Plan. The Plan should state that there is a need for further research and 
investigation before management action can be scientifically justified. 

o TVAS Ground Water Budget 
• The Plan would promote a better understanding of the hydrology if stated 

clearly that the source of the stunning amount of groundwater (881,600 
acre-feet) that flows directly or indirectly into the Boise River (primarily 
below Middleton) starts as clean cold water that's diverted from the river 
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{primarily above Middleton), travels miles through unlined irrigation 
ditches to be poured onto fields all the while picking up pollution and 
soaking into the ground before re-entering the Boise River. 

o Surface Water Flows 
• For preciseness, augment the first paragraph by indicating that 925,900 

acre-feet flows into the aquifer each year and only 675,000 acre-feet are 
used for agriculture each year. 

• For accuracy, make it clear that of the 1.1 MAF of annual basin outflow, 
881,600 AF come from aquifer discharge. 

• The Plan should make it clear that a massive aquifer charging program is 
currently in place, but very little of the aquifer water is pumped out and 
used before it re-enters the Boise River or a surface tributary. 

• Page 9, the top paragraph needs to be rewritten for accuracy and clarity. 
Natural flow commonly means the flow that would be available without 
storage. Given the current irrigation delivery system, there is not enough 
natural flow to meet irrigation demands from Lucky Peak all the way to 
Parma, not just to Middleton. The water that enters the Boise River below 
Middleton through drains and seepage is not natural flow - it's a result of 
the diversion of both natural and stored water. 

• While the Plan indicates that "310,000 acre-feet" of flow enter the river 
between Middleton and Parma, for a complete understanding it should be 
noted where the 881,600 acre-feet of aquifer discharge enters the river and 
how much surface water that wasn't groundwater enters the river and 
where. 

• To increase reader understanding, the terms "base flow" and "return flow" 
need to be defined, and their relationship to the groundwater needs to be 
explained. 

o Climate Variability 
• It would be helpful if the Plan provided the location for where the "lower 

summer stream base flows" discussed on page 9 occur. 
o Drought 

• To avoid confusion, the definition of drought should be provided. Is a 
drought a dry year or period of years or a supply shortfall? With good 
management a drought should not cause a supply shortfall. The sentence 
would make more sense written as follows, "The most severe supply 
shortfalls occur when there are two or three consecutive dry years ... " 

• If the Plan included a description of the "major impact" the 1987-1992 
drought had on water users and the Boise River ecosystem, the reader 
would have a much better understanding of drought-associated risks. What 
were the conflicts? Where were the shortages? Etc. As the Plan aims to 
analyze challenges, it requires that quantifiable impact analysis be 
included. 

• The Plan needs to address why no drought plan exists and make fully 
visible the challenges associated with establishing one. 

• It would help if the Plan explained how "additional stress on ground water 
supplies" occurs during drought years through surface water irrigation 



supplementation. Clarify what the existing stress is and how and why and 
to what extent this this stress increases during drought. Provide as much 
detail as possible on reduced groundwater levels, reduced aquifer 
charging, groundwater contamination, reduced return flows to the Boise 
River, reduced ecological function of the Boise River, etc. 

o Challenges Associated with Water Supply 
• As previously noted, because "supplies in some areas" may not meet 

future demand, a key component of water management planning should be 
development restrictions in areas where water availability cannot meet 
demand. The role of water management in growth planning should be 
highlighted and advocated in the Plan, realizing that water security is 
inextricably tied to growth and development. 

• In order the preserve reservoir carryover, more groundwater pumping can 
be used to offset reduced natural flow in the many areas that have excess 
groundwater. 

• Demand reduction actions/incentives should be discussed in this section as 
a potential means to make existing water supplies go further and protect 
reservoir carryover. Not doing so misses the opportunity to provide clear 
roadmaps to effective action. 

• Drought planning should be the highest priority of the Plan. A drought 
plan needs to be more than demand reduction because that doesn't address 
the comprehensive needs of the ecosystem and economy. 

Distribution 
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o Reservoir System 
• The Boise River ecosystem relies upon natural flow fluctuations that are 

hampered by the current reservoir system and will be further compromised 
with additional water storage. Please discuss this important issue in the 
Plan. 

• Page 13, bottom left paragraph: "Presently, the flood control objective is 
to limit tleea- flows to 6,500 cfs at the Glenwood Bridge." 

o Drains 

■ The draft language inaccurately interprets the listed flow level as a 
flood. 

• Page 15, top paragraph: The term "low lying area" is vague. Drains 
capture water in Meridian and it's not low lying. The value of this section 
would be improved if it was more specific such as "Approximately 195 
miles of drains channel water out of lov,· lyiAg areas areas with excess 
groundwater and 11 principle drain systems discharge into the Boise 
River." 

o Challenges Associated with Distribution 
• The "mechanisms to protect existing infrastructure" indicated in the first 

paragraph need to be explained fully to justify this comment. 
• Wells aren't mentioned in the delivery background information section. 

Wells serve as an important component of water use in the Treasure 



Valley. If they are part of the distribution challenge, the document would 
be improved if the specific challenges associated with wells are explained. 

• Please expand upon the challenges associated with future management of 
water sources based on the interconnection between ground and surface 
water. Without expansion, the document does little to increase 
understanding of the future challenges associated with distribution, 
especially when no current challenges apparently exist. This challenge 
highlights the need for research on the interconnection as a crucial 
component for "effective management" of the aquifer. 

Water Use and Needs 
The Plan would be more helpful and truthful if the term "aquifer recharge" wasn't used to 
describe incidental loss of water from the irrigation system into the groundwater. Water 
that is diverted for agricultural irrigation does flow into the aquifer, but it's more like 
putting water in an overflowing bathtub than like filling an empty bathtub. As already 
pointed out in the Plan, an incredible 881,600 AF flow through the aquifer and back to 
the river. Very little water is pumped from the aquifer for use, and only a fraction of 
pumped water comes from the shallow aquifer. Recharge means to replenish or renew, so 
the use of that word infers there is a shortage when just the opposite is true. 
The Plan would be improved if it listed the municipal and industrial systems currently 
implementing aquifer storage and recovery techniques currently? The use of the modifier, 
"some" is too vague for this important piece of information. 
The inclusion of "low-cost" as a modifier for hydropower electricity is undue 
editorializing. There are numerous costs of hydropower plants not reflected in consumer 
pricing, including the ecologically destruction caused by the facilities and operations. 
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o Water Quality 
• The brief description of water quality is not sufficient and suggests that 

water quality is of low importance. The Plan would be a better framework 
for smart management if it included the results of the monitoring program, 
at least in summation, to inform the reader of the current state of water 
quality. 

o Fisheries and Biological Flows 
• How was it determined that the largest constraint on fish populations is 

stream flows? What about the impacts associated with water temperature 
and pollutants? A more comprehensive discussion is important to defining 
thresholds for species impacts meeting the goals of the Plan. 

• Page 19, bottom left paragraph: "The Boise River is generally a gaining 
reach from Star to its confluence with the Snake River and therefore has 
good stream flows year round, but poor water quality conditions can only 
seasonally support a cold-water fishery." 

• These edits present a more accurate accounting of the river 
conditions that support a cold-water fishery. 

o Hydropower 
• Who is the Arrowrock Dam (18,000kW) power contracted with? 

o Anticipated Changes in Water Use 
• Increased coordination between water and land managers would lessen the 

water supply challenges predicted to occur with growth on undeveloped 



lands. To meet its goals, the Plan should promote growth that will produce 
the least stress on the aquifer. 

o Challenges Associated with Water Use and Needs 
• The quality of life discussion is excellent. 
• The "difficulty in assessing" the impacts of water use is overstated. It does 

require funding for investigation but it is not extremely difficult to assess, 
as entire fields of research are dedicated to assessing these exact types of 
impacts. Assessing the impacts of water use on the natural environment 
should be emphasized in the implementation of the Plan as a means to 
ensure scientifically sound management of the aquifer. 

• Again, the challenge of "uncertain" future water demands can be lessened 
through land use planning and growth restrictions. 

Management and Administration 
o State Law Associated with Requiring Continued Use of Irrigation Water for 

Landscaping 
• This discussion is incomplete without a discussion of the problems that 

arise with the mandatory use of canal or ditch water on organic farms, 
organic homes and for other users for whom water contamination from 
pesticides, herbicides, sediment, nutrients and weeds is a problem. 

o Water Markets 
• The fact that only 9% of Water Supply Bank rights were rented indicates 

that currently there is an excess of water supply. As drought (supply 
shortfall) is often emphasized in other parts of the Plan, this section should 
be expanded to point out that currently an excess of water exists that 
would help avoid shortfalls. This would increase balance in terms of the 
way issues are framed. 

• The Plan would be more helpful if the amount of water leased into the 
Rental Pool was provided in addition to the volume that is rented out. It 
should be made clear that an average of 6,236 AF is rented annually from 
the Pool. 

o Challenges Associated with Management and Administration 
• The phrases "organizational structure for groundwater users" and 

"collaborative efforts," are too vague. The Plan would be improved if 
some details about the problem that the structure is intended to remedy 
were included as well as an explanation of why this lack currently exists. 

• What "technical capabilities" are needed to meet management challenges? 
Idaho Rivers United would argue that increased knowledge and 
understanding is the key challenge and research should be prioritized. If 
development and funding is allocated to technology while incomplete 
knowledge exists, the goals of the Plan will not be met. 

3. Actions Needed 
Enhance Water Data Collection, Analysis, and Planning 
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2nd Bullet: Water demand is at the center of water management and should be closely 
monitored and carefully modeled. The Plan will not meet its goals without a much better 
understanding of water demand (meaning water that is needed, not water that is wasted). 
Suggested edit: "Support water demand and supply modeling and stream flow 
monitoring;" 
4th Bullet: In this critical area, the Plan should recommend actions for the Board, 
Department and other to take to ensure development of a drought management plan. 
Position taking isn't enough. Suggested edit: "Initiate drought planning to increase the 
resiliency of the water supply." 
5th Bullet: This is an important action, but the effects of water management on quality of 
life, livability, must also be assessed to meet Plan goals. Suggested edit: "Support efforts 
at assessing potential effects of water management on the natural environment and 
quality of life." 
?1h Bullet: This action is too vague and there is no discussion of this issue or challenge in 
the Plan. What is the challenge? What planning process does the Plan refer to? What does 
"increased transparency" look like? Who is responsible for accomplishing this? 

Additional Storage and Supply 
Paragraph: The first sentence as drafted implies that additional storage or other sources of 
water supply are viable when this has not been established. Suggested edit: "Additional 
storage or other sources of water supply may or may not be able to offset the increased 
variability of water supply and additional water demand. 
A very short lead time is required for water supply projects based on conservation and 
efficiency, so that sentence should be amended to read," ... for initiating some storage and 
water supply projects ... " 
I st Bullet: No further study of potential surface water storage projects should be 
recommended because they are too expensive and environmentally damaging and 
because the U.S. Congress holds the purse strings. 
2nd Bullet: Suggested clarification: "Investigate the feasibility of utilizing managed 
ground water recharge for meeting future water demands" 
3rd Bullet: It is premature to support exchange of salmon flow augmentation space 
without understanding the full consequences to the Boise River ecosystem. 

Reducing Demand through Water Conservation 
Water efficiency must be used to extend existing supplies of water as well as water 
conservation. Water conservation is a behavior that results in less water use and is often 
associated with less output or a sacrifice. For example, a shorter shower or less acres in 
production. Water efficiency means getting the same job done with less water, usually 
with the application of technology. For example using a low flow shower head or a 
buried drip irrigation system. The inclusion of efficiency as well as conservation is 
important for developing actions to extend existing water supplies. Language throughout 
this section should be changed to include both focuses. 
I st Bullet: This action is too vague, and it's unclear who should do the educating, whom 
they should be educating, what the education will focus on, and how this will occur. The 
Plan should recommend action(s) for the Board, Department and others to take to provide 
sufficient direction for implementation. 
3rd Bullet: The limits put on this action pander to a special interest, are prejudicial and 
will make it unnecessarily difficult to implement this action. We have to assume that the 
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Board, the Department, the State, and other players will only pursue viable opportunities 
for surface water conservation and efficiency and that all consequences will be 
considered. Suggested edit: "Encourage conservation and efficient use of surface water." 
6th Bullet: This is crucial and should be strengthened by including water efficiency. 
8th Bullet: This is a good recommended action, and the positive impact will be increased 
by considering conservation and efficiency requirements for new water appropriations, 
and for modifications, transfers and rentals. 

Potential Conversion of Water Use from Agriculture to Other Uses 
This needs to be edited to read clearly and accurately, and additional information is 
needed. Suggested edit: "In many areas, urbanization has occurred on irrigated farm land 
resulting in a change of water use from agricultural irrigation to residential irrigation and 
other DCMI uses. This trend is expected to continue. The intent of these actions is to 
ensure low cost surface water is available for residential and other uses. Residential 
irrigation from surface water also reduces the amount of water that municipal and private 
drinking water systems need to provide and therefore reduces groundwater withdrawals. 
Significant concern has been expressed about the poor quality of some surface water and 
its use on organic food crops and in other sensitive areas. The following actions should be 
undertaken to ensure the transition of water use from agriculture to DCMI:" 

Preserve and Protect Water Delivery Infrastructure 
1st Bullet: To meet Plan goals, the Plan should recommend actions to eliminate 
contamination from irrigation water that is being used for residential irrigation systems. 
2nd Bullet: This action must be clarified to specific exactly what the funding is for and 
explain why the Board would be seeking funding. This issue wasn't discussed in the 
background information. 
4th Bullet: The inclusion of water quality is terrific. Due to the costs that water 
contamination poses for the Treasure Valley, water quality protection should be given 
more weight and priority in implementation and funding. 
5th Bullet: IRU supports this. 
6th Bullet: IRU supports this. 
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September 10, 2012 

Idaho Rivers United Comments on the 
DRAFT Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan 

My name is Liz Paul. I'm the Boise River Campaign Coordinator for Idaho Rivers United. Idaho 

Rivers United is a statewide river conservation organization and we've been helping citizens 

protect Idaho's rivers and fish for over 20 years. 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak this evening. I'd like to commend the Idaho Water 

Resource Board for tackling the challenge of planning for the future of the Boise River. There is 

nothing more important to the Treasure Valley than the Boise River and its companion aquifer. 

Recommendations and actions in this plan will shape the future of every community in the 

Treasure Valley. 

I'd also like to commend the staff of the Idaho Department of Water Resources and all the 

citizen advisory committee members who worked on this draft plan. Thank you. 

The Plan has three good goals, to provide water security, reduce water conflict and to 

determine future investment priorities, but a fourth goal is needed, protection of the Boise 

River. 

Protection of the Boise River must be at the heart of the Plan because the Boise River is the 

heart of the Treasure Valley. 

To protect the Boise River, the Plan's recommendations regarding drought planning, research, 

and water conservation need to be strengthened. 

Dry years happen. Consecutive dry years happen. Climate science tells us that dry years are 

getting drier. 

Dry years affect the river and water users. Lower stream flows and more groundwater pumping 

directly impact the river's water quality, the fishery, recreation, and habitat. Conflicts between 

water users are more likely to occur and economic impacts escalate during a drought. The 



negative impacts of drought can be minimized or eliminated with good planning based on good 

science. 

Drought planning should be the highest priority of the Plan. The Plan should recommend that 

a drought plan be developed within 1 year. It should recommend that research be undertaken 

to increase the understanding of how drought impacts the Boise River. And it should 

recommend establishment of monitoring that will allow IDWR to determine if the drought plan 

works as predicted. 

More research on water need is also required for the Plan to meet its goals and protect the 

Boise River. Of particular note is the absence of local data about how much clean surface water 

is lost through leaking irrigation delivery and where that water resurfaces and how much water 

is needed for lawn irrigation when a farm is converted to a subdivision. 

The Plan will not achieve any of its goals without a big investment in research and data 

collection. 

The third area that needs to be strengthened to meet Plan goals and protect the Boise River is 

water conservation. IRU fully supports water conservation and water efficiency. We believe 

that wise use of water by all users is the key to water security in 2050. 

Water conservation and efficiency programs are effective and predictable and they need to be 

given priority in implementation and funding. The Plan should recommend development of 

development of incentives for water conservation and efficiency and adoption of penalties for 

wasting water. 

Finally, consideration of new water storage will waste limited State tax revenue and without 

meeting Plan goals or protecting the Boise River. 

IRU doesn't believe there will be a water shortage in 2050 and we don't believe that new 

surface water storage will solve any water problems. With the exception of drought, existing 

supplies are more than enough to meet needs. Modern water planning and management can 

decrease water use and meet the goals of the Plan. 

New surface water storage will not provide a reliable or an affordable supply of water. 



It's a waste of money to plan for something we won't need and can't afford. 

Diverting more water from the Boise River or its headwaters or blocking more flow with a new 

or higher dam will be bad for the river, and those impacts will be felt all the way to the Snake 

River and beyond. No one will like what happens to the Boise River if we decrease flows, 

including the fish . They'd be here tonight to tell you themselves if they could. 

Let me take a few liberties with Kevin Richert's Sunday editorial in the Idaho Statesman about 

the potential mine in the Boise River headwaters. 

The Boise River is invaluable and irreplaceable. 

It is not subject to compromise. 

It is not for sale. 

When the Idaho Water Resource Board touts the economic impact of building a new dam on 
the Boise River, we're left with a very simple question. 

At what cost? 

For all the economic stakes - the environmental stakes are higher. They take precedent on the 
Boise River. 

On Boise's river. 

Submitted by Liz Paul, Idaho Rivers United, PO Box 633, Boise ID 83701 



Leonard Rice 
ENGINEERS,INC. 

June 27, 2012 

Liz Paul 
PO Box 633 
Boise, ID 83701 

RE: Hydrologic Review of Lower Boise River Studies 

Dear Liz, 

Water Rights - Ground Water - Water Resource Planning 

We have completed a hydrologic review of the U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers' ("Corps") Lower Boise 
River Interim Feasibility Study Water Storage Screening Analysis report ("Screening Analysis", 
Corps, 2010) and Preliminary Evaluation of Arrowrock Site ("Arrowrock Evaluation", Corps, 2011). 
We are providing general comments on the work that has been performed so far with emphasis on 
the potential expansion of Arrowrock Reservoir and recommendations for additional analyses that 
should be performed as part of the Feasibility Study for the Arrowrock Dam site or other sites that 
are considered for further study. We are also providing comments regarding the project screening 
process used in the Screening Analysis report. Additional documents reviewed as part of this effort 
included the following: 

• Final Boise/Payette Water Storage Assessment ("Water Storage Assessment", Reclamation, 
2006) 

• Memorandum of Agreement between the Department of the Army and the Department of 
the Interior for Flood Control of the Boise River Reservoirs, Idaho ("MOA'', 1953), 

• Memorandum of Understanding for Confirmation, Ratification, and Adoption of Water 
Control Manual Boise River Reservoirs, Boise River, Idaho ("MOU", 1985). 

• Telephone and E-mail Correspondence with Idaho Department of Water Resources 
("IDWR") staff 

• E-mail Correspondence with Bureau of Reclamation ("Bureau") staff 
• E-mail Correspondence with Corps staff 
• The Maximum Use Doctrine and its Relevance to Water Rights Administration in Idaho's 

Lower Boise River Basin ("Maximum Use Doctrine", 2010). 
• Treasure Valley Future Water Demand Report (IDWR, 2010) 

Hydrologic Analysis to Date: 

Based on our review, two efforts have been made to quantify the amount of water that could be 
stored in an Arrowrock Reservoir expansion. These include MODSIM modeling that was performed 
by the Bureau of Reclamation for its Water Storage Assessment and modeling using historical data 
from a water rights accounting tool that was performed by IDWR and was summarized in the 
Screening Analysis. 
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An initial analysis for the full site list, which included over 200 sites in the Boise and Payette Basins 
in the Water Storage Assessment, included estimates of natural flow to determine refill frequencies 
at 50% and 80% thresholds. These estimates were based on USGS stream statistics obtained from 
the online StreamStats tool. The calculations and methodology were not provided in the report 
documentation. However, this approach was only used for initial screening purposes, so we did not 
find it necessary to evaluate the approach in detail at this time. We may provide additional 
comments on this approach if it is relied upon in the future. 

Sites identified to carry forward in the Water Storage Assessment were clustered into eight "areas 
of opportunity" in order to evaluate potential projects occurring in the same stream reaches and 
sub basins. The MODSIM analysis was performed for 17 project sites occurring within the areas of 
opportunity that were assumed to represent conditions at all the remaining project sites. A list of 
twenty projects in the Boise River basin was further narrowed to twelve sites for future study. 

The 12 sites identified to carry forward in the Boise River Basin were further assessed in the 
Interim Feasibility Study using a two-step approach consisting of first and second-level screening 
analyses. The study also added a new Arrowrock Reservoir expansion scenario in which the 
existing dam would be raised or a new dam would be built below the existing dam to provide a total 
additional storage volume of 317,000 acre-feet. This scenario rated highest in the report. Both 
levels of screening analysis in the report relied on the results from the MODSIM model in the Water 
Storage Assessment for refill volume estimates. IDWR refill analysis results based on a daily water 
rights accounting modeling tool were also summarized for seven project sites that were identified 
as priority sites through the screening process, including the Arrowrock Dam raise. 

Additional Hydrologic Analysis Necessary for Arrowrock Dam Raise: 

Descriptions of hydrologic analyses performed to date provide only rough estimates of actual refill 
volumes and are not adequate to understand the benefits or impacts of an Arrowrock Reservoir 
expansion. The existing studies have all identified the need for additional analysis, which has not 
yet been performed. 

The Bureau, in its Water Storage Assessment (Appendix, pg. E-3), states: 

In general, the level of detail provided by MODSIM is beyond a pre-appraisal, 
reconnaissance-level assessment. However, because Reclamation has invested 
considerable time in developing and calibrating MODSIM, the planning team utilized the 
model by making some general assumptions to obtain reconnaissance-level hydrologic 
yields. To ensure accurate results, subsequent hydrologic analysis using MODSIM 
should include the following: 

• Refined target volume 
• Flood control curves for new reservoirs 
• Estimate return flows 
• Channel conveyance analyses 
• Refined point of diversion and delivery 

Leonard Rice 
ENGINEERS,INC. 
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The Corps, in its Screening Analysis (pg. 38), states: 

"further consideration of water management legal constraints will be applied to 
any water storage concepts recommended for study, as necessary" 

Also (pg. 38): 

"Engineering designs, cost estimates, and hydrologic analysis would be completed 
for the selected sites as part of the Interim Feasibility Study." 

The Corps, in its Arrowrock Evaluation (pg. 18), states: 

"Hydrologic and hydraulic analyses are required to determine how a larger facility 
would be operationally integrated and coordinated with the other Boise River basin 
storage facilities. This analysis would evaluate the probability of refill to identify 
the volume of additional stored water that may be available for multiple purposes 
and the level of additional flood risk reduction that would be provided {Arrowrock 
Evaluation, pg. 18)." 

Generally, it is clear that more hydrologic analysis is needed for any specific project identified in the 
Screening Analysis, including Arrowrock Dam. While each study was intended to build on previous 
work, little hydrologic information has been provided other than the MODSIM results and IDWR 
water rights analysis. While these studies may have been useful for initial project screening 
purposes, the model assumptions are too poorly documented and/or too flawed to be used for in
depth feasibility studies. Refill probabilities, as well as other benefits and impacts of any proposed 
storage project cannot be accurately predicted without more detailed studies that include actual 
system operations and demands. 

MODSIM Comments: 

The MODSIM analysis was performed for 17 sites intended to represent the priority sites in the 
Boise and Payette basins. A total of eight areas of opportunity were identified in the Boise and 
Payette River basins. The Twin Springs location on the Middle Fork of the Boise River was chosen 
to represent the hydrologic potential at the Arrowrock location. Ninety percent probability refill 
volumes were estimated to be 50,000 acre-feet at the Twin Springs location and approximately 
50,000-60,000 acre-feet at the Arrowrock and Lucky Peak sites; presumably the slightly higher 
volume at Arrowrock is attributed to its site location, which is downstream of the Twin Springs site. 

1. The MODSIM model results were utilized for the first stage screening analysis. Annual Refill 
Volume is described as "the volume of water that will arrive ata proposed storage site at 
least 90 percent of the time (Water Storage Assessment, pg. 9)." Considering the complex 
water rights and operating agreements on the Lower Boise River, the amount of water that 
would arrive at a site has little actual bearing on the amount that could be reliably stored. 
The extent of downstream water rights considerations is unclear. If the refill estimates 
were actually based on the amount of water arriving at the site, then Annual Refill Volume is 
a flawed metric for refill volume. 

LeonardRice 
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2. The Water Storage Assessment Report (pg. 48) states: 

"A refined hydrologic analysis based on Reclamation's MODSIM model was 
conducted on the sites that were carried forward from the screening process. The 
refined analysis went beyond the StreamStats approach used in the screening 
process to include operating limitations associated with existing reservoirs (and 
their return flow estimates), water contracts, water rights, existing regulatory or 
administrative minimum flows, and other relevant aspects/realities of current 
operations. These existing operations were considered as givens in this analysis. 
That is, this modeling exercise assumed that any new storage could not negatively 
impact or affect existing system elements." 

Also, Appendix E (pg. E-1 ): 

"Natural flows (referred to as "gains" in the MODSIM model) for new storage sites 
in ungaged areas are based on the percentage of drainage area at the new storage site 
relative to the gains that are in the existing model. Return flows to the system from 
water stored at sites studied in this assessment are not estimated. This conservative 
assumption provides a conservative reinforcement to the intent of not impacting 
existing users, rights, contracts, or minimum flows." 

Operating limitations included in the models were not described in the Water Storage 
Assessment and have not been provided by the Bureau. When we requested this 
information, we were told that no one currently working at the Bureau had worked on the 
MODSIM models, so the assumptions could not be provided. Without an understanding of 
the actual model constraints, it is not possible to know whether there would be impacts to 
existing system operations , or whether the model incorporated operating conditions to 
protect future operations. The model should consider impacts to existing water rights. 
Specifically, downstream water rights including channel capacity and flow availability for 
diversion, flood control, and instream flow rights are critical components of existing 
reservoir operations, and ability to store water at a new facility is contingent on other 
demands being met. If existing operational limitations were modeled, the model 
assumptions used regarding the details of those assumptions (timing, location, quantity, 
etc.) were not stated in the report, and no discussion of possible changes to operations in 
the future was included. The Lower Boise River above Star Bridge is considered to be fully 
appropriated or possibly over-appropriated; therefore a detailed explanation of these 
assumptions is critical to understanding the applicability of any model. 

3. Operational inefficiencies should be considered in storage yield estimates: 

Actual storage amounts would likely be lower than modeled amounts because future 
demands and downstream supplies cannot be predicted with exact accuracy. A 
representative operational safety factor should be added to the MODSIM modeling that 
reflects these operational inefficiencies. 
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4. The Water Storage Assessment, Appendix E (pg. E-2) states: 

"Finally, no flood control curves were applied to new storage sites because these curves 
are unknown at this time. " 

Since one of the objectives of storage expansion is to provide additional flood control, flood 
control curves should be developed for any new storage project, and existing flood 
operating rules should be incorporated into the models. Flood releases are a key 
component of operations on the Boise River. Fill frequencies, impacts to existing water 
rights, instream flow rights, or any other water uses cannot be understood without 
including flood control operating rules, and storage refill estimates are likely to be 
overestimated without considering them. 

5. The MODSIM refill volume appears to have been capped at approximately 100,000 acre
feet Future detailed modeling efforts should include fill frequency analysis up to the 
proposed expansion volume of 317,000 acre-feet for the Arrowrock expansion project. 

6. The Water Storage Assessment, Appendix E (pg. E-2) states: 
"In the MODSIM model, the delivery distribution curve (Figure E-1) is based on 
current release patterns from Lucky Peak, which reflect high summer integrated 
demands associated with either future DCM&] or irrigation uses (Figure E-1)." 

While the estimated deliveries are explained for each model, the total quantity of deliveries 
is not discussed. It is also unclear whether carryover storage is considered in any of the 
scenarios. For a feasibility level analysis, timing of deliveries from an Arrowrock expansion 
should be based on actual projected demands from the expanded facility. 

Accounting Model Analysis 

For this analysis, IDWR estimated the quantity of water that could have been diverted into a new 
storage project at seven potential project locations over an eleven year period from 1999 through 
2009. This analysis was based on results from a historical accounting model that utilizes stream 
gage and diversion records to approximate flows within multiple reaches. The lowest excess flow 
in any reach was assumed to be available for diversion at the upstream project intake location. 
Estimates of potential storage at the new Arrowrock Dam project averaged approximately 114,000 
acre-feet per year over an eleven year period. The results indicated that an expanded Arrowrock 
Reservoir could have filled approximately 35% of maximum storage on average, or a complete fill 
approximately once every three years. 

The Corps acknowledged that the IDWR study provides "a rough estimate ofundiverted natural flow 
each year." (Screening Analysis, pg. 37) We believe there are several flaws with the study approach 
as discussed below: 

1. Calculations of lowest excess flows below Lucky Peak Reservoir (Screening Analysis, Table 
15) rely on varying diversion rates, return flows and precipitation/runoff in the lower 
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basin. The analysis is essentially a point flow model that assumes that 100% of the lowest 
excess flow in the river could be captured. This would require instantaneous reservoir 
operations and streamflow measurement mechanisms or a highly accurate hydrologic 
model that could predict streamflows (and therefore excess flows) below Lucky Peak Dam. 
In reality, future storage volumes would have to be reduced to accommodate a factor of 
safety to offset operational inefficiencies. 

2. Significant surface return flows accrue to the Boise River via large drain systems. Mass 
balance calculations may overestimate the uniformity of return flows accruing to the river. 
This can lead to overestimation of excess flows available in the river for diversion by new 
upstream storage. The IDWR study did not consider actual return flow locations and 
amounts. Instead, gains and losses were assumed to be evenly distributed across gaged 
stream reaches. 

3. Documentation was not provided in the IDWR analysis to indicate times when excess flows 
occurred. The analysis was performed on an annual basis. If any excess flows occurred 
during times when water was not being released for flood control purposes, the accounting 
records should be evaluated more closely to determine why the excess water was not 
captured by existing facilities. In the analysis, excesses should be assigned first to available 
(non-flood) storage in existing facilities, and should not be considered available for new 
upstream storage if they are the result of system operational inefficiencies. 

4. When considering the long-term viability of a large storage project, effects of future water 
rights changes are an important consideration. Water releases for flood control may have 
been necessitated as a result of water rights holders carrying over supplies in existing 
facilities. Future operations could be significantly different if irrigation rights are 
abandoned or put to beneficial use through transfer or reallocation. 

5. The Screening Analysis (pg. 38) states: 

"It is important to note this analysis is based on historical accounting model output, 
and assumes all priority water right holders were diverting." 

This statement is confusing. Our understanding from discussions with IDWR personnel is 
that actual recorded diversions during the study period are reflected in the accounting 
model. If all priority water right holders were diverting, very little or no water would be 
available for diversion to a new project because the river is fully appropriated or possibly 
even over-appropriated. Effects on future water rights operations could be significantly 
different from current conditions, for example, if surface water development replaces 
groundwater use in some regions. 
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LRE Findings and Recommendations: 

Historical annual inflows volumes above the proposed Arrowrock expansion project, measured as 
the sum of Twin Springs flows (USGS 13185000) and Anderson Ranch flows (USGS 13186000) 
were calculated for the period ofrecord from 1945 through 2011. The results are shown in Table 1 
below. 

Anderson Total Anderson Total 
TwinSprings Ranch inflows TwinSprings Ranch inflows 

Vear (AF/yr) (AF/yr) (AF/yr) Vear (AF/yr) (AF/yr) (AF/yr) 
1945 811,121 340,702 1,151,822 1979 570,798 333,652 904,450 
1946 1,035,016 605,735 1,640,751 1980 953,818 594,840 1,548,657 
1947 900,497 487,114 1,387,611 1981 720,102 424,489 1,144,591 
1948 846,776 476,647 1,323,423 1982 1,270,271 873,139 2,143,410 
1949 847,476 492,652 1,340,128 1983 1,283,565 926,669 2,210,234 
1950 1,061,274 669,425 1,730,699 1984 1,113,545 753,561 1,867,106 
1951 1,091,429 738,106 1,829,535 1985 728,109 439,651 1,167,760 
1952 1,096,677 748,795 1,845,472 1986 1,190,608 774,368 1,964,976 
1953 989,080 574,178 1,563,258 1987 427,944 256,451 684,395 
1954 987,499 556,130 1,543,629 1988 500,062 297,696 797,758 
1955 808,972 413,568 1,222,540 1989 751,161 468,598 1,219,759 
1956 1,291,284 816,020 2,107,304 1990 576,435 326,627 903,062 
1957 1,036,426 622,182 1,658,609 1991 522,789 285,283 808,072 
1958 1,067,252 692,359 1,759,610 1992 412,856 203,797 616,652 
1959 785,605 444,467 1,230,071 1993 907,792 553,418 1,461,211 
1960 745,058 415,051 1,160,109 1994 424,146 225,090 649,235 
1961 591,258 310,620 901,878 1995 1,191,177 755,315 1,946,492 
1962 876,981 556,378 1,433,358 1996 1,304,435 748,851 2,053,285 
1963 837,180 503,184 1,340,364 1997 1,480,554 929,573 2,410,127 
1964 872,476 502,250 1,374,726 1998 969,360 603,976 1,573,336 
1965 1,362,323 974,825 2,337,148 1999 1,073,103 625,300 1,698,404 
1966 552,385 356,439 908,824 2000 770,149 424,146 1,194,295 
1967 807,981 572,795 1,380,776 2001 426,728 223,160 649,888 
1968 688,687 383,537 1,072,225 2002 733,861 382,242 1,116,104 
1969 1,024,648 736,343 1,760,991 2003 828,244 445,347 1,273,591 
1970 1,006,940 572,605 1,579,544 2004 680,271 345,438 1,025,710 
1971 1,359,086 888,860 2,247,946 2005 628,879 364,434 993,313 
1972 1,257,190 721,419 1,978,609 2006 1,120,152 734,202 1,854,354 
1973 659,565 362,687 1,022,252 2007 663,124 292,778 955,902 
1974 1,402,529 826,493 2,229,022 2008 864,245 451,540 1,315,784 
1975 1,025,965 698,732 1,724,697 2009 858,738 501,040 1,359,779 
1976 901,836 549,055 1,450,891 2010 810,680 431,659 1,242,339 
1977 344,486 177,658 522,144 2011 1,160,677 649,965 1,810,642 
1978 1,011,583 628,526 1,640,109 

Clearly, without considering existing storage or downstream water rights, there would be 
adequate supply available to fill the 317,000 acre-foot Arrowrock expansion. However, 
significant portions of these inflows are already committed to existing storage rights, natural 
flow rights and instream flows. Slightly over one million acre-feet of storage already exists in 
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the Lower Boise basin. Ability to fill the Arrowrock expansion is highly dependent on existing 
system demands and water rights, which have not been accurately modeled for existing 
conditions, let alone future conditions. The Corps' Screening Analysis states (pg. 37) that "the 
Boise River is considered fully appropriated, with active water rights for surface water that total 
more than 28,300 cfs during the irrigation season." Because the system is supply limited based 
on full utilization of existing water rights, a demand-based model is favorable to a past
performance type model when considering future demands and benefits of new storage. 

1. A Demand-Based Hydrologic Model Should Be Developed: 

A demand-based model is likely to provide the best estimate of both new storage supply 
availability and actual storage needs for planning purposes. The model should include 
estimates of diversions and consumptive use from agriculture, municipal/industrial needs, 
recreation, hydropower, in-stream flow and flood control requirements. Such a model 
could be developed to accommodate multiple scenarios to evaluate uncertainty of future 
growth, water rights administration constraints, and possible conversion of irrigated 
agricultural lands. 

The model would provide many important answers for planning and administration needs. 
Important considerations for a model of this type would include the following: 

a. Irrigation 

Irrigation demands should be simulated either from historical diversion records or from 
basin evapotranspiration ("ET") estimates paired with irrigation efficiency estimates 
(ditch loss, on-farm efficiency). Estimates of monthly crop consumptive use and outdoor 
municipal use are readily available from IDWR's METRIC tool for 1996, 2000, 2002, and 
2006. If diversion records are used, there must be adequate coding of records to ensure 
that diversions were used only for irrigation, so that municipal and industrial demand is 
not double counted. If an ET method is used, surface water demand estimates should be 
adjusted to consider demand met by well pumping, precipitation, return flows and re
diverted supplies, or interbasin transfers. 

ET data are available from the IDWR website: 

http: I lwww.idwr.idaho.gov/Geographiclnfo /METRIC /et.htm 

b. Municipal/Industrial 

Demands from the growing municipal/industrial sector can be estimated from historical 
use and assumptions regarding future growth. Multiple scenarios should be evaluated to 
determine impacts of varying growth projections and water conservation practices on 
demand. 
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c. Flood Control: 

Flood control curves for existing reservoirs should be incorporated into the model in 
accordance with existing operating agreements. The Corps maintains applicable flood 
curves in its Water Control Manual. 

d. Consider DMC&I and Agricultural Demand changes simultaneously 

Any demand scenarios that contain assumptions regarding increases in 
municipal/industrial demand resulting from development should also consider related 
decreases in irrigated agriculture demands, where appropriate. IDWR estimates that 
municipal demand from new residential subdivisions is significantly less than that of 
irrigated crops (606 mm vs. 812 mm). 
http ://www.idwr.jdaho.gov/Geographiclnfo /METRIC /PDFs /water-planning.pd[ 

In the Treasure Valley Future Water Demand Report (pg. 6-1), it was estimated that for 
every acre of agricultural land converted to urban land, there is a 1.1 af/yr reduction in 
demand. 

Irrigated agriculture lands in Ada County and Canyon County decreased by over 77,000 
acres from 1978 through 2007 (Maximum Use Doctrine, pg. 83). Figure 1 shows this 
decline. It is unlikely that this trend will reverse if the rapid rate of urban growth 
continues in the basin. 

Irrigated Farmland Acreage by Year 
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Despite this declining trend, the Water Storage Assessment assumed steady agricultural 
demand over its SO-year planning horizon. Additionally, while conservation was 
considered to meet a portion of domestic, commercial, municipal and industrial demand, 
it was not considered for agriculture despite modern innovations in irrigation and 
conveyance efficiency. 
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2. Carryover Storage Should Be Modeled: 

A full discussion of storage carryover practices and modeling assumptions should be 
included with any feasibility level analysis for Arrowrock Dam or other projects. Benefits 
resulting from additional storage capacity would be reduced for the percentage of time that 
the modeled storage is carried over, released without beneficial use, or otherwise 
unavailable for the intended use. Also, carryover storage should be explicitly modeled to 
determine the actual extent of refill volumes in any model simulations. 

3. Supply Reliability: 

It is unclear whether new storage rights would be subordinated to other senior storage 
rights. If this is the case, reliability of supply could not be fully known until after the flood 
release and fill periods for existing storage facilities. This is especially problematic for 
municipal water supply, which must be reliable. 

The current administration of the Boise system already includes a subordination provision. 
The 1953 MOA states (pg. A-10): 

"In the event Anderson Ranch or Arrowrock Reservoirs are not filled by reason of having 
evacuated water for flood control, storage in Lucky Peak will be considered as belonging to 
Arrowrock and Anderson Ranch storage rights to the extent of the space thus remaining 
unfilled at the end of the storage season but not to exceed the amount evacuated/or flood 
control." 

If a similar provision is made for the allocation for the Arrowrock expansion (i.e. new 
Arrowrock storage is subordinated to old Arrowrock, Anderson Ranch, Lucky Peak storage), 
the water won't be a reliable supply for municipal uses since water managers may not know 
until the end of July how much supply is available for municipal use. 

4. Arrowrock Flood Control: 

Being that it is upstream of Lucky Peak Dam, if the new storage in the Arrowrock expansion 
is not intended to be used for flood control, it will be necessary to provide gate capacity at 
the Arrowrock outlet to fill Lucky Peak at a high rate equal to the flood flow rate. 
Otherwise, a portion of Arrowrock storage would have to be dedicated for flood control. 

S. Future Water Rights Administration Effect on Demand Estimates: 

Future demand estimates are likely to remain uncertain as a result of unresolved water 
rights administration. The Maximum Rights Doctrine (pg. 106) states: 

'tls of this writing there has been no delivery call in the Treasure Valley pursuant to which 
senior surface water rights seek to shut of/junior ground water diversions. However, if 
conjunctive administration were to be sought, the Department would be required, pursuant 
to its CM Rules, the opinion in American Falls, and the subsequent departmental and court 
rulings implementing the ESPA delivery calls, to determine several/actors pertaining to the 
question of actual beneficial use. These would include, among other things, totaling the 
calling entities' reasonable in-season demand for irrigation water and disqualifying those 
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acres that no longer are irrigated; calculating the amounts of "reasonable carryover 
storage"for which curtailment ofjuniors could be justified; evaluating the annual 
fluctuations in natural flow availability at the time the seniors' rights were established; and 
determining how to apply the Boise River's shared curtailment arrangement in the context 
of administering ground water rights." 

The extent to which new storage could actually be utilized cannot be fully understood until 
the actual water use required by irrigated lands is determined by court decisions or other 
investigations. Costs and benefits of a new storage project could not be estimated 
accurately until this occurs. 

Screening Analysis Flaws: 

A number offlaws have been identified in the Corps' Screening Analysis methods. 

• Basin Average Inflow Volume and Refill Volume are redundant metrics. Both include the 
same inflow component, but Basin Average Inflow Volume has no bearing on how much 
water may actually be stored. Refill Volume combines inflow and storage availability and is 
therefore an appropriate metric. The deficiency of using Basin Average Inflow Volume is 
demonstrated by the example of the Lucky Peak Project, which received a very high Basin 
Average Inflow Volume score despite very little storage potential. 

• The 1-14 scoring system should be weighted by performance, not assigned on a linear scale. 
For example, on the Relative Residual Volume metric, 8 sites received the top score of 14, 
and the 9th site only received a score of 6. This disparity could be removed if the score was 
based on a weighting factor ofrelative residual volume/max relative residual volume. 

• The Interim Feasibility Study (pg. 8) states that "the reduction of system average runoff 
volume is an index that reflects relative flood benefit." However, flood reduction is also 
dependent on timing and attenuation of flows. These other factors are not considered in the 
metric. 

• The four evaluation criteria chosen are all weighted equally. Weights should be given based 
on the objectives of the project. 

• The Residual Volume evaluation method should be ranked using residual volume as a 
percentage of total volume, rather than using Residual Volume directly. For example a 
project with 58/169 (residual/total) ranked better than a project with 47 /52 
(residual/total). This indicator is very poor for its intended purpose, which is as an 
indicator of sites most efficiently matched for maximum physical site storage and average 
annual inflow volumes. This criterion ranked a reservoir that in a best case would fill every 
10 years better than one that would fill greater than every two years, because ofrelying on 
residual volume rather than inflows as a percent of volume. 
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• The Reduction of System Average Annual Runoff criterion does not appear to consider the 
size requirements for permanent pool. If environmental concerns or power generation 
needs would warrant a permanent pool, this volume should be removed from the indicator. 

• If a smaller reservoir was built primarily for flood control, it could be emptied multiple 
times throughout the year to provide more flood control capacity. This would potentially 
weight reservoirs with low residual scores higher than they already are. 

• Regarding Basin Average Annual Inflow Volume, the Screening Analysis (pg. 8) states: "In 

general, the alternative intercepting the higher volume indicates a superior relative 
hydrologic performance." Actual interception of flow is not considered in this criterion; it is 
dependent only on drainage quantity, not how much can be stored/intercepted 

• It is unclear how dam heights/project sizes were determined. It seems that rankings for 
many projects could be increased by decreasing dam height, which would decrease residual 
volumes. 

Conclusions: 

In summary, we believe that additional hydrologic analysis is necessary for a feasibility level study 
of the proposed Arrowrock Reservoir expansion project or any other project in the Boise River 
Basin. Neither the MODSIM modeling or water rights accounting modeling performed in 
conjunction with previous studies provides conclusive information regarding the project's ability to 
meet future water supply or flood control demands. We believe that a hydrologic model that 
incorporates actual projected water supply and flood control demands coupled with existing 
system operations, and is adaptable to model future demand and water rights administration 
scenarios should be developed as part of a full feasibility study. Also, we recognize that the 
Arrowrock Reservoir expansion is just one of many possible solutions to meet future demand gaps, 
and we look forward to the chance to review other possible solutions, including non-structural 
options. We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments and recommendations. 

Sincerely, 

LEONARD RICE ENGINEERS, INC. 

Dan DeLaughter, P.E. 
Project Engineer 

DD/RMW 
1407IRU01 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Liz Paul, Idaho Rivers United 
FROM: Melinda Kassen, WaterJamin Legal & Policy Consulting 
RE: Lower Boise River Partial Interim Feasibility Study 

Issue: While the US Army Corps ofEngineers (Corps) has stated that the Lower Boise River 
General Investigation Interim Feasibility Study (IFS) "will not complete a decision document and 
[will] have no direct Federal implementation," why is the IFS not, and why should it not be used as a 
basis for making decisions, either at the federal or state level? 

Short Answer: Federal law, and Corps policies, directives and precedent, require broader and 
more complete analyses of alternatives before studies can serve as decision documents. Idaho state 
requirements for loans to fund water supply projects require similar analyses. There is a real 
danger that the Corps' current approach to the IFS will result in a stranded investment of scarce 
federal resources. 

Context: 

Congress authorized a feasibility study for flood control in 1999 and expanded the authority to 
include ecosystem restoration and water supply as project purposes in 2007. The Corps, with the 
Idaho Water Resources Board (IWRB) as its non-federal partner began an IFS in 2009. In a 
December 2011 fact sheet about the IFS,1 the Corps describes it as having four components: 

1. Evaluate and document existing conditions on the Boise River, 
2. Evaluate and update information about flood risk, 
3. Analyze surface water storage opportunities in the basin, and 
4. Develop a path forward to complete the feasibility study. 

These components are roughly analogous to those set out in the Corps' Review Plan for the IFS, 
released six months earlier and also available on the web.2 It listed: 

1) Water resource problems, issues and opportunities 
2) Existing conditions 
2) Future without Project 
3) Current flood risk 
4) Engineering design and cost estimates for three possible surface water storage sites, and 
5) PMP to complete the feasibility study 

1 US Army Corps of Engineers, Walla Walla District, Boise Outreach Office, "Lower Boise River General 
Investigation Interim Feasibility Study," updated December 2011 and available on line at: 
http://www.nww.usace.army.mil/boise/brifs/faq sheets/FS BojseGistudyll 1212.pdf ("12/11 IFS Fact 
Sheet"). 
2 US Army Corps ofEngineers, Walla Walla District, "Review Plan, Boise River, Idaho Interim Feasibility 
Report," June 2011, available on-line at: 
http://www.nww.usace.army.mil/html/pub/ReviewPJan/BoiseRrlnterlmFeasReviewP)an23June2011.pdf. 



In this Review Plan, the Corps acknowledges that, "The interim feasibility phase will not complete a 
decision document and have no direct Federal implementation action." 

If the IFS is not a decision document, then certainly neither are the smaller pieces of work product 
the Corps has produced so far as part of the IFS. For example, the Corps and IWRB Study Team 
released a surface water storage screening analysis in 2010, which sets out screening criteria for 
analyzing surface water storage and applies those criteria to potential sites in the basin.3 In 2011, 
the Study Team released a preliminary analysis of one of these sites, Arrowrock Dam, an existing 
Bureau of Reclamation facility. That analysis considered raising the existing dam, as well as 
building a new dam in one of two downstream locations. 

The Corps has proposed next steps, pending funding, in a December 2011 fact sheet:4 

• Engineering design and costs estimates would be developed, and hydrologic and hydraulic 
analyses completed for up to three surface water storage sites, 

• An economic analysis of infrastructure and land use values in the floodplain to assess flood 
damages prevented; 

• An inventory of current resource conditions would be completed, 
• A 'future without project' description would be developed to forecast conditions if no project 

were pursued, 
• An interim feasibility report will be prepared, documenting the information and analyses 

developed during the interim feasibility phase and the analyses that would be conducted to 
complete the feasibility study in a later phase, and 

• A public meeting to present draft interim feasibility report recommendations and obtain public 
comment before finalizing the report. 

Analysis: 

The constrained nature of work to date and the next steps demonstrates that, as the Screening 
Analysis states, "The interim feasibility study is focusing on water storage as one potential measure 
for water supply and flood risk reduction planning objectives." 5 Such an IFS will be a wholly 
insufficient response to Congress' three-part scope for the Lower Boise Feasibility Study. 

The Corps is proceeding with an IFS that does not consider non-structural means to control flood 
damage. Yet, the Corps has policies going back to 1938 that address nonstructural flood damage 
reduction measures.6 As early as 1966, HD 465 encouraged alternative and non-structural 
measures.7 Since 197 4, Congress has required the Corps to consider non-structural alternatives in 
its flood damage reduction studies: 

3 US Army Corps of Engineers, Walla Walla District, "Lower Boise River Interim Feasibility Study, Idaho, 
Water Storage Screening Analysis," August 2010, available on line at: 
http://www.idahorivers.org/pdUBoiseGIScreenDoc FINAL 100831,pdf. (Screening Analysis) 
4 12/11 ISF Fact Sheet 
5 Screening Analysis, p. 1. 
6 USACE National Economic Development Manuals, "Nonstructural Flood Damage Reduction Measures" 
available on line at: 
http://www.cornsnedmanuals.us/FloodDamageReduction/FDRID094NonstrucFldDmgMeas.asp , last 
updated August 2010. 
7 SUACE National Economic Development Manuals, "Nonstructural Flood Damage Reduction Measures," last 
updated 2010, available on line at: 
hm:> ://www.corpsnedmanuals.us/floodDamageReduction/FDRID094NonstrucFldDmgMeas.asp . 



In the survey, planning, or design by any Federal agency of any project involving flood 
protection, such agency, with a view toward formulating the most economically, socially, 
and environmentally acceptable means of reducing or preventing flood damages, shall 
consider and address in adequate detail nonstructural alternatives, including measures that 
may be implemented by others, to prevent or reduce flood damages. Such alternatives may 
include watershed management, wetlands restoration, elevation or flood proofing of 
structures, floodplain regulation, relocation, and acquisition offloodplain lands for 
recreational, fish and wildlife, and other public purposes.8 

This statutory directive is clear. The only way to ensure that a feasibility study arrives at a result 
which is "the most economically, socially and environmental acceptable" is to consider 
nonstructural flood control alternatives. 

The next steps for the IFS that the Corps has proposed also fail to address non-storage, let alone 
non-structural, solutions for providing a safe and secure water supply for consumptive and non
consumptive demands in the Basin. Nor do the next steps include any proposed actions to address 
ecosystem restoration, which is one of the three primary objectives of the Study. For this reason, 
the interim study is not headed towards meeting the 2005 Congressional requirements for a Lower 
Boise River Feasibility Study. The Corps appears to have recognized the limitations of its approach 
insofar as the Screening Analysis describes what will be necessary to do a "full" Feasibility Study: 

Other measures, in addition to water storage, will be considered to address flood risk 
concerns, including bypass channels, levees, and nonstructural options. Measures to 
improve water quality, restore or improve riparian and aquatic ecosystems, and provide 
additional recreational opportunities will also be examined. During the second phase of the 
feasibility study, extensive environmental and technical analyses to address social, natural 
resource, cultural, and other effects will be conducted. The second phase will be crafted to 
meet the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act, Endangered Species Act, 
and other environmental laws and regulations. The benefits, impacts, and costs of 
constructing storage facilities will be compared to the benefits, impacts, and costs of 
pursuing other actions, both structural and nonstructural.9 

In this time of constrained federal funding, the question becomes why the Corps is front-loading its 
limited funds to look at only one component of what will be necessary to complete the Feasibility 
Study. As noted above, the Corps itself has recognized that the IFS, and thus all of its investment to 
date, cannot be used to support federal decision-making, because it is incomplete. Without 
substantial additional work to explore alternatives and consider the entire suite of objectives that 
Congress authorized, it will be no more than a stranded investment, and one that plays into all of 
the concerns expressed over the last decade that the Corps' planning process is biased towards 
construction. For example, Congressman Blumenthal, author of the 2007 WRDA amendments 
directing the Corps to update its 1983 Principles and Guidelines, has noted, 

In recent years, several government and private studies have found that the Army Corps of 
Engineers is often biased in favor oflarge projects, lacks adequate environmental 
safeguards in its planning process, and has manipulated data to secure approval for major 
projects. The Government Accountability Office (GAO), the National Academy of Sciences, 

8 1974 WRDA, §73. 
9 Screening Analysis, p. 40. 



internal Pentagon investigators, and the Office of Management and Budget (0MB) have all 
detailed serious problems with the Corps' current planning process.10 

Thus, leading with a storage-focused IFS may well result in the Corps' spending more money in the 
future as it is forced to shift towards other alternatives for a complete, compliant Feasibility Study. 

The IFS is inadequate to support Federal Decisions 

A. Federal Statutes Define Feasibility Report Requirements for the Corps. 

The Corps may undertake feasibility reports, where Congress has authorized them, only as 
prescribed by statute. 33 USC §2282(2) provides: 

A feasibility report shall describe, with reasonable certainty, the economic, environmental, 
and social benefits and detriments of the recommended plan and alternative plans 
considered by the Secretary and the engineering features (including hydrologic and 
geologic information), the public acceptability, and the purposes, scope, and scale of the 
recommended plan. A feasibility report shall also include the views of other Federal 
agencies and non-Federal agencies with regard to the recommended plan, a description of a 
nonstructural alternative to the recommended plan when such plan does not have 
significant nonstructural features, and a description of the Federal and non-Federal 
participation in such plan, and shall demonstrate that States, other non-Federal interests, 
and Federal agencies have been consulted in the development of the recommended plan. 

Importantly, Corps Feasibility Reports also must contain a specific plan to mitigate fish and wildlife 
losses resulting from the project, or a determination that the project will have negligible adverse 
impacts on fish and wildlife.11 

B. By law, the Corps' Feasibility Reports Must Include Mitigation 

US law cautions the Secretary not to submit proposals or select projects without having a specific 
plan to mitigate fish and wildlife losses. This section goes on in great detail about what the 
mitigation plan must include, focused around having criteria for the success of mitigation "based on 
replacement oflost functions and values of the habitat including hydrologic and vegetative 
characteristics," monitoring to demonstrate success, the types of restoration activities, tied to what 
physical action will affect which functions and values, who's going to do what, monitoring and even 
a contingency plan for what happens if monitoring shows the mitigation isn't working.12 

C. The Corps Has Long-Standing Policies That Guide Its Feasibility Studies 

1. Principles & Guidelines 

1° Congressman Earl Blumenauer, "Environmental Issues," available on line at: 
http://blumenauer.house.goy/lndex.php?option=com content&vjew=artjcle&id=1802:environment
issues&catid=46. 
11 33 u.s.c. § 2283 
12 33 USC 2283(d). 



The first section of interest in the Corps' 1983 Principles and Guidelines directs the Corps to 
establish a federal objective for any proposed project or study. 13 

The Federal planning objective is to contribute to national economic development (NED) 
consistent with protecting the Nation's environment. (b) NED is increases in net value of 
goods & services. (c) Project objective is "expressed desire to alleviate problems and realize 
opportunities related to the output of goods and services or to increased economic 
efficiency." (d) So, problem statement should be expressed in terms of a desired output. 

As set forth in recent Corps' documents noted above, the objective for its Boise River IFS is focused 
on assessing surface water storage opportunities in the basin, whereas Congress authorized the 
Corps to consider ways of addressing flood control, water supply and environmental restoration. 
The substantially more limited focus of the IFS means that it cannot serve as a Federal planning 
objective for the purposes of the Principles and Guidelines. 

The next fundamental feature of the Principles and Guidelines for feasibility studies is the six-step 
Planning Process: 14 

(1) Specification of the water and related land resources problems and opportunities (relevant 
to the planning setting) associated with the Federal objective and specific State and local 
concerns. 

(2) Inventory, forecast, and analysis of water and related land resource conditions within the 
planning area relevant to the identified problems and opportunities (that occur now and 
that would occur w / o a plan. See Section V) 

(3) Formulation of alternative plans. 
(4) Evaluation of the effects of the alternative plans. 
(SJ Comparison of alternative plans. 
(6) Selection of a recommended plan based upon the comparison of alternative plans. 

Again, from the work product released to date in the Boise River IFS, no analysis conforms to the 
scope of this methodical and comprehensive process. First, the problem set for the Corps' 
authorization for the Boise River Feasibility Study was to address three problems - flood control, 
water supply and environmental restoration - whereas the IFS is considering only one type of 
water supply (storage) and that same singular strategy to address flood control damages. Absent a 
full specification of all three aspects of the Basin's water-related problems and opportunities, and a 
complete consideration of alternatives (including non-structural ones), the IFS does not meet the 
requirements of the Corps Principles and Guidelines. 

The Principles and Guidelines also emphasize that the planning process should be iterative in 
nature: 

Plan formulation is a dynamic process with various steps that should be iterated one or 
more times. This iteration process, which may occur at any step, may sharpen the planning 
focus or change its emphasis as new data are obtained or as the specification of problems or 
opportunities changes or becomes more clearly defined.15 

13 Corps, Principles & Guidelines, §1.2.1. 
14 Id, §1.3.2(a) 
15 Id., §1.3.2(b). 



Someday, perhaps, the Corps will consider all three aspects of the problems that it was authorized 
to investigate, as well as a complete range of alternatives to solve those problems. The IFS is, by its 
own terms, not that moment. As a result, it cannot serve as the basis for any Corps decisions 
because it is incomplete. 

2. Corps' Environmental Operating Procedures 

The Corps' Environmental Operating Principles provide that the Corps should: 

(1) Strive to achieve Environmental Sustainability. An environment maintained in a healthy, 
diverse, and sustainable condition is necessary to support life. 

(2) Recognize the interdependence of life and the physical environment. Proactively consider 
environmental consequences of Corps programs and act accordingly in all appropriate 
circumstances. 

(3) Seek balance and synergy among human development activities and natural systems by 
designing economic and environmental solutions that support and reinforce one another. 

(4) Continue to accept corporate responsibility and accountability under the law for activities 
and decisions under our control that impact human health and welfare and the continued 
viability of natural systems. 

(5) Seek ways and means to assess and mitigate cumulative impacts to the environment; bring 
systems approaches to the full life cycle of our processes and work. 

(6) Build and share an integrated scientific, economic, and social knowledge base that supports 
a greater understanding of the environment and impacts of our work. 

(7) Respect the views of individuals and groups interested in Corps activities, listen to them 
actively, and learn from their perspective in the search to find innovative win-win solutions 
to the Nation's problems that also protect and enhance the environment.16 

An IFS that looks only at on-channel storage and does not consider either environmental protection 
or restoration - especially in the context of a study authorized to consider flood control, water 
supply and environmental restoration - cannot meet these operating procedures. Moreover, 
limiting the scope of the IFS risks wasting public funds if a future un-biased and complete 
alternatives analysis results in the conclusion that storage is not the most "economically, socially 
and environmentally appropriate means" to solve the water supply, flood control and ecosystem 
restoration challenges in the Lower Boise River watershed. 

3. Other Legal Requirements 

The Water Protection Network Handbook on the Corps points out that, as a matter of law, the Corps 
cannot recommend a flood damage reduction project unless the benefits of that project exceed the 
costs.17 As a result, the Corps must determine that these types of projects have a positive benefit
cost ratio. The Corps must also determine that the recommended plan is "cost-effective."18 Yet, 
there is no indication that the IFS will have put together a complete benefit-cost comparison. To 
date, and in the steps laid out to complete the IFS, the Corps appears only to be looking at relative 
costs of the storage projects it is analyzing. Therefore, if the Corps proceeds as planned, the Corps 
will not comply with these legal requirements and the IFS will not be able to be used as the basis to 
recommend any flood control projects. 

16 Available on line at: www.saw.usace.army.mil/wetlands/Policies/SOPI.pdf 
17 33 U.S.C. § 701a. 
18 33 u.s.c. § 2281. 



D. Corps Precedent Does not Support that the Boise River IFS can Serve as the Basis for 
Federal Decision-Making 

Some Interim Feasibility Studies can provide a basis for federal decision-making. However, in all 
such instances where the studies are available on-line, two aspects distinguish them from the work 
that the Corps has produced to date for the Lower Boise River. First, these interim studies cover 
only a portions of the larger geographic area for which Congress authorized a study. Ultimately, 
then, these interim studies may be gathered together into final studies that consider the entire 
geography authorized for study. Example, include interim studies for the Upper Mississippi Basin, 
the Delaware River Basin Study in New Jersey19 and the San Francisco Bay Shoreline Study and the 
St Johns River (FL) study. Second these interim studies follow the Corps' six step planning process 
required by the Principles and Guidelines, and are subjected to peer review.20,21 Moreover, they 
lead into environmental assessments or impact studies as required by the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA). 

There is nothing in the Corps Lower Boise River IFS that suggests that it is worthy of serving as the 
basis for a decision document, given that none of the work product to date - and none of the work 
product described - meets the requirements of the Principles and Guidelines, is anticipated to go 
through peer review, or conforms to the Corps' Environmental Operating Procedures. 

The IFS is also inadequate to support State Decisions 

The Corps undertook the IFS, in part, to assist the Idaho Water Resource Board with development 
of the Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan (CAMP), a state planning effort to 
address future water supply and demand issues in the lower Boise River basin over the next SO 
years.22 The Draft CAMP describes current uses of water in the Boise River Basin as including 
fisheries, recreation and aesthetics.23 The Draft CAMP identifies upcoming challenges in meeting 
water needs as avoiding conflict, but also maintaining quality of life, including the recreation and 
environmental values that the River and its tributaries provide.24 As such, the Draft CAMP confirms 
the importance of the IFS providing a comprehensive analysis that includes nonstructural 
alternatives and fish and wildlife mitigation as required by Corps policy. Absent such analysis, the 
IFS will not support a final CAMP that addresses all water uses, including those that are non
consumptive. 

19 US Army Corps ofEngineers, Philadelphia District, "Delaware River Basin Comprehensive Study, Interim 
Feasibility Study for New Jersey," available on line at: 
http://www.nap.usace.army.mil/Projects/delbasin/sprocess.htm. 
20 Id. 
21 The 2007 WRDA, 33 USC 2343(a), requires peer review for feasibility studies that cost more than 
$45,000,000. 
22 US Army Corps ofEngineers, Walla Walla District, "Lower Boise River Interim Feasibility Study,"available 
on-line at: http ://www,nww.usace.army.mil/boise/brjfs/default,asp . See also, Idaho Water Resources Board, 
"Treasure Valley CAMP," available on-line at: 
http: //www,jdwr.jdaho.goy/waterboard /WaterPlannjng/CAM P ITV CAMP ITV de faulthtm . 
23 Treasure Valley CAMP Advisory Committee, "Draft Treasure Valley CAMP," January 2012, pp. 22-23, 
available on line at: 
http://www,idwr.idaho.goy/waterboard/WaterPlanning/CAMP/TV CAMP/PDF/2012/TV%20CAMP%20DR 
AFT%201-06-2012 CLEAN.pdf. 
24 Id, p. 25. 



Moreover, in terms of state provisions for financing water projects, both structural and non
structural, Idaho's Loan Program Guidelines require that any project seeking state money conduct 
an alternatives analysis that includes consideration of structural, non-structural and operational 
components, evaluated, inter alia, based on impacts to the environment.25 Because neither the 
already-produced work product for the IFS nor the IFS itself would appear to meet the 
requirements in these guidelines, the State will not be able to consider the IFS as the basis for 
financing any water storage project in the Boise River Basin, absent additional information. 

25 IDWR, Water Project Loan Program Guidelines, §2.4.1, available on line at: 
http://www.idwr.jdaho.gov/waterboard/PDFs/LoanProgram GujdeHnes.pdf. 
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Miller, Neeley 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Andy [andy@arroman.com] 
Friday, September 28, 2012 2:11 PM 
Miller, Neeley 
CAMP Comments and Concerns 

High 

Dear Chairman and Members of the Idaho Water Resources Board: 

I float the Boise River a minimum of two times a week. I have floated every section of the river from it's source all the way 
to the confluence with the Snake. In addition, I bike and walk the greenbelt several times a week. 

Here are my comments and concerns: 

• The highest priority should be funding for aquifer research and improvement of water planning and management 
tools. Insufficient information exists regarding the aquifer and surface water. Sound water management depends 
on a thorough understanding of the resources. 

• Incentives and penalties are needed to insure changes are made to reduce water demand. Education and 
encouragement are not enough to reduce water demand. I participated in the Meridian Conservation Plan and 
recognized the importance of water conservation. 

• Building a new dam on the Boise River is not a sensible choice because of the enormous economic and 
environmental cost. This would inundate free-flowing parts of the river above Arrowrock Dam. This would be a 
tragic mistake. 

Thanks for taking my comments and concerns into consideration. 

Regards, 

Andrew R. Roman 
4146 N Bryce Canyon Ave 
Meridian, ID 83646-4959 
Home: (208) 898-8908 
Mobile: (208) 850-3402 
Email: andy@arroman.com 

1 
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September 28, 2012 

Idaho Department of Water Resources 
Attn: Neeley Miller 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 

Subject: Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan 

Dear Idaho Water Resource Board: 

Mayor Tammy de Weerd 

City Council Members: 
Keith Bird 

Brad Hoaglun 
Charles Rountree 

David Zaremba 

This letter is in response to the Idaho Water Resource Board' s (IWRB) request for comments on 
the Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan (TVCAMP). In general, the 
CAMP effort did a good job of bringing together stakeholders to discuss a variety of water
related issues in the Treasure Valley. One factor contributing to the success of the TV CAMP was 
prohibiting attorneys or consultants from representing stakeholders. The process was generally 
productive and helpful. The size of the approximately 40-member committee made the process 
slow and tedious at times, but it allowed for diverse interests to be represented. Getting to know 
representatives from these various groups helped build relationships and improve 
conmmnications between the stakeholders. These relationships will pay dividends in the future. 

The following is a list of a few issues the City of Meridian feels were not fully addressed in the 
TVCAMP. For the plan to provide the kind of comprehensive planning tool described in the 
CAMP goals, these issues must be more thoroughly addressed. 

I. The makeup of the committee and the actions of the IWRB when Idaho Department of 
Water Resources (IDWR) staff presented the plan gave the appearance that surface water 
irrigation interests in the Treasure Valley are more important than interests of municipal 
or public water systems. This approach is ironic since the CAMP effort was promoted as 
an aquifer management plan, not primarily a surface water plan. The aquifer and public 
water systems provide the majority of water needed for human use in the Treasure 
Valley. The public water systems deserve fair consideration in the State's long range 
planning efforts. 

The City recommends that the IWRB create additional opportunities to discuss the 
TV CAMP issues in order to capture some of the creative ideas that didn't make the final 
cut in the official camp document. 

Public Works Department ■ 33 E. Broadway Avenue Meridian, ID 83642 
Phone 208-898-5500 • Fax 208-898-9551 ■ www.meridiancity.org 
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II. The TVCAMP committee was asked to find consensus on all recommendations 
forwarded to the IWRB. In obtaining consensus, most recommendations were edited until 
they became very general in nature, and some of the most innovative ideas were omitted. 

However, the committee did find consensus on all but one recommendation. The one 
outstanding issue revolved around a recommendation regarding the Water Rights Act of 
1996. The committee was presented with information regarding the 1996 Act by the 
IDWR staff. It seems the Act was intended to aid public water systems in long range 
water supply planning. A significant number of CAMP committee members felt that 
improvements to the 1996 Act would help meet the goals of TVCAMP. The 1996 Act 
would also serve as a tool to help protect Treasure Valley's water from out-of-state 
interests. Debate over future water needs would take place before the demand reached 
critical levels. This promotes a proactive approach instead of a reactive one. The 
downside of the 1996 Act is that it lacks clarity about what a long range water supply 
plan application should be and how it should be evaluated and administered by the 
IDWR. 

Surface water representatives involved with the TVCAMP effort opposed any language 
that suggested improvements to the 1996 Act. However, surface water representatives 
were not able to articulate why they opposed improvements to the act, other than to state 
that the Idaho Water Users Association would not support recommendations involving 
changes to the 1996 Act. Ultimately, the IWRB removed all language suggesting 
improvement to the 1996 Act before they voted to approve the TVCAMP 
recommendations. 

The IWRB missed a great opportunity to further the goals of the TVCAMP when they 
chose to ignore recommendations to improve the 1996 Act. The City of Meridian 
recommends that the IWRB consider supporting efforts to revise and improve the 1996 
Act to make it a more useful and effective tool. This might include defining acceptable 
application criteria, determining the planning horizon, and providing guidance to IDWR 
staff on application review and implementation. 

lll. One recommendation with very broad support involved the need for additional science 
and information regarding both surface and groundwater in the Boise River Basin. This is 
necessary in order to make accurate and informed decisions. Water is the life blood of the 
Treasure Valley. Decisions that affect various water users have significant consequences, 
and it is important that decisions be based on solid data and scientific infom1ation rather 
than supposition or speculation. Detailed accounting for all surface water and 
groundwater use and future water needs should be identified and documented. 

The City of Meridian recommends the IWRB support additional efforts to collect data on 
surface water and groundwater use and interaction and develop accurate models to aid in 
decision making. 
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Overall, TVCAMP was a worthwhile effort and relationships were established that will be 
beneficial in the future. Unfortunately there were some missed opportunities as well. Although 
the formal TVCAMP recommendations represent only a very general description of what was 
discussed during the TV CAMP process, they do provide guidance to the Board on where to 
focus their eff011. The TVCAMP process was the start of something that could be highly 
beneficial to stakeholders in the future. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the TVCAMP. I hope you will consider our 
comments as you move forward in this process. 

Sincerely, 

~ Thom::::: 
Director of Public Works 
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BY EMAIL 

Idaho Department of Water Resources 
Attn: Neeley Miller 
PO Box 83720 

September 28, 2012 

Re: Inigation Organizations' Comments on the draft Treasure Valley CAMP 

Dear Mr. Miller: 

The Idaho Water Users Association (IWUA) and the Treasure Valley irrigation districts, 
canal companies, drainage districts, lateral ditch users associations, businesses, individuals and 
other water users represented by the undersigned attorneys submit these comments and the 
enclosed proposed changes to the draft Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer Management 
Plan (TV CAMP). 

These water user organizations appreciate the work of the Department, the TV CAMP 
advisory committee, and the Idaho Water Resource Board in preparing the draft plan, as well as 
the opportunity to partici pate in the process and submit the following comments and 
proposed changes to the draft. 

1. Length. The draft TV CAMP, particularly the "Background and Current 
Condition" section (22 pages), is unnecessarily long. In contrast, the Background sections of the 
Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer CAMP and the Rathdrum Prarie CAMP are each just 4 pages. In 
the enclosed draft, we have edited the draft to remove unnecessary discussion and redundancy to 
significantly shorten the document so that it is more succinct. 

2. Focus on TVAS. The extensive discussions of surface water without context 
changes or distracts the focus of the TV CAMP from Treasure Valley Aquifer System (TVAS) to 
surface water management and planning. Concerns and conflicts over groundwater resources 
were the impetus for the statewide aquifer management planning authorized by the Idaho 
Legislature, and should remain the focus of aquifer management planning for the Treasure 
Valley. It should be clear in the document that surface water is considered as part of the plan 
because of the interconnection between surface water and ground water. Many of our proposed 
changes are designed to retain this focus. 
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3. Organization and Characterization of"Challenges". The inclusion of 
"challenges" in subsections throughout the "Background" section makes those subsections 
confusing, hard to find and created redundancy. Moving and consolidating the discussions of 
challenges to an independent section as proposed in the enclosed draft enables redundancies to be 
identified and removed. This section should be reworded as "challenges, priorities and 
opportunities" to more accurately and fully characterize the nature of this part of the CAMP. 

4. Idaho Drought Plan. The Idaho Drought Plan referenced in the draft does not 
itself authorize IDWR to take action. It simply describes existing authorities. It provides 
sufficient guidance regarding those authorities, so that a Treasure Valley drought plan is 
unnecessary. Administration in accordance with Boise River water rights and decrees is the 
primary administrative tool for responding to drought. 

5. TV CAMP Recommendations. The "Actions Needed" section should be entitled 
"Recommendations" consistent with the ESPA CAMP and RP CAMP documents, with 
objectives identified as in those documents. The reference in the draft "Actions Needed" section 
to RAFN does not state an objective, it merely references state law, so it should not be included 
in this section. Reconsideration of the 1995 moratorium should be among the objectives. 

Please do not hesitate to contact any of the undersigned if you have any questions about 
these comments and proposed changes. 

Norm Semanko, IWUA 

/~~tW/ 
Daniel Steenscfn, Ringert Law 

~ -
~ 

Shelley Davis, Barker Rosholt 



1.0 Executive Summary 

In 2008, the Idaho Legislature passed House Bills 428 and 644, directing the Idaho Water 

Resource Board {IWRB) and the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) to conduct 

statewide comprehensive aquifer planning. The IWRB established the following goals for the 

statewide Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan (CAMP) program: 

• 

• 
• 

Provide reliable sources of water, projecting 50 years into the future 

Develop strategies to avoid conflicts over water resources 

Prioritize future state investments in water 

In 2010, the IWRB appointed an Advisory Committee (Committee) to work with the IDWR to 

develop a plan to meet these goals for the Treasure Valley Aquifer System (TVAS), underlying 

Ada and Canyon counties and portions of Elmore, Boise, Gem and Payette counties In 

southwestern Idaho. A list of Committee members is included in Appendix 2. The TVAS is an 

integral part of the regional water resources that sustain economic growth and make the 

Treasure Valley an appealing place to live and work. 

This Treasure Valley Camp has been developed with the following vision to meet the goals of 

the statewide CAMP: 

• Respect for Idaho water law and water rights 

• A sustainable framework of collaboration, cooperation, and stewardship, and 

• A commitment to ongoing research, data collection. and analysis 



2.0 Background 

Meeting the demand for water. managing and improving water supplies. and avoiding and resolving 

disputes over water, are not new challenges In the Treasure Valley. The earliest and largest group 

of Boise River water rights were established during the late 1800'.s and early 1900's, have been 

adjudicated twice, and have been distributed by a Water Master for years. Multiple water 

delivery organizations have been delivering water to lands throughout the Treasure Valley for 100 

years or more. Surface water suppUes have been Improved through the construction and operation 

of a coordinated reservoir system that has extended the Irrigation season and provided recreational 

opportunities to many generations of Treasure Valley residents. The distribution of surface water 

has created and sustained a ground water supply that provides water for domestic and other uses 

throughout the Treasure Valley. 

While surface water distribution and administration have matured through this long history. 

extensive ground water development and management are relatively new In the Treasure Valley. 

Recent rapid population growth in the Treasure Valley has dramatically increased the uses and 

demands for ground water. Aquifer levels have declined In some areas of the Treasure Valley. 

Several ground water studies have been performed and, since 1995, a moratorium order issued by 

the Director of IDWR has been in effect, which requires that new ground water applications be 

denied unless they Include an acceptable plan to mitigate or avoid injury to existing water rights. 

Stakeholders, water professionals and administrators recognize the continuing need improve the 

understanding. management and administration of the TVAS. 

The Treasure Valley water system is a complex system of dynamic hydro logic interconnection. The 

connection between these waters is a critical element in the location and availability of water mtlQ 

m.mthe needs of the Treasure Valley. Water used In one upstream locations will likelv be the 

contributes to ground and surface water supply~ for a diffe, ent .Q1b.er water nttd uses elsewhere 

in the basin. Although comprehensive studies have been undertaken, and continue today, the full 

extent of ,iulten, l.ovvi, and wl,e, e the ground and surface waters interactions is not fully understood. 

The contribution of surface water to recharge of the aqtJifer svstemTVAS and the Importance of 

aquifer discharge to drains and the 9oise r.BJver, does, however, require that anv discussion of the 

Treasure Valley Aq1:1ife1 Svstem fa management plan for the TVAS) will lneoitnbl, be n discussion 

ab01:1t both include consideration of the interconnection between ground and surface water. 



2.1 Hydrology and Water Supply 

The drainage area of the upper Boise basin is approximately 2,650 square miles and consiffl 

~ four major tributaries, including the North, Middle, and South Forks of the Boise River, 

and Mores Creek. From Lucky Peak Dam, the lower Boise River flows about 64 (river) miles 

northwestward through the Treasure Valley to its confluence with the Snake River. Mo5t of 

the st1rface water u5ed In the Tremu, e Valley 01 igh ,ates a5 snovv in Snowmelt from the higher 

elevations ofthe upper -Bofse-basin vu here p, ecipitati011 can be a5 high as 68 i11ches a,~nually. 

This upper basin suppliesprovides an estimated 90 percent of the water supply for the 

Treasure Valley in the lower BoJse Basin. The sno~~pack is in,portant to the Boise River a5 the 

March•Jt:JI y rts, ,off 5easo,, provides 77 percent of the annual stream flov~ at the Boise Ri~e, near 

the Boise gaging station ,~hile only 23 perce11t of the nattsral flov~· occt1rs during the At1g1:1st• 

Feb, uary seasoI ,. The upper Boise basin i5 appro,cimately 2,650 square n,lles and consists of 

four n1ajor tributaries, including the North, Middle, and Sot1th Forks of the Boi5e River, and 

Mores Creek. Fron, Lucky Pe~k Dan 1, the lower Boi5e Rivel flovv5 about 64 (rh,er, n,iles 

north~,c,estvuard throt1gh the Treast:Jre Valley to Its confltsence \fVith the Snake River. 

2.2 Hydrogeology 

The TVAS underlies the lower Boise basin i11 so1:1tl1vvestem Idaho (Figure 1). The TVAS extends 

dovvn5ll ea111 from Ltlcky Peak Dain to t l.e confluence 11vith the Snake River and serves as the 

primary source of drinking water for the Treasure Valley communities and residents nithin the 

Treasure Valley. App, oximately 95 percent of the 'llallev's drinking water is pun ,ped f, 0111 the 

WAS-:-The TVAS ca,, be conceptt1alized as Ia a complex system of shallow, intermediate, and 

deep aquifers (Figure 2). The depths and thicknesses of the aquifers vary spzttiall y- and are 

controlled by geologic faulting, topography, and local land use characteristics (e.g., flood 

irrigation). The hydraulic communication between the various aquifers varies throughout the 

Treasure Valley adding to the complexity. Hydraulic connections to aquifers underlying areas to 

the north (Boise foothills to the Payette River) and to the east (Mountain Home Plateau) are 

currently not fully understood. 

The Aquifer system in the Treasure Valley consists of: 

o Shallow aquifers - These aquifers supply water to rural domestic and some irrigation 

wells. Shallow aquifers are generally in direct hydraulic communication with surface 

water features and form localized flow systems with the nearest surface water body. 

The shallow aquifers are generally unconfined (the water level represents the top of the 



saturated zone), and water levels are typically controlled by topography (e.g., the 

elevations of canals or drains). 

o Intermediate aquifers- These aquifers supply water for domestic, irrigation, and 

municipal uses. The hydraulic communication between the intermediate aquifers and 

the surface water features of the valley is unknown. 

o Deep aquifers - Municipal, industrial, and some irrigation wells typically draw water 

from deeper aquifers. The hydraulic communication between the deeper aquifers and 

the surface water features of the valley is limited due to the depths below land surface 

where the deeper aquifers are found. The deeper aquifers are generally confined 

(water levels rising above the depth of the water bearing zone), and flowing artesian 

wells exist within the Treasure Valley. The hydrology of the deeper aquifers is not fully 

understood. 

2.3 Ground Water Flow Direction and Water Levels 

The ground water flow direction in the TVAS is generally east to west and follows the course of 

the Boise River. In the southern portion of the TVAS, ground water flows to the south and 

discharges into the Snake River. Locally, ground water flow directions are dependent on the 

location (spatially) within the valley. Water level trends are a good indication of a stable 

storage of water in an aquifer system. Rising v~ater levels Indicate a11 increase in vvater stored, 

and declining uniter le~els indicate a redt1ctlon In t;vater stored. Stable water levels generally 

indicate an aquifer storage that is in equilibrium. 

In the earlylate 1800s to t he mid 1900s, water levels in the shallow aquifer rose significantly 

because of the development of the valley's surface water irrigation network and continued to 

rise until the aquifer system eventually reached equilibrium with the drains and river, as 

indicated by stable water levels. In general, water levels in the shallow aquifer system have 

remained stable and are controlled by the operation and elevation of the surface water 

features. Water levels in the intermediate and deep aquifers also appear relatively stable, but 

some areas of water level decline have been identified in the valley, particularly in the 

southeast Boise and Lake Lowell vicinities (Petrich and Urban, 2004). 

There are existing mathematical models of the Treasure Valley aquifer of various ages and 

scopes; however they are not adequate to address aquifer management needs. 



2.4 TVAS Ground Water Budget 

The annual ground water budget for the TVAS varies from year to year (Table 1). For 

illustration purposes, estimates for water year 2000 are used to show the components of the 

annual water budget for the TVAS because total precipitation and temperature during the 

2000 water year were near normal. (Table 1) 

The shallow aquifers of the TVAS are generally in direct hydraulic communication with the 

Boise River and to a lesser extent the Snake River throughout most of the Treasure Valley. The 

shallow aquifer~ discharges directly to the rivers and the ground water drainage network 

constructed in the Treasure Valley to drain shallow ground water from low-lying areas. It is 

estimated that over 80 percent of the TVAS total discharge enters the rivers and the drain 

network. Some of the drain water is also re-diverted and used for irrigation by downstream 

users. The amount of water leaving the TVAS through discharge to the drains, tributaries, or 

the rivers in 2000 was over 881,000 acre-feet (Urban, 2004). 

2.5 Surface Water Flows 

Unregulated natural flow volumes in the Boise River basin have varied from a low of 676,000 

acre-feet annually to a high of 3.6 million acre-feet (MAF) annually. The average unregulated 

natural flow (1929-2010) is 1.9 MAF annually. These volumes were calculated at Lucky Peak 

and are published by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBOR). On average 1.6 MAF annually 

are diverted for irrigation and serves as providing a significant source of recharge to the TVAS 

(BOR, 2007). Table 2 displays a summary of historical Boise River (Nov 1- Oct 31) runoff (at 

Lucky Peak), outflow (near Parma), and reservoir storage on November 1. Figure 3 shows the 

variation of runoff (at Lucky Peak) and November 1 storage from 1929 to 2010. The average 

annual basin outflow (1972 - 2010) is 1.1 MAF, with outflow volumes varying from 334,000 

acre-feet annually to 2.8 MAF annually. The basin outflow is measured at the Boise River near 

Parma gage, which is operated by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in cooperation with IDWR. 

The remaining storage water left in the reservoirs (Arrowrock, Anderson, and Lucky Peak) at 

the end of an irrigation season is highly dependent on snowfall and irrigation demand for that 

season. The average reservoir storage on November 1 (1956 - 2010) is 390,000 acre-feet and 

has varied from a low of 65,000 acre-feet to a high of 665,000 acre-feet. The availability of this 

"carry over" water reduces the risk of a shortage of irrigation water in the succeeding year. 

Wise and efficient use of water from year to year helps to ensure better carryover storage for 

the next year, especially during consecutive dry years. 



The hydrograph below (Figure 4) summarizes the historical data from the Boise River at 

Glenwood Bridge for the period of record (1982 - 2010). The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE) utilizes the Boise River gage at Glenwood Bridge to monitor and evaluate flood 

impacts on the river. Currently, flood stage as measured at the Glenwood Bridge gage is 10.01 

feet (approximately 7,000 cfs). The maximum discharge since the completion of the reservoir 

system was 9,840 cfs on June 13, 1983 (USGS, 2011). Typical winter flow out of Lucky Peak 

(November - March) is approximately 250 cfs. Typical flow at Glenwood after the spring runoff 

and during the irrigation season (July - September) is approximately 1,000 cfs. 

To meet irrigation demand. flows past Lucky Peak Dam average approximately 3,900 cfs durjng 

the irrigation season, which spans April through October. During the irrigation sea:son,Natural 

flow In th~ lower Boise River from Lucky Peak Da111 t o Middleto11 does not have enough natural 

flow-ls insufficient to meet Irrigation demands throughout t he Irrigation season. lrrigator:s rely 

on :storage uuater to :si;ipplement the limited natural flow :supplies. The irrigation water supply 

of t he Treasure Valle9 relies upon a reserooir is supplemented by a system of four reservoirs 

capable of storing approximately 1,000,000 acre-feet of water (as shown in Table 3)-;-Tf,is 

equals, about one-half of the average annual inflow of the Boise River. Four re:serooir:s make up 

the re:seroolr syst em.Operation of the reservoir system, with the exception of Lake Lowell, is 

coordinated between the USBOR. which operates Arrowrock and Anderson Ranch, and the 

USACE, which operates Lucky Peak. By agreement between the two federal agencies. the 

storage system Is operated as a unified system to maximize the storage and flood control 

capabilities of the reservoirs. 

Extensive water distribution systems divert and deliver water from 75 djyersions on the Boise 

River through approximately 1,170 miles of major Irrigat ion canals (see Figure 8} to proyide 

Irrigation water to approximately 350,000 acres of land below Diversion Dam. 

Approximately 195 miles of drains channel water out of low lying areas and 11 principle drain 

systems discharge into the Boise River. The drains were const ructed to reclaim lands that 

became water-logged by seepage from canals and irrigated lands. Some of these drains were 

modified or expanded exjsting natural drainage systems that naturally flowed wat er only 

during the high spring runoff period. Some drains also serve as canals, providing additional 

irrigation water through re-diversion. Some drains flow year round because of ground water 

discharge. Ground water discharges to the drains fluctuate due seasonal changes. ground 

water withdrawals, Irrigation practices. recharge. drought. and other changes In the water 

budget. Studies are currently underway to better understand the drainage system and quantify 

seasonal and annual flows. 



Below Middleton, there are often enough return flows from drains or direct ground water 

seepage into the river to satisfy existing irrigation demands. On average, there are 

approximately 310,000 acre-feet per year of gain in flow between the Middleton and Parma 

gages. These gains, 310,000 acre: feet, make up 28 percent of the 1,112,000 acre-feet of 

outflow from the basin near Parma. The rett1rn flows that Increase river flows doonstrean, are 

Important and help to provide the necessary 1ioater and ele,iation head to deliver 1i11ater in the 

lo"Over Treast:1re Vallef. These base flows are an important part to efficiently deliver irrigation 

water in the Treasure Valley. 

2.6 Climate Variability 

Climate variability adds another element of uncertainty to planning for future water needs. The 

IWRB contracted with Boise State University to evaluate potential changes to water supply and 

demand that might result from climate variability on a watershed scale. There is a large range 

of uncertainty to climate model predictions; however, general trends are indicated. Multiple 

studies of climate change in the Pacific Northwest and northern Rockies estimate increases in 

mean monthly temperatures of 0.86 to 5.49 Fahrenheit for the 2040 irrigation season 

compared to the 1971- 2010 temperature average (BOR, 2008, 2011). 

Regional studies for the northwest United States indicate gre8ter climate variability condit ions 

(floods and droughts) will be more severe and change the flow regime on which current 

hydrologic operating procedures are based. For example, temperature increases '111tot1ld allow 

mere-may cause fall and winter precipitation to fall as rain instead of snow, aud ,11i11 resultlng in 

earlier snow melt. On average, higher peak flowsin the Boise Rio er b8sin n,8y be higher 1h.e1 
occur a few weeks earlierln the ft:1ture than ct:1rrent historic high flows. Timing of spring rt:1noff 

I!!: con,ple:x and a function of climatic indexes (e.g., El Niiio-sot:1tliem oscillation, Pacific decadal 

oseill8tion), fo, est fires, and climatic change. Anal"9sis of stream flow meast:1ren1ents shovvs 

peaks are occurring a fevv "Ooeeks earlier as also predic:ted bf the climate cha1,ge models. Peak 

flov11 Bnd t1e11ds are also inf lue11ced b'9 phenomenon .such as El Nino and La Nina and other 

longe1 term climatic c,eles. The earlier melting of sno"O!pack vvill lead toand lower st:1mmer 

stream base flows at a time when during summers with increased temperatures and 

evapotranspirationls expected to increase with increases In temperatt:1re. Fall precipitation 

cottld oecttr more freqt:1entl9 as rain and less frequent l'9 as sno~. Climate chan~ projec:tions 

Indicate tThe Boise River basin may experience wetter wet years and drier dry years. I lovueoer 

because our Unless water storage capacity In the basin is fixedlncreased, the increased water 

supplies during the wet years cannot be captured and held over for use during the dry years. 

Consequently, wet years dowill not offset dry years under the basin's current storage capacity. 



2.6 Drought 

Drought is a significant eo1,cern for all Treasure Valley water Interests.During drought years 

surface water Irrigation Is supplemented with ground water by as much as 300,000 acre-feet, 

placing additional stress on the TVAS. The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) uses 

1,5 MAF as the threshold for water supply shortages in t he Treasure Va lley. The most severe 

droughts occur when there are tv110 or three consecutive dry years when annual runoff is belov11 

average and carryover storage is minimal because of voater use in preulous dry fears are below 

normal . The Boise rese~oh sv.stem is desig1 ,ed to p1011ide ca, ryouer storage to get through 

consecutiue dry years. DurjngTthe drought that occurred from 1987-1992 had a majo, Impact 

on the Treasure Vallev. D11ring those sbc 1ears, the Palmer Drought Severity Index (Figure 5) 

classified conditions as extreme drought for 28 of the 36 months that comprised the irrigation 

seasons in the Treasure Valley. The series of d1 ,, hot summers made the reservoir system 

r~ponse more difficult than the drought of 1977. Although 1977 set the I ecord lo,11 flow for 

the upper Boise Riuer, 1976 and 1978 I.ad uD'et in igation sea.sons that reduced the st ress on 

,11ater supply. 

The primary response to drought in the lower Boise Basin is water right distribution and 

administration in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine and the Stewart and Bryan 

Decrees. The Idaho Drought Plan (IDP) eneouragesdescribes additional tools available to local 

communities to plan and mitigate for f11ture droughts. The IDP describes tnelocal government 

authority eo1:2nties and cities hfflt-e-to restrictreduce their water use and raise funds throttgh 

ordinances, 1 ules, regulations, proclamations, and short•tern. le'Viesfor drought response. It 

also authorizes the IDWR to take describes actions that can be taken by IOWR to proo>ide for 
f11II use of the 1!1vailable \lvater suppl'J in accord,ince with 11alid rights for its use during shortages 

hy-increas~ water right supervision of uvater distribution from adj1:2dicated sources, 

increasing \lv!ter rightMSLenforcement for non-adjudicated sources, and defining 

procedure.s,and to expedite processing of applications for replacement water supplies. 

In conjunction with the IDWR's D1011ght Plan and Water Supply Comn,ittee, the Nature! 

Resource Consenetion Se~ice (NRCS} compiles a n ,onthly Surface Water Supplf Index to 

Illustrate the total seasonal v1tater :,uppl9. NRCS uses 1.5 MAF as the th1 eshold for v11hen water 

supply shortages start to appear In the Treasure Vallef. This Is based on pi!lst vears ,11hen 

shortages were realized bv irrigation distrim. For the period 1987 1992, 5 of the 6 years had 

shortages and belouv norn,af atrryo11er storage (Figure 6). A·11allable records indicate that during 

drought years st1rface water irrigation is supplemented 0vith ground Miter bf as much as 

300,000 acre feet. This .sitt1ation places additional st1 ess on ground water st1pplles. 



Challenges Associated with ·water Supply, 

Predictedfuture demand cannot be met solely by reatllly a&1atlable ground water 

J-rtpplieJ are Hmitedln same areas. 

Ground water st1ppli!!!s arl!! not infinite. There is potential for additional grot1nd 'water 

development, howe11l!!r the Tr-e11st1re \'alle-y &ql1ifer is not homogeneous. Characteristics oar-y 

locally end regionallf ta rid bf depth). This oerietion rest1lts in limited evailabllitv of ground 

•water st1pplle, to meet existing and future needs in some areas. Ground ·n1ater st1pplies are 

l!!Spl!!eiall, limited in s01:1theest Ada County and the lake Lowell area. Therl!! ere also concern, 

ebout ground water levels in the north foothills. (IDWR deta nas used.) 

1:/ncertalntyfor nreeting existing andfuture needs ut fffrlng the existing water supply 

Infrastructure will Increase as annual precipitation varlabHlty Inc, easesTVAS management 

and planning wHI require c:rmtfnued data c:r,Hectlon and a11alvs&. 

I listorical h·1drological records me~· not be sufficient for forecasting ftlttJre conditions beeatJse of 

increased v'ariebilit~. 'f'l eter supply soltJtlons ma'V lneltJde better monitoring to improve flow predictions, 

v.hieh allow better planning in the sltort ter,,, .,hile planning for ftJtt:1N! longertern, 

needs In the v11lle'f . 

llaturalflow In the summer and fell Is predicted to be reduced. 

Reduced nettJral flo•,fs vuill rest:1lt in less 'hater eoeilable to fill natt1ral flo.v -Vfeter rights. Tl,is 

phenomenon results In Increased use of stored water fron, the resenoirs leading to less 

resen,oir carr-youer. Warmer temperattJres during the grorning seeson .. ot1ld inerl!!ese weter 

demand for all 

Currently there Is no 'freasure VOiiey drought plan. 

lack of a comprehensioe region11I response before the ne,ct drot1ght will delay den .and 

reduction actions needed to redtJce the 11egetili'e ln ,peets of drottght and lnereese the likelihood 

of conflict between mites light holders. 

Distribution 
Reservoir-Syste 

The irrigation to·ater :supply of the Trea:sure Valley relie:s upon a re:servolr :s·,~tem of.capable of 

storing nppro,cimntefy 1,000,000 acre feet of nater fns shown in Table J). This eqttnl:s, about 

one-half of the average annual lnflon of the Boise m·oer. Fot1r reservoirs make up the reservoir 

s·1stem. Three of tho,e reservoirs Arrowroek, Andel"!on Ranc:h, and Lake Lovuell ooere 

eon:strt1eted in the early to n,id 1900s by the USBOR as pert of the de·felopment of the Boise 



Project Board of Control (BPBE). A fot1rth resenoir, Lucky Peak, was constrttc:t:ed in 1957 by the 

USAEE for flood control, irrigation, and other congressio11allf authorized i:,t1rposes. Con,bined, 

these , eseruoil'! provide water st1pplies for congressionallf at1thorlzed purposes. To m eet 

irrigatio11 demand, flot'9s pest Lucky Peak Dam aterege appro:dn,atel, 3,900 ch during the 

irrigation season, Vvhid, spans April thro t1gh October. During periods of peek irriget lon 

demand, flov11s past ti ,e dan, are li:ept at about 4,500 cfs. Reservoir space Is allocated to storage 

users according to t erms set out In spacel.older contrac:t:s entered into between the 'i'ariot1s 

ttsers and the Secreter, of Interior throttgh the USBOR. While the majority of tl,e contrac-ted 

reseruoir space ls used for Irrigation storage, approidmatel, 5,000 aere•feet in Anderso11 Ranch 

Resenoir is used to !tore water for n,t1nielpal and indtt5trial pt1rposes. Arrovo>roek, Anderson 

Ranch, and Lt1ck'9' Pe 21k are operated as e unified sfstem for flood control and refill purposes. 

Flood control operations are gO'u'erned bf flood control rt1le curves deueloped by the USACE. 

Taking Into aecottnt various htdrological dat a, the rt1le curves attempt to fix the amottnt of 

en,pt, re5ervoir space needed to intercept and captt1re peak spring rt1noff flo1111s in order to 

minimize t he effects of flooding downstream. Presently, the flood control objecti"Ve is to limit 
flood flows to 6,500 eh at the Glen'Q\fOOd Bridge. 

Operation of the resel"\1olr svstem, with the e,cception of Lake Lonell, Is coordinated bet0veen 

t he USBOR, 'd9'hiel. operates ArrooVrock and Anderson Ran eh, and the USACE, v-ahleh operates 

l1:2ck>g Peak. 0'9' agreement between t he t voio federa l agencies, the storage system j5 operated as 

a ttnifled svsten, to maximize the capabilities of the reservoir!. Reservoir operations are 

generally defined b·, t hree operating periods, which are based on climatological patterns, 

rt::111off, and irrigation demand as shovon below in Figure 7. 

Dt1ring the 111aintena11ce period, the system is operated primarilv for carry ouer and storage as 

allowed b, f lood control reqt1lrements, hou1tever, storage releases contlnt1e for municipa l and 

lndt1strial and stream flow maintenance t:15es. Ot1ring the flood control and refill period, 

operation is 8djt1sted eontint1ally based on rt1noff forecasts to pro1tide space for flood control 

a11d to asst1re storage refill for ,11ater t:1sers, while releasing water nece:ssar, to satisfy irrigation 

den,and. The drawdov11n pe, iod is operated for release of ii, igation sto, age water. To the 

extent possible, voater Is t~pically stored as high In the s·ystem as possible, alt hot1gh 

storage accrues to acccunts In order of priorit'f. Ot::1ring the sttmmer, Lt1ck'y Peak is 

held near ftlll pool for recreation purposes and water Is released from Arrovvrock and 

Anderson Ranch Resel"ll'oirs to meet irrigation demand. lake Lowell ls operated b, the BPBC to 

store water and regulat e oVater supplies for the lower end of the project. Lake 

Lowell is drann donn during the st1mmer ovhen Irrigation demands exceed the 

capaeitf of t he New 'fork Canal. 



Canals 
An e>:tensi ue distribution system carries water to 75 points of di11ersion and provides irrigation 

to 350,000 acres of land belouv Diuersion Dam. Most large canals branch into sub canals and 

laterals to distribute water throughout the ualley. Irrigation districts and canal companies 

n,alntaln their lndlufdual Systems of delive~ for their patrons. There are appro)(lmately 1,170 

miles of n1ajor irrigation canals (see Figt1re 8}. 

Drains 

Approximate!, 195 miles of drains channel wat er ot1t of low lying areas and 11 principle drain 

Systems discharge into the Boise Rioer. Most drains were constructed to drain ground 111tater 

fro,,, shall 011, aquifers and reduce the incidence of ·oater logged soils. Some of these drains 

were modified or e,cpanded existing natural drainage S'fstems. Some drains also serve as 

canals, providing additional irrigation u1tater throt1gh re dioersion. Some drains flovv ,ear round 

because of ground water discharge. Ground nater discharge to the drains will fluctuate due to 

,ivater table changes. The,e f luctuations can be caused by seasonal changes, ground 1i1tater 

withdrawals, irrigation practices, recharge, drought, and other changes In the uvater budget. 

Studie:! are currently undenvay to better understand the drainage S'9.Stern and quantify 

seasonal and annual flows. 

Challenges Associated with Disb ibtttion. 
Ability of water Infrastructure to meet exl.!thtg andJuture needs 
Mechenl,ms to protect the e)(lstlng infrastructure of wells, canals, ditches end collection 

,,:stems have e,cisted for decades. It is important to retain this protection for the current end 

future benefit of the region. An additional challenge Is the need to n,odernire existing 

infr11str1:1cture to optlmite the beneficial use of water. 

Management of Interconnected sources 
Surface water end ground water ere hvdratdlcallt connected. This Interconnection present! e 

challenge for ft:lture management of s1:1rfece and ground ♦tater right!, vuhich historical!; heve 

been meMged separate!•, . Further complicating this challenge is the recognition that ohlle ,.,e 

understand that e connection elrists, our understanding of the timing; e,ctent, end location of 

the interconrtected sotirces is limited end needs further stt1dy In order to provide effective 

management. 

2.7 Water Use and Needs 



Ninety-five percent of the Treasure Valley water use falls into one of two major categories: 

domestic, commercial, municipal, and industrial use (DCMI), and irrigation. While not always 

included in water-use estimations (Figure 9), water is used to recharge the aquifer, support the 

river and tributary biological systems, and provide delivery head to convey irrigation water 

(including conveyance losses). Some municipal and industrial systems implement aquifer 

storage and recovery techniques to store treated water off peak and re-pump during summer 

demand. Water leaving the Valley passes through downstream hydropower plants that 

generate low-cost electricity used in the valley. 

In the Treasure Valley, the principal sottrce of miter for DEMI Is ground toater. For 
DCMI, 94 percent of the water for DCMI comes from ground water sources and six percent 

comes from surface water sources. For Irrigation "ater, tThree percent of Irrigat ion water 

comes from ground water sources and 97 percent comes from surface water sources. -1:arge 

and snu1II communit-y .s·,sten,.s, as well as indioidt1al voells, all prooqide ·,~ater for don,estic use in 

the Treas1:1re Valley. Per Capita daily use is approximately 160 gallons (WRIME 2010, USGS 

2005). 

Individual hon,e.s that are not on a nater supply system use grottnd water for drinking nater, 

cullnarv uses, and irrigation. There are over 23,500 domestic wells in the Treasure Valley.--fhts 

Is 8 minimum n1:1mber because there are domestic wells that have not been docttmented In 
IDWR records.The single largest supplier of ground water is United Water Idaho, whose service 

area includes the City of Boise and part of Ada County. United Water is currently the only 

municipal supplier that also delivers treated surface water for DCMI uses. They serve a 

population of approximately 240,000. United Water produces about 45,000 acre: feet/year 

(32,000 acre-feet from ground water and 13,000 acre-feet from surface water) and regularly 

updates its water 

demand projections based on records of customer usage and modeling future growth. The 

other large suppliers are the Meridian Water Department (78,000 people served), City of 

Nampa (81,000 people served), and the City of Caldwell (46,000 people served). These three 

systems use ground water exclusively for supply. 

'Nhile stJrface ~,ater is the primar1 source of water for Irrigation, ground ·ttater is also a so1:1rce 

for irri~ation. The annt1al demand varies because some irrigators rei7 on grottnd u1tater every 

year 21nd some ttse it to sttpplement surface ottater. Weather conditions stronglf lnfhH!nee 

irrigation demand and tnerefore the necessity of tJsing ground water in a partlct1lar year. 

The IDWR records show there are almost 30,000 total wells in the Treasure Valley. Ground 

water quality in the Treasure Valley Shallow and Treasure Valley Deep hydrogeologic subareas 



is regularly determined from data collected through the Statewide Ambient Ground Water 

Quality Monitoring Program. The state11vlde program is edn,inlstered by tire IDWR In 

cooperation #Ith the USGS. The Treasure Valley Shallow and Treasure Valley Deep subareas 

are located primarily in Ada and Canyon Counties and generally correspond to the Treasure 

Valley CAMP study area. USGS in cooperation with the IDEQ has performed a comprehensive 

survey of existing wells in the Treasure Valley CAMP study area from 1992 to 2000. 

2.8 Water Quality 

Water quality is an important characteristic in meeting future water needs in the Treasure 

Valley. Ground water in the TVAS is generally of good quality for drinking and other uses. 

Surface water quality is variable and has been impacted by both natural and anthropogenic 

sources. Public drinking 0vater Sfsten,s are required to monitor their vttater suppl~ for 

compliance 11-tlth drinking vweter regt1 latlons and report the results to their users. lndi11idtu!II 

priuate voells generally do not haue this requirement. Overall, the water quality throughout the 

system could constrain the availability of water supplies to meet current and future 

water needs if the water quality is degraded. 

The IDWR has statutory authority for statewide administration of the rules regarding well 

construction, licensing of drillers, and proper abandonment of wells in Idaho. Well construction 

standards are designed to protect the quality of water in the aquifer. Additionally, the IDEQ 

administers the Idaho Wellhead Protection Program. The purpo!e of this program is to prevent 

the contamination of ground water that is used for drinking water. The Idaho Wellhead 

Protection Program is voluntary for local government and water purveyors to implement. 

Degraded vweter qualit'y een impact both supply as vuell as significantly increase costs for 

ground water providers end surf.ace io•ater 1:ners. 

2.9 Fisheries and Biological Flows 

Native coldwater species, including trout and whitefish, inhabit the middle and upper reaches 

of the Boise River from Lucky Peak Dam to Star. Winter stream flows below Lucky Peak Dam 

are the largest constraint on fish populations. Prior to the 1990s, winter flows were often 150 

cfs or lower, providing only marginal overwinter habitat for wild trout and other sportfish. 

The USBOR holds 152,300 acre-feet of uncontracted storage space that it has used in 

consultation with the IDFG to provide flows in the Boise River below Lucky Peak Dam during 

the non-irrigation season. Storage releases have increased typical winter flows to 240 cfs, 



which requires approximately 86,000 acre-feet of storage for about 180 days. During drought 

periods, these flows have been reduced to avoid exhausting the winter storage supply. Since 

winter flows increased in the mid-1990s, wild trout populations have increased 17-fold, with an 

estimated 2,000 fish per mile in some reaches. 

The Boise River is generally a gaining reach from Star to its confluence with the Snake River and 

therefore has good stream flows, but water qtutlitv conditionstemperatures can only seasonally 

support a cold-water fishery. This section of river supports a fair fishery for introduced sport 

fish, including largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, and channel catfish. The Lake Lowell fishery 

consists primarily of largemouth bass, small mouth bass, yellow perch, black crappie, bullhead, 

bluegill, and channel catfish. 

Some tributaries to the loVver Boise 'llo'ere channelited !nd c!pacities hao>e changed, uuhlch may 

hao'e altered aquatic and riparian habitat. Functional riparian zones and netlands adjacent to 

the Boise River and tribt1taries proo'ide ecological services, st1ch as water qt1ality protection, 

storm tt,ater control, aqt1lfer recharge, and gro1:1nd v~ater protection and prm,ide important 

habitat for fish and wildlife. Riparian and ~vetlands .st1pport a dlsproportlonatel'f' large n1:1mber 

of species and diversity relatio'e to other a, eas. 

2.10 Recreation and Aesthetic Values 

The Boise Rh,er contributes greatly to the qt1alitv of life in the Treast1re Valley and Is partly 
responsible for the gro'.irth In the area. CulttJral attraeti01,s include Ill string of city parks and 

greenbelt trails, tJnde·oeloped areas within an 1:1rban setting, and sportsman's access are&s. 

Natural attractions along the river range fron, basalt cliff, to a gallery of eotton-v.vood forests 

and an extensioe riparian zone. 

There are water recreation opportunities available from the upper reaches of the Boise basin, 

on each of the reservoirs, and on the Boise River below Lucky Peak. Boaters, fisherman, and 

waterfowl hunters access the lower Boise River from Lucky Peak Dam to the confluence with 

the Snake River. Floating the five-mile reach from Barber Dam to the center of Boise is 

especially popular in the hot summer months. Likewise, water skiing is popular on Lucky Peak 

Reservoir. 

2.11 Hydropower 

Hydropower is generated below the reservoirs at both federal and non-federal hydroelectric 

power plants. Federal reclamation power plants were constructed at Anderson Ranch Dam 



(40,000 kW) and Boise Diversion Dam (1,500 kW) as part of the development of the Boise 

Project. These power plants provide power to operate project facilities and to help reduce 

power costs to Project farmers who depend on pumping water for irrigation. In 1988, four of 

the five irrigation districts who make up the BPBC completed construction of a power plant at 

Lucky Peak Dam (101,250kW). Power generated at the facility is under contract with the 

Seattle Light Company. More recently in 2010, the BPBC completed construction of a 

hydro power facility on the Boise River at Arrowrock Dam (18,000 kW). Ada County owns a 

3,700 kW power plant located at Barber Dam that is located just upstream of Boise. Upstream 

of the reservoir system the, Atlanta Power Company owns a 187 kW hydro power plant at Kirby 

Dam that supplies electricity to the town of Atlanta. A number of hydro plants have been 

constructed on canal drops in the Treasure Valley. Water leaving the Boise River basin enters 

the Snake River and continues to generate low-cost electricity at Idaho Power's Hells Canyon 

Complex for Idaho Power customers in the Treasure Valley. 

2.12 Anticipated Changes in Water Use 

Water demand in the Treasure Valley is expected to increase, although there is no consensus 

on the amount as demonstrated by three recent studies. The USBOR projected in a 2006 

assessment level study that annual consumptive water demand in the Boise basin could 

increase by as much as 124, 085 acre-feet by 2050. WRIME's detailed 2010 demand study 

determined that annual demands for water in the Treasure Valley would increase by 82,880 

acre-feet by 2060. The IDWR staff estimates that new water demands and shortfalls in water 

supply for existing demands could result in a need for new annual water supplies of 

approximately 170,000 acre-feet. 

New water needs are difficult to quantify because there are areas of uncertainty, along with 

many variables that will determine actual water use and need. Changing land uses and social 

attitudes, as well as economic conditions, are all factors that will affect water use in the 

Treasure Valley. 

Future water demand, driven mo5tl)' bv lncrea,ed population and economic growth, mav be 

partially- naet bt vintter conservation and la rid use and toater use changes. Particularlf diffic1:J!t 

to anticipate is what proportion of gro'lllvth Vll,flll be on undeveloped land, rather than farm land, 

and v,hat industrial or commercial uses might deuelop. Tho,e changes are mo,t likelf to 

increase demand for water aboll.fe current mage. 
Challenges Associated with Vt'ater Use and Needs. 

Mtttlng water needs and uses m-soclated with 1'1ture development patte, n.s In a 

manner that minimizes confllt:t 



The '.freesb,e Yelle, popt:1l11tiou end cconon,y he, g,own o~er the pest decade end is c,cpectcd 

to do so ii, the ftitu, e. A recent stt:1d7 projects t1p to 650 IEAF (WRIME 2010} cot:1ld trensitlon in 

t:1se from egrict:1ltt:1r11I to DEMI eltho1::1gh 11 ~.Ide renge of possible scenarios could oce1::1r. 

The Treesure 'o'elley must begin to evehtete ho·,d best to ft:1lfill the enticipeted ne .. demand fer 

voater, ectively plenning for e,cpenslon, .vhllc cneot1r11ging eon1ervetion end protecting e,cisting 

tises end benefits. 

Maintaining quality a/life 
A challenge for the Treestire 'Jelle, .. Ill be to preserve the qt:111lltv of life .. hile being sensltiroe to 

the changing needs of the Tre11st:1re \'alley into the futt:1rc. Qtiellty of life cen i11clt1de eesti,etic,, 

rccreetionel needs, property 111ah:1es, socio economic valt1es, end lnfft1ences economic 

development. lsst:1es of qm!illtp of life ere often st1bjectloe end weter menegement elcelsions 

een effect qt1elit-, of life in the Treest:1rc '1-elle1. 110 .. these lssttes lnflt1ence water menegcment 

will remein II eh11llengc. 

Meeting en viromnental needs 

A challenge over the nm 50 veers will be to conserve end protect the weter resources in the 

Treest:1re 'o'allef's strcem, end eqttifers and the riparian hebltet It st1ppom, 1vhllc prorolcling the 

rn·eter sttpplies for the ctmcnt end ft:iturc use. An incomplete unde.sbu,ding of the effect of 

miter dioiersions for both const:1mptioe end non eonst1mptive t:1ses en the sttrftlee ,i,eter end 

ground -♦ittcr lceds toe difficttlt7 in esscssing their in,pect on the neturel environment. Vf'etcr 

m8negers end water t:1sers will be challenged to ooh:1nterilp and colleboratl~ely pro'lide 

fbnction11I habitats e11d n,itigete the iMpeC'ts of ro,11ter diversions 1111d dische,gcs on the netttrel 

eno•ironment. 

Meeting water.!upply nttth 

A chellengc for tl,e lreesurc \'8lle1 will be to meet neuo 11nd on going vHter de,na11ds over the 

next 50 peers. The size end loc8tlon of fttture voi8ter dem11nds, es w,ell 8S profec"tions for 

shortfalls In n,eetlng cttrrent demands, Is uncertain. Weter supplf solutions involve resolving 

difficult social end economic 1,sucs depending on form, site, end loe11tion. Some soltttion,, such 

es g1 ottnd wate, a11d surface water stor11gc proposals, .ecruire a long lead tin,e to pl11n end 

constrt:1C't so must be commenced long before there Is con:1enst:1s reg11rding the site 11nd scope 

of ft:ittue water demends. The challerigc 't'till be to condttct v.ise, proactive pl8nning end 

m8rl"fing th11t nlth cercft:11 monitoring of demand Increases and supplf shortfall, to deuelop 

epprop.iete, tin,elf, end economical water supplp solt:1tions. 

2.13 Management and Water Right Administration 



A long history of water de11elopment and leg21I decisions has led to 21 complex system of 

interaction 21mong water n,anagers In the Treasure 'dalley. Wnter right adminl:stration i!I under 

the authority of the Director of the ID'IJR. I lo'G'tie<oer, numerous organizetion!I and agencies are 

Involved in the practical management of miter. The IWRB I!! a con!ltitutio11ally created body 

responsible for forn,ulatlng, adopt ing, and In ,plementing 21 comprehensh,e State Water 

Plan for con:servatiou, development, manegen.ent, and opti1T1un1 use of all unappropriated 

vvater resources and uvatervuafs of this state In the public interest. The State Water Plan is e 
guiding doeun ,ent for all state ections and acti11ities. The IWRB undertakes water projects for a 

1121riet9 of purposes throughout the state. The IWRB also proV'ldes financing for local 'i'vater 

entities, such as canal companies, irrigation districts, cities, and others to undertake water 

p, ojects, Including lmprooe111ent, expansion, 11nd recowstruction offacilities. 

Water District #63 o•qa! created by the Director of the IOWR to administer~ the distribution of 

surface water rights from the Boise River eurrentlpJ subject to adn,inistration. The 

administration is carried out under to over 330.000 acres within the Treasure Valley in 

accordance with state water law and court decrees. Water rights to more than 330,000 

irrigated ac, es are administered In the Treasure Va lley from the Boise River. In addition to 

irrigation, voater rights for other uses are also administered.Average summer flows at St ar vary 

with Irrigation demand but 250 d s is the t arget flow for the administration of water deliveries 

below Star. Surface water in the Boise River and its tributaries upstream from Star is 
considered fully appropriated during the irrigat ion season and during much of the rest of the 

year. 

In 1995, the Director of the IDWR issued a moratorium order stating t hat new appjications for 

water would be denied unless it included an acceptable plan t o mit igate or avoid injury to 

existing water rights. The order also describes an area In which applications for ground water 

shallower than 200 feet below the surface would only be processed If t hey included mitigation 

measures or cou ld show no adverse Impacts to exjstlng water rights. 

Downstream from St ar. surface water (as well as ground water) is available for new 

appropriation. but t he actual amount will vary from year to year and season to 

season. 

Throughout the water year, the watern,a!ter works closelr vvlth the NRCS Snow Suroev, IDWR, 

the USDOR, and the USAEE. The information provided b·9 these agencies help the water users 

understand predictions for the total amotmt of water a<oailtible each year. Weter Ol!trict H63 



ct1rrentlp records 75 points of dioersion "11oeekl9 dt1rir,g the irrigation season. This information is 

used with the IDWR accot:1nting program to track natural flovo and storage use at e,sch 

dh1ersion. Data fron, the water district, the USGS, the USBOR, and Idaho Power Company are 

eon ,plled to run the ovater rights accounting n'lodel. The IDWR operates the dailv '1vater right! 

,secounting model, and the vvater n18ster uses the n,odel ot1tpt:1t to administer the ~vater rights 

and storage weter in the basin. 

Ground Water Rights not Currently 
Administered (as of 2812) 

The administration of 'llvater rights generally refers to the et1rtailment of jtJnior water rights to 

satlsfp senior ~oater rights. Water rights 8re administered by a ovatermaster appointed bv the 

ID~•!R. In order to adn,inister water rights, they n,ust be legally qtJantifled throtJgh adjudicatio11 

or other administrathte action, such as a license. 

In the Treasure Valley, only surface ·~vater right5 are currentl9' administered by the watermaster 

becat1se gro11nd \lvater right! have not been ftlllp adjtJdieated. Following the completion of the 

Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA), it is expected that ground water rights may be included 

in a water district and conjunctively administered in priority. Conjunctive administration is the 

term used to describe administration of both ground water and surface water under a common 

system. Administration of ground vvater righH, or the Implementation of conjunctive 

administration In the Treasure Valle9', is not currently undel"ova~. 

The leglslattJre adopted the Ground Water District Act In 1995 to create a mechanism 

to 21ll0011 ground ~oater users to organlre and to formulate mitigation plans to pr01.1lde 

protection for senior surface o·oater rights that otherwi!e ovould be materiall•y injtJred 

bp ga otJnd 'lvater pumping. To dat.-e the ground 'l~ater users ii, the Treast1re Valle1 

ha1.1e not elected to form such a district. 

Irrigation Dish icts/Canal 
€ompanies/LateratAssociations 

There are 47 Irrigation entit ies that operat e v0ithln the Treasure Valley. These entities 'lo>ere 

created locally- for the purpose of neuo irrigation de1.1elopment. Irrigation entitles usuau, hold 

•Miter rights and own di'lersion facilities and infrastruett1re. The majority of storage space in 

the reservoir system is used for Irrigation by these entities that hold spaceholder contracts 

'1vith t he US0OR. 



State Law Associated with Requiring the Continued Use of Irrigation Water 
for-tandscaping 

In 2005, the ld8ho Legislature adopted Idaho Code 67 6537, ervhich encot:1rages the use of 

StJrface lfg ater for irrigation, a reqt:1iren1ent directed at applications for land t1se changes, such 

as from agricultural land to re5idential 5t1bdi1.1islons. Tice Ian' amended the Local Land U5e 

Planning Act and reqtJires that if land hes irrigation water appt1rte11ant and is reasonabl9 

a,ailable, access and use of the st1rface water for irrigation ovlll be tJ5ed. 

Flows Regulated to Star 

Average 5ummer flouv5 ttt Star 1.1ary with irrigation demand but 250 cf'!: Is the target flow for the 

adminl!tration of water deliveries belo~·g Star. Surface v11ater in the Boise River and Its 

tributaries t:1pstream fron, Star is considered folly" appropriated during the Irrigation season and 

dt1ring much of the rest of the vear. In 1995, the Director of the IO'#R issued a n,oratorlum 

order stating t hat nevv applications for· ovater wo t1ld be denied unless It Included an acceptable 

plan t o mitigat e or a'void lnjurv to existing U11ater rights. The order 8lso describes an area In 

~ohich applic8tions for ground 011ater sl.allovver than 200 feet below the surface 1.1vould only be 

processed If the·, inclt1ded m itigation meas1:1res or cotild !!how no adver5e impact! to existing 

water rights. 

Dovvnstream from Star, 5urface water tas v11ell as grottnd \/11aterJ 15 available for ne\/11 

appropriation, but the actual amount will 'v'ar y' from year to year and 5eason to 

season. 

Salmon Flow Aug111entation 

The USBOR holds 40,932 acre feet of storage space in luck'/ Peak Resenoir to be tssed for 

douvnstream salmon floou at1g111entation. Thi5 is a coniponent of the (1:1p to) 427,000 acre feet 

of storage oater that USBOR delliters from the Snake Rio er abo'lle Bro~onlee Reservoir e1.1er9 

'lear for saln,on flo'\/v eugmentatlon, consistent volth the Net Perce tern, sheet and Idaho Code 

42 17630. If replacement water st1pplies e01:1ld be found in another basin tconsl!tent '\/'oith the 

Net Perce term sheet) and delivered for salmon flo'4v augn,entation, this 40,932 aere•feet in 

Ltack'f Peak could potenti8lly be made available to help meet ft:Jture oater need5 In the 

Treastare Valier. 



2.14 Water Markets 

The Idaho Water Supply Bank (Bank) 'tvas legislatively recognized in 1979 (Section 42-1761, 

Idaho Code) ffld-is operated under the authority of the IWRB. The state program, includes two 

distinct progran,s, local Rental Pools and the State Water Supply Bank, uuhich are both 
essentially water exchange marke~ intended to assist in the n,arketing of nattiral flott and 

v1.1ater !tored i11 ldahoreservoirs. Thef also prouide a mechanism b',1 t hrough which natural flow 

and storage water rights and stored v11ater that is not being used can be made available for use 

by others through a lease and rl!!ntal process. 

The Bank include! ·0vater rights from su1 face water and ground oVater sources throughout 

Idaho. Surface and grottnd Wwater rights not currently in use may be leased (deposited, to the 

Water Supply Bank if not currently in use and then rented f~vithdravvn) from the Bank by 

another water user for beneficial uses such as commercial, industriel, irrigation, or mining. tn 

addition, oVWater rights leased to the Bank are protected from forfeiture. Applications to lease 

and rent ~~ater from the Bank are currently received and p, ocessed by the IDWR. The Boise 

River drainage had the most activity in the state in 2010 for leasing water rights into the BankL 

but only 9% of these rights were rented back out for actual use (2010 Water Supply Bank 

Annual Report, IDWR). 

The Water District #63 Rental Pool (Rental Pool} Is a meehal'lism forenables reservoir 

spaceholders to make stored water available to other entities In short supply in a gh,en year. 

The Rental Pool alsoand provides a source of revenue for Water District #63 to make 

impro'U'ements in oater distrlbt1tion :v1.1hile encouraging the ma,cln,un, beneficial use of stored 

water. The Rental Pool is t1nder the jurl,dietion of and operated b',1 the local eon,mittee 

appointed b, the IWRB. The local committee de11elop, the rt1les of procedttre, lease pricing; 

and operatiol'I requirements for their Rental Pool, nhich then n11::1st be approved b, the l\\'RB. 

The USBOR m1:1st also approve the rules and retes for Federal storage as a facility owner. 
The watermaster administers the Rental Pool under the guidance of the local 

committee. The Water District #63 Rental Pool has rented an average of 6,236 acre-feet over 

the past 8 years, excluding the USBOR-held uncontracted space. Use of the Rental Pool appears 

to be low compared with other rental pools in the state despite the rapid growth of DCMI uses 

in the basin. 



Challenges. Priorities and Opportunities 

Available ground water supplies are limited in some areas. 

Grotu ,d water supp Ii~ a, e 11ot infinite. There-i! potential for additional cost-effective ground water 

development, howeterin the Treasure Valley aquifer ls not ho,,,ogeneou,. Characteristics very 

locally and regionallf (and bp depth). This variation rest:1lt:s In limited availebllitv of grot:1nd 

.veter st:1pplies to n,eet existing and future needs in some areas. Ground water supplies are 

especially limited in southeast Ada County and the Lake Lowell area. There are also concerns 

about ground water levels in the north foothills. (IOWR data was used.) 

Natura:jlnw ln the srm1me, andfaH is predicted to be redacedResponse to climate change. 

Reduced natural floi;o's vuill result In less iflleter arveilable to fill nattJral flo,v uuater rights. This 

phenomenon rest2lt:! in Increased use of stored ,veter fro,,, the rese~oir, leading to less 

rese~oir carr)ov". Warmer temperatt:1res dt:1ring the g,owing :season wo1:1ld increase .. ater 

demand for all t:1ses.P1edieted ellmate change vtill change the tin,h,g of snown.elt a11d the aveilebilit~ of 

net1:1ral flow, lncrea:se summer temperetures, evapotransplration and demand, and create new 

challenges end opportunities for vuater :storage. Potental responses to these changes inclt:1de ln,prooed 

weter use practices a11d i11c.easi11g reservoir storege c11pecit'9 . 

Meeting water supply needs 

A challenge for the Treasure Valley stakeholders will becontinue to meet new and on-going water 

demands over the next 50 years. The size and location of ftlture 1J11ater demands, as well es projections 

for :,1,o, tfells In meeting cus rent demands, is uncertain. Weter st1ppl9· solutions involve resolulng 

diffictslt social and ecor,omic isst:1e:S depending on form, siz:e, end location. Some solt1tions, such 

as ground water and surface ... ater storage proposals, reqt:1ire e long leed time to plen end 

constrt1et so mtsst be commenced long before there is consensus regarding tl'le size and scope 

of future water demands. Predicted climate change will change the timing of snowmelt and the 

availability of natural flow, increase summer temperatures, evapotranspiration and demand, and create 

new challenges and opportunities for water storage. Potental responses to these changes include 

improved water use practices and increasing reservoir storage capacity. The chelle11ge will be to lWRB 

should support collaborative efforts to conduct wise, proactive planning end marr)ing that with careful 

monitoring of demand increases and supply shortfalls to develop appropriate, timely, and economical 

water supply solutions. 

Meeting water needs and uses 0$$0dated wlthfutare development patterns In a 

manner that mlnlmtzes conjlh:t. 
The Treasure Vellep pop1:1lation and econom, hes grovvn ouer the past decede end ism_ expected 



to do so in the ftitt:11econtinge to gro.v. A recent studt projects up to 650 l~F fWRIME 2010) cot1ld 

trensitlon in use from egricultural to DEMI elthot1gh a u1tide range of possible scenarios could occur. 

The Treasure Valle9 must begin to evi11 luate. how best to fulfill thl!! enticip11ted ne~vi demand for •• ater, 

ecthtelv planning for expenslon, while encouraging conservation and protecting existing 1:1ses and 

benefits. 

Management of interconnected sources 

Surface water and ground water are hydraulically connected . This interconnection presents a 

challenge for future management of surface and ground water rights, which historically have 

been managed separately. Further complicating this challenge is the recognition that while we 

understand that a connection exists, our understanding of the timing, extent, and location of 

the interconnected sources is limited and needs further study in order to provide effective 

management. 

Existing w Water Managementrketing tools that appear to be tmde,...ut#Hred couldm help 

pro\llde :so~utlon:s to meeting wah!r neeth In the future 
Se.era! 'tVater menegement tools exbt that cotild be utilized to help meet future water needs, 

but CtJrrentlv appear to be under utilii:ed. The Boise River (Water District 63) Rental Pool, 

which facilitates marketing of reservoir storage water, has a lower level of activity when 

compared with the Payette and Upper Snake Rental Pools, despite the Treasure Valley having 

rapidly growing water needs. The Water Supply Bank facilitates marketing of natural flow and 

ground water rights. Bank records show that in the Treasure Valley there is considerable activity 

to lease water rights into the Bank, but little demand to rent water rights out of the Bank even 

with the Treasure Valley having rapidly growing DCMI water needs. Another tool i:!l the 

Mt1nicipal Watl!!r Righb Act of 1996 il'thich pro1tides for grovving mt1nlcipalities to acquire uviater 

, igl ,ts based 0 11 fotu1 e g, owtl, p, ojectio, ,s. 

Additional data and Advanced technical capabilities are needed to meet Increasingly complex 

water management c:hallengtt-better understand and manage the TVAS 

Although we understand a great deal about the regional hydrology, our information does not 

provide a full understanding of the localized interaction between ground and surface water, 

and between the shallow aquifer and deep aquifer. Knowledge is not sufficient to fully 

characterize the hydrologic system which results in difficulty predicting system responses to 

management actions. Historical hydrological records may not be sufficient for forecasting 

future conditions. Existing ground water models do not incorporate newer information or 

forecasts. 

flncertalntyfor n1eeting existing andfttture needs utllizhtg the ex&thtg water supply 



in/f"tlStrttctttre will increa!e cu annual precipitation varlablHty increases 

I listorical hpdrological records n ,ap not be st1ffieient for fo1 ecasting ftltt1re condit ions becat1:se of 

Increased nriabllity. Water st1pplf solt1tionffiAS manap:ement and planning maf includereaulre better 

111onltoring to improve flow predictions, V'whieh allow better planning in tl~e ,hort term while planning 

for futt1re longerterm needs in the oalley. 

Ability of water infrastructure to meet existing and future needs 

Mechanisms to protect the existing infrastructure of wells, canals, ditches and collection 

systems have existed for decades. It is important to retain this protection for the current and 

future benefit of the region. An additional challenge is the need to modernize existing 

infrastructure to optimize the beneficial use of water. 

Maintaining quality of life 

A challenge forcont lnulng priorit y will be to preserve the guality of life in the Treasure Valley voill be to 

presel"'de the quality of life while being sensltlue to therespondlng to changing water supplies and water 

needs of ~ Treasure Valley into the futt1restakeholders. Qtiali t f of life can inelttde aesthetics, 

recreat ional needs, i,roperty -vt11lues, socio economic 11alue:s, and lnfh:iences economic deuf! lopment. 

l:s:st:1e:s of qt1alitp of liff! are ofter. subjectio•e end •• ater management decisions can affect quellt~ of life in 

tt,e Treas1:1re \Jelley. I low these i:ss1:1es infl t:1ence .veter menagf!,, rent '1lfill remain o challenge. 

Meeting environmental needs 

A challenge over the next SO years will be to conserve and protect the water resources in the 

Treasure Valley's streams and aquifers and the riparian habitat it supports, while providing the 

water supplies for the current and future use. An incomplete understanding of the effect of 

'luater di~f!rsion:s for both consumi,tlut! ond non eonsumpti'v'e uses on the s1:1rfaee ... ater ond 

ground water lf!ads toe difficultap in assessing their Impact on the natural en-vironment. Weter 

managers and water t:1sf!rs .viii be challengf!d to uol 1:1ntarily a11d collaberatiuel, prouide 

ft:lnctional ht11bitet:s and mitigate the impacts of watei dluer!ions and discharges on the nett:1rel 

en-vironment. 



3. Actiom Needed4. Recommendations 

Guided by the CAMP goals and vision, the Committee identified several recommended actions 

for addressing the challenges, prloritjes and opportunitjes discussed in 1bg_previous sections of 

this Plan. Understandably, these actions will need to be more fully refined during the 

implementation phase, but the Plan by adopting a mix of strategies represents a balanced 

approach to addressing the ftJtu1 e water challenges in the Treasure Vallev. These actions have 

not been ranked or placed in order of priority. 

Objective # 1: Enhance WaterTV AS Data Collection, and Analysis,and 
Planning 

Several types of data are needed to effectively manage the wate1 resourceIYAS,. Water 

planning and management tools should be developed and updated using accurate data and the 

best available science and analytical methods. These tools are needed to reduce uncertaint y 

a11d iniprooe effecti11e11ess a11d efficiency. Taking the following actions will contribute to 

improve the information and understanding required for successful water management that 

protects the public health and safety, 111inh11izes conflicts, a11d p10111otes the economic and 

en 11ir011n .e11tal health of Idaho and planning for the TV AS: 

• 

• 
• 

Improve ground water measurement , models and technical tools to meet 

administrative purpose~ and to facilitate decision making; 

Support water supply modeling and stream flow monitoring;.,, 

MeastJre u11ater•use changes and report dei,,and tre11ds to the IWRB, 

Objective #2; TVAS Management and Planning 

Improved data and understanding of the JVAS wm facilitate t he following management and 

planning actions: 

• 
• 

Reevaluat ion of the moratorium that has been In effect since 1995 
Support drought planning to inc, ease the I esillencv of the vfater supply specific 

to the Boise drainage; 
• Support efforts at assessing potential effects of water management strategies 

• 
• 
• 

on the nattJral enuiron11,entTVAS: 

Create a mechanism for coo, di11ation within the g1 ound -vvater communitv, 
Continue to increase transparency of planning process; 

Organize a periodic Water Forum ("Water Summit") to assess the state of 



the aquifer and discuss emerging issues and opportunities. 

Objective #3: Additional Storage and Supply 

Additional storage orand other sources of water supply may be needed in the future to offset 

the increased variability of water supply and additional water demand. Because of the 

extended lead time required for initiating storage and water supply projects, study of these 

projects should be continual. This will ensure the information is available when decisions need 

to be made. The following actions should be part of the evaluation of future supply options: 

• Continue the study of the feasibility of potential surface water storage projects 

in a manner that comprehensively addresses supply options and avoids 

conflict; 

• Investigate the feasibility of utilizing managed recharge for meeting future 

water demands; 

• Support the exchange of the USBOR's salmon flow augmentation space in 

Lucky Peak (excluding stream flow maintenance) with replacement water 

supply consistent with the Nez Perce term sheet; 

• Evaluate augmentation of existing cloudseeding programs as an option for 

increasing water supply. 

Objective #4: Reducing Demand through Water Conservation 

Reducing demand through uuater conservation should be adopted as one of the strategies for 

meeting futu1 e wate1 11eeds i11 ti ,e T1 easure 'o'allev. Capital costs associated uvith new !upply 

n1a9 be at:ioided through the reductlo11 of per capita de111and. Addi essiilg these is:Sues is a 

n1ultiju1 isdictional respo11slbilitv, the, efo, e the IDWR should 01.1ork in cooperation with 

water use, sand v1.1ater providers to collabo1 atiuel9 deuelop incentiues to reduce 

den,and,Consistent with state law supporting water conservat ion (section 42-250. Idaho Code) 

and protecting conserved water from forfeiture (section 42-223, Idaho Code). T1he following 

actions should be taken to conserve water and reduced demand for ground water from the 

TVAS: 

• ~Promote education to encourage conservation; 

• Encourage conservation and efficient use of ground water; 

• Encourage conservation and efficient use of surface water, where a viable 

opportunity exists, taking into consideration the benefits of incidental 

recharge; 



• Support efforts for retrofitting neighborhoods with pressurized 

irrigation; 

• Encourage and support wastewater/gray water reuse lo approprjate 

circumstances: 

• 
• 
• 

Encourage or support incentives for conservation; 

Develop guidelines for conservation programs; 

Consider conse, oatio11 requlren,ents for new vuater appropriations . 

Objective #5: Potential Conversion of Water Use from Agriculture to 
Other Uses 

Urbanization has changed some water demand from agricultural irrigation to residential 

irrigation and other uses. This trend is expected to continue into the future as additional 

growth occurs. The intent of these actions is to ensure 1.h.ei.irrigation water is available for 

residential use and irrigation entities continue to have financial viability and protection of 

infrastructure. Domestic irrigation provided through the canal systems is also beneficial 

because it reduces the amount of water that municipal water systems need to provide. The 

following actions should be undertaken to ensure orderly transition of water use from 

agriculture to DCMI and other uses: 

• Continue to support the use of surface water on those lands that convert from 

agriculture to DCMI and other uses utilizing the existing irrigation entities; 

• Support voluntary cooperative arrangements between irrigation entities 

and municipal providers to deliver surface water recognizing the long-term 

challenges associated with maintaining Homeowners Association-owned 

systems; 

• Encourage the use of water marketing to meet current and future needs 

including the use of the Rental Pool and the Bank. 

Municipal Water Rights Act of 
1996 
The Municipal '/later Rights Act of 1996 Is a tool nailable to municipal providers to sl!ctue 
vvater rights fo, g, owing 111u11icipal vvater den ,ands based 1:1pon anticipated futu, e needs. 

Objective #6: Preserve and Protect Water Delivery Infrastructure 

The integrity of the delivery system Is vital to the optimal use of water in the Treasure 

Valley. The following actions recognize specific components of the water delivery 



system that will ensure continued integrity 

into the future: 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

Support voluntary arrangements between irrigation entities and municipalities 

to ensure long-term maintenance of new residential irrigation systems; 

Seek funding from a diversity of sources; 

Ensure5ecure easements/access to canals for maintenance in face of growth; 

Continue to support considerations of security, both in terms of infrastructure 

and on water quality; 

Support the rehabilitation and modernization of water delivery 

infrastructure; 

Explo1 e opportunities to n.inimize fish entrainn,ent In the canal svstems, 

Inform land tJse entitlen,ent and transportation authoritiesplanning and zoning 

and road const ruction authorities at both the local and state level to help the 

irrigation community protect its easements and right- of-way to maintain the 

canals and ditches that provide irrigation water. 



1.0 Executive Summary 

In 2008, the Idaho Legislature passed House Bills 428 and 644, directing the Idaho Water 

Resource Board (IWRB) and the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) to conduct 

statewide comprehensive aquifer planning. The IWRB established the following goals for the 

statewide Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan (CAMP) program: 

• Provide reliable sources of water, projecting 50 years into the future 

• Develop strategies to avoid conflicts over water resources 

• Prioritize future state investments in water 

In 2010, the IWRB appointed an Advisory Committee (Committee) to work with the IDWR to 

develop a plan to meet these goals for the Treasure Valley Aquifer System (TV AS), underlying 

Ada and Canyon counties and portions of Elmore, Boise, Gem and Payette counties in 

southwestern Idaho. A list of Committee members is included in Appendix 2. The TVAS is an 

integral part of the regional water resources that sustain economic growth and make the Treasure 

Valley an appealing place to live and work. 

This Treasure Valley Camp has been developed with the following vision to meet the goals of 

the statewide CAMP: 

• Respect for Idaho water law and water rights 

• A sustainable framework of collaboration, cooperation, and stewardship, and 

• A commitment to ongoing research, data collection, and analysis 

2.0 Background 

Meeting the demand for water, managing and improving water supplies, and avoiding and 

resolving disputes over water, are not new challenges in the Treasure Valley. The earliest and 

largest group of Boise River water rights were established during the late 1800's and early 

l 900's, have been adjudicated twice, and have been distributed by a Water Master for many 

years. Multiple water delivery organizati~ns have been delivering water to lands throughout the 

Treasure Valley for I 00 years or more. Surface water supplies have been improved through the 

construction and operation of a coordinated reservoir system that has extended the irrigation 

season and provided recreational opportunities to many generations of Treasure Valley residents. 



The distribution of surface water has created and sustained a ground water supply that provides 

water for domestic and other uses throughout the Treasure Valley. 

While surface water distribution and administration have matured through this long history, 

extensive brround water development and management are relatively new in the Treasure Valley. 

Recent rapid population growth in the Treasure Valley has dramatically increased the uses and 

demands for ground water. Aquifer levels have declined in some areas of the Treasure Valley. 

Several ground water studies have been performed and, since 1995, a moratorium order issued by 

the Director of IDWR has been in effect, which requires that new ground water applications be 

denied unless they include an acceptable plan to mitigate or avoid injury to existing water rights. 

Stakeholders, water professionals and administrators recognize the continuing need improve the 

understanding, management and administration of the TV AS. 

The Treasure Valley water system is a complex system of dynamic hydrologic interconnection. 

The connection between these waters is a critical element in the location and availability of water 

to meet the needs of the Treasure Valley. Water use in upstream locations will likely be the 

contributes to ground and surface water supply for a different other water uses elsewhere in the 

basin. Although comprehensive studies have been undertaken, and continue today, the full extent 

of ground and surface water interactions is not fully understood. The contribution of surface 

water to the TV AS and the importance of aquifer discharge to drains and the Rivers does, 

however, require that management plan for the TV AS include consideration of the 

interconnection between ground and surface water. 

2.1 Hydrology and Water Supply 

The drainage area of the upper Boise basin is approximately 2,650 square miles and contains four 

major tributaries, including the North, Middle, and South Forks of the Boise River, and Mores 

Creek. From Lucky Peak Dam, the lower Boise River flows about 64 (river) miles northwestward 

through the Treasure Valley to its confluence with the Snake River. Snowmelt from the higher 

elevations of the upper basin provides an estimated 90 percent of the water supply for the 

Treasure Valley in the lower Boise Basin. 

2.2 Hydrogeology 

The TV AS underlies the lower Boise basin (Figure 1 ). The TV AS serves as the primary source of 

drinking water for Treasure Valley communities. The TVAS is a complex system of shallow, 
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intermediate, and deep aquifers (Figure 2). The depths and thicknesses of the aquifers vary and 

are controlled by geologic faulting, topography, and local land use characteristics (e.g., flood 

irrigation). The hydraulic communication between the various aquifers varies throughout the 

Treasure Valley adding to the complexity. Hydraulic connections to aquifers underlying areas to 

the north (Boise foothills to the Payette River) and to the cast (Mountain Home Plateau) are 

currently not fully understood. 

The Aquifer system in the Treasure Valley consists of: 

• Shallow aquifers - These aquifers supply water to rural domestic and some irrigation 

wells. Shallow aquifers are generally in direct hydraulic communication with surface 

water features and form localized flow systems with the nearest surface water body. The 

shallow aquifers are generally unconfined (the water level represents the top of the 

saturated zone), and water levels are typically controlled by topography (e.g., the 

elevations of canals or drains). 

• Intermediate aquifers - These aquifers supply water for domestic, irrigation, and 

municipal uses. The hydraulic communication between the intermediate aquifers and the 

surface water features of the valley is unknown. 

• Deep aquifers - Municipal, industrial, and some irrigation wells typically draw water 

from deeper aquifers. The hydraulic communication between the deeper aquifers and the 

surface water features of the valley is limited due to the depths below land surface where 

the deeper aquifers are found. The deeper aquifers are generally confined (water levels 

rising above the depth of the water bearing zone), and flowing artesian wells exist withln 

the Treasure Valley. The hydrology of the deeper aquifers is not fully understood. 

2.3 Ground Water Flow Direction and Water Levels 

The ground water flow direction in the TV AS is generally east to west and follows the course of 

the Boise River. In the southern portion of the TV AS, ground water flows to the south and 

discharges into the Snake River. Locally, ground water flow directions are dependent on the 

location (spatially) within the valley. Water level trends are a good indication of a stable storage 

of water in an aquifer system. Stable water levels generally indicate an aquifer storage that is in 

equilibrium. 
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In the late 1800s to the mid 1900s, water levels in the shallow aquifer rose significantly because 

of the development of the valley's surface water irrigation network and continued to rise until the 

aquifer system eventually reached equilibrium with the drains and river, as indicated by stable 

water levels. In general, water levels in the shallow aquifer system have remained stable and are 

controlled by the operation and elevation of the surface water features. Water levels in the 

intermediate and deep aquifers also appear relatively stable, but some areas of water level decline 

have been identified in the valley, particularly in the southeast Boise and Lake Lowell vicinities 

(Petrich and Urban, 2004). 

There are existing mathematical models of the Treasure Valley aquifer of various ages and 

scopes; however they are not adequate to address aquifer management needs. 

2.4 TV AS Ground Water Budget 

The annual ground water budget for the TV AS varies from year to year. For 

illustration purposes, estimates for water year 2000 are used to show the components of the 

annual water budget for the TV AS because total precipitation and temperature during the 2000 

water year were near normal. 

The shallow aquifers of the TV AS are generally in direct hydraulic communication with the 

Boise River and to a lesser extent the Snake River throughout most of the Treasure Valley. The 

shallow aquifers discharge directly to the river and the ground water drainage network 

constructed in the Treasure Valley to drain shallow ground water from low-lying areas. It is 

estimated that over 80 percent of the TV AS total discharge enters the rivers and the drain 

network. Some of the drain water is also re-diverted and used for irrigation by downstream users. 

The amount of water leaving the TV AS through discharge to the drains, tributaries, or the rivers 

in 2000 was over 881,000 acre-feet (Urban, 2004). 

2.5 Surface Water Flows 

Unregulated natural flow volumes in the Boise River basin have varied from a low of 676,000 

acre-feet annually to a high of 3.6 million acre-feet (MAF) annually. The average unregulated 

natural flow (1929 -2010) is 1.9 MAF annually. These volumes were calculated at Lucky Peak 

and are published by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBOR). On average 1.6 MAF annually 

are diverted for irrigation providing a significant source of recharge to the TV AS (BOR, 2007). 

Table 2 displays a summary of historical Boise River (Nov 1 - Oct 31) runoff (at Lucky Peak), 
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outflow (near Panna), and reservoir storage on November 1. Figure 3 shows the variation of 

runoff (at Lucky Peak) and November 1 storage from 1929 to 2010. The average annual basin 

outflow ( 1972 - 20 l 0) is 1.1 MAF, with outflow volumes varying from 334,000 acre-feet 

annually to 2.8 MAF annually. The basin outflow is measured at the Boise River near Parma 

gage, which is operated by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in cooperation with TDWR. 

The remaining storage water left in the reservoirs (A1rnwrock, Anderson, and Lucky Peak) at the 

end of an irrigation season is highly dependent on snowfall and irrigation demand for that season. 

The average reservoir storage on November 1 (1956 - 2010) is 390,000 acre-feet and has varied 

from a low of65,000 acre-feet to a high of 665,000 acre-feet. The availability of this 

"carry over" water reduces the risk of a shortage of irrigation water in the succeeding year. Wise 

and efiicient use of water from year to year helps to ensure better carryover storage for the next 

year, especially during consecutive dry years. 

The hydrograph below (Figure 4) summarizes the historical data from the Boise River at 

Glenwood Bridge for the period of record (1982 - 2010). The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE) utilizes the Boise River gage at Glenwood Bridge to monitor and evaluate flood 

impacts on the river. Currently, flood stage as measured at the Glenwood Bridge gage is 10.01 

feet (approximately 7,000 cfs). The maximum discharge since the completion of the reservoir 

system was 9,840 cfs on June 13, 1983 (USGS, 2011). Typical winter flow out of Lucky Peak 

(November - March) is approximately 250 cfs. Typical flow at Glenwood after the spring runoff 

and during the irrigation season (July- September) is approximately 1,000 cfs. 

To meet irrigation demand, flows past Lucky Peak Dam average approximately 3,900 cfs during 

the irrigation season, which spans April through October. Natural flow in the lower Boise River 

is insufficient to meet irrigation demands throughout the irrigation season. The irrigation water 

supply is supplemented by a system of four reservoirs capable of storing approximately 

1,000,000 acre-feet of water (as shown in Table 3), about one-half of the average annual inflow 

of the Boise River.Operation of the reservoir system, with the exception of Lake Lowell, is 

coordinated between the USBOR, which operates Arrowrock and Anderson Ranch., and the 

USACE, which operates Lucky Peak. By agreement between the two federal agencies, the 

storage system is operated as a unified system to maximize the storage and flood control 

capabilities of the reservoirs. 
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Extensive water distribution systems divert and deliver water from 75 diversions on the Boise 

River through approximately 1,170 miles of major irrigation canals ( see Figure 8) to provide 

irrigation water to approximately 350,000 acres of land below Diversion Dam. 

Approximately 195 miles of drains channel water out of low lying areas and 11 principle drain 

systems discharge into the Boise River. The drains were constructed to reclaim lands that became 

water-logged by seepage from canals and irrigated lands. Some of these drains were modified or 

expanded existing natural drainage systems that naturally flowed water only during the high 

spring runoff period. Some drains also serve as canals, providing additional irrigation water 

through re-diversion. Some drains flow year round because of ground water discharge. Ground 

water discharges to the drains fluctuate due seasonal changes, ground water withdrawals, 

irrigation practices, recharge, drought, and other changes in the water budget. Studies are 

currently underway to better understand the drainage system and quantify seasonal and annual 

flows. 

Below Middleton, there are often enough return flows from drains or direct ground water seepage 

into the river to satisfy existing irrigation demands. On average, there are approximately 310,000 

acre-feet per year of gain in flow between the Middleton and Parma gages. These gains, 310,000 

acre-feet, make up 28 percent of the 1,112,000 acre-feet of outflow from the basin near Parma. 

These base flows are an important part to efficiently deliver irrigation water in the Treasure 

Valley. 

2.6 Climate Variability 

Climate variability adds another element of uncertainty to planning for future water needs. The 

IWRB contracted with Boise State University to evaluate potential changes to water supply and 

demand that might result from climate variability on a watershed scale. There is a large range of 

uncertainty to climate model predictions; however, general trends are indicated. Multiple studies 

of climate change in the Pacific Northwest and northern Rockies estimate increases in mean 

monthly temperatures of 0.86 to 5.49 Fahrenheit for the 2040 irrigation season compared to the 

1971-2010 temperature average (BOR, 2008, 2011). 

Regional studies for the northwest United States indicate climate variability (floods and 

droughts) will be more severe and change the flow regime on which current hydrologic operating 

procedures are based. For example, temperature increasesmay cause fall and winter precipitation 
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to fall as rain instead of snow, resulting in earlier snow melt, higher peak flows that occur a few 

weeks earlier and lower stream base flows during summers with increased temperatures and 

evapotranspiration The Boise River basin may experience wetter wet years and drier dry years. 

Unless water storage capacity in the basin is increased, the increased water supplies during the 

wet years cannot be captured and held over for use during the dry years. Consequently, wet years 

will not offset dry years under the basin's current storage capacity. 

2.7 Drought 

During drought years surface water irrigation is supplemented with ground water by as much as 

300,000 acre-feet, placing additional stress on the TV AS. The Natural Resource Conservation 

Service (NRCS) uses 1.5 MAF as the threshold for water supply shortages in the Treasure 

Valley. The most severe droughts occur when there are consecutive dry years when annual 

runoff and carryover storage are below normal. During the drought that occurred from I 987-

1992, the Palmer Drought Severity Index (Figure 5) classified conditions as extreme drought for 

28 of the 36 months that comprised the irrigation seasons in the Treasure Valley. 

The primary response to drought in the lower Boise Basin is water right distribution and 

administration in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine and the Stewart and Bryan 

Decrees. The Idaho Drought Plan (IDP) describes additional tools available to local communities 

to plan and mitigate for droughts. The IDP describes local government authorities to reduce their 

water use and raise funds for drought response. It also describes actions that can be taken by 

IDWR to increase water right supervision and enforcement, and to expedite processing of 

applications for replacement water supplies. 

2.8 Water Use and Needs 

Ninety-five percent of the Treasure Valley water use falls into one of two major categories: 

domestic, commercial, municipal, and industrial use (DCMI), and irrigation. While not always 

included in water-use estimations (Figure 9), water is used to recharge the aquifer, support the 

river and tributary biological systems, and provide delivery head to convey irrigation water 

(including conveyance losses). Some municipal and industrial systems implement aquifer storage 

and recovery techniques to store treated water off peak and re-pump during summer demand. 

Water leaving the Valley passes through downstream hydropower plants that generate low-cost 

electricity used in the valley. 
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In the Treasure Valley, 94 percent of the water for DCMI comes from ground water sources and 

six percent comes from surface water sources. Three percent of irrigation water comes from 

ground water sources and 97 percent comes from surface water sources. Per Capita daily use is 

approximately 160 gallons (WRIME 2010, USGS 2005). 

There are over 23,500 domestic wells in the Treasure Valley. The single largest supplier of 

ground water is United Water Idaho, whose service area includes the City of Boise and part of 

Ada County. United Water is currently the only municipal supplier that also delivers treated 

surface water for DCMI uses. They serve a population of approximately 240,000. United Water 

produces about 45,000 acre:;feet/year (32,000 acre-feet from ground water and 13,000 acre-feet 

from surface water) and regularly updates its water demand projections based on records of 

customer usage and modeling future growth. The other large suppliers are the Meridian Water 

Department (78,000 people served), City of Nampa (81,000 people served), and the City of 

Caldwell (46,000 people served). These three systems use ground water exclusively for supply. 

The IDWR records show there are almost 30,000 total wells in the Treasure Valley. Ground 

water quality in the Treasure Valley Shallow and Treasure Valley Deep hydrogeologic subareas 

is regularly determined from data collected through the Statewide Ambient Ground Water 

Quality Monitoring Program. The Treasure Valley Shallow and Treasure Valley Deep subareas 

are located primarily in Ada and Canyon Counties and generally correspond to the Treasure 

Valley CAMP study area. USGS in cooperation with the IDEQ has performed a comprehensive 

survey of existing wells in the Treasure Valley CAMP study area from 1992 to 2000. 

2.9 Water Quality 

Water quality is an important characteristic in meeting future water needs in the Treasure Valley. 

Ground water in the TV AS is generally of good quality for drinking and other uses. Surface 

water quality is variable and has been impacted by both natural and anthropogenic sources. 

Overall, the water quality throughout the system could constrain the availability of water supplies 

to meet current and future water needs if the water quality is degraded. 

The IDWR has statutory authority for statewide administration of the rules regarding well 

construction, licensing of drillers, and proper abandonment of wells in Idaho. Well construction 

standards are designed to protect the quality of water in the aquifer. Additionally, the IDEQ 

administers the Idaho Wellhead Protection Program to prevent the contamination of ground 
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water that is used for drinking water. The Idaho Wellhead Protection Program is voluntary for 

local government and water purveyors to implement. 

2.10 Fisheries and Biological Flows 

Native coldwater species, including trout and whitefish, inhabit the middle and upper reaches of 

the Boise River from Lucky Peak Dam to Star. Winter stream flows below Lucky Peak Dam are 

the largest constraint on fish populations. Prior to the 1990s, winter flows were often 150 cfs or 

lower, providing only marginal overwinter habitat for wild trout and other sportfish. 

The USBOR holds 152,300 acre-feet ofuncontracted storage space that it has used in 

consultation with the IDFG to provide flows in the Boise River below Lucky Peak Dam during 

the non-irrigation season. Storage releases have increased typical winter flows to 240 cfs, which 

requires approximately 86,000 acre-feet of storage for about 180 days. During drought periods, 

these flows have been reduced to avoid exhausting the winter storage supply. Since winter flows 

increased in the mid-1990s, wild trout populations have increased 17-fold, with an 

estimated 2,000 fish per mile in some reaches. 

The Boise River is generally a gaining reach from Star to its confluence with the Snake River and 

therefore has good stream flows, but water temperatures can only seasonally support a cold-water 

fishery. This section of river supports a fair fishery for introduced sport fish, including 

largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, and channel catfish. The Lake Lowell fishery consists 

primarily of largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, yellow perch, black crappie, bullhead, bluegill, 

and channel catfish. 

2.11 Recreation and Aesthetic Values 

There are water recreation opportunities available from the upper reaches of the Boise basin, on 

each of the reservoirs, and on the Boise River below Lucky Peak. Boaters, fisherman, and 

waterfowl hunters access the lower Boise River from Lucky Peak Dam to the confluence with the 

Snake River. Floating the five-mile reach from Barber Dam to the center of Boise is especially 

popular in the hot summer months. Likewise, water skiing is popular on Lucky Peak Reservoir. 
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2.12 Hydropower 

Hydropower is generated below the reservoirs at both federal and non-federal hydroelectric 

power plants. Federal reclamation power plants were constructed at Anderson Ranch Dam 

(40,000 kW) and Boise Diversion Dam (1,500 kW) as part of the development of the Boise 

Project. These power plants provide power to operate project facilities and to help reduce 

power costs to Project farmers who depend on pumping water for irrigation. In 1988, four of the 

five irrigation districts who make up the BPBC completed construction of a power plant at Lucky 

Peak Dam (101,250kW). Power generated at the facility is under contract with the Seattle Light 

Company. More recently in 2010, the BPBC completed construction of a hydropower facility on 

the Boise River at Arrowrock Darn (18,000 kW). Ada County owns a 3,700 kW power plant 

located at Barber Dam that is located just upstream of Boise. Upstream of the reservoir system 

the, Atlanta Power Company owns a 187 kW hydro power plant at Kirby Dam that supplies 

electricity to the town of Atlanta. A number of hydro plants have been constructed on canal drops 

in the Treasure Valley. Water leaving the Boise River basin enters the Snake River and continues 

to generate low-cost electricity at Idaho Power's Hells Canyon 

Complex for Idaho Power customers in the Treasure Valley. 

2.13 Anticipated Changes in Water Use 

Water demand in the Treasure Valley is expected to increase, although there is no consensus on 

the amount as demonstrated by three recent studies. The USBOR projected in a 2006 assessment 

level study that annual consumptive water demand in the Boise basin could increase by as much 

as 124,085 acre-feet by 2050. WRIME's detailed 2010 demand study determined that annual 

demands for water in the Treasure Valley would increase by 82,880 acre-feet by 2060. The 

IDWR staff estimates that new water demands and shortfalls in water supply for existing 

demands could result in a need for new annual water supplies of approximately 170,000 acre

feet. 

New water needs are difficult to quantify because there are areas of uncertainty, along with many 

variables that will determine actual water use and need. Changing land uses and social attitudes, 

as well as economic conditions, are all factors that will affect water use in the Treasure Valley. 
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2.14 Water Right Administration 

Water District #63 administers the distribution of surface water rights from the Boise River to 

over 330,000 acres within the Treasure Valley in accordance with state water law and court 

decrees. Average summer flows at Star vary with irrigation demand but 250 cfs is the target flow 

for the administration of water deliveries below Star. Surface water in the Boise River and its 

tributaries upstream from Star is considered fully appropriated during the irrigation season and 

during much of the rest of the year. 

In 1995, the Director of the IDWR issued a moratorium order stating that new applications for 

water would be denied unless it included an acceptable plan to mitigate or avoid injury to 

existing water rights. The order also describes an area in which applications for ground water 

shallower than 200 feet below the surface would only be processed if they included mitigation 

measures or could show no adverse impacts to existing water rights. 

Downstream from Star, surface water (as well as ground water) is available for new 

appropriation, but the actual amount will vary from year to year and season to season. 

Following the completion of the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA), it is expected that 

ground water rights may be included in a water district and conjunctively administered in 

priority. Conjunctive administration is the term used to describe administration of both ground 

water and surface water under a common system. 

2.15 Water Markets 

The Idaho Water Supply Bank (Bank) (Section 42-1761, Idaho Code), operated under the 

authority of the IWRB, includes local Rental Pools and the State Water Supply Bank through 

which natural flow and storage water rights can be made available for use by others. 

Water rights not currently in use may be leased to the Water Supply Bank and then rented from 

the Bank by another water user for beneficial uses. Water rights leased to the Bank are protected 

from forfeiture. The Boise River drainage had the most activity in 2010 for leasing water rights 

into the Bank, but only 9% of these rights were rented back out for actual use (2010 Water 

Supply Bank Annual Report, IDWR). 
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The Water District #63 Rental Pool (Rental Pool) enables reservoir spaceholders to make stored 

water available to other entities and provides a source of revenue for Water District #63. The 

watermaster administers the Rental Pool under the guidance of the local committee. The Water 

District #63 Rental Pool has rented an average of 6,236 acre-feet over the past 8 years, excluding 

the USBOR-held uncontracted space. Use of the Rental Pool appears to be low compared with 

other rental pools in the state despite the rapid growth of DCMI uses in the basin. 
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3. Challenges, Priorities and Opportunities 

Available ground water supplies are limited in some areas. 

The potential for additional cost-effective ground water development in the Treasure Valley 

aquifer is limited in some areas. Ground water supplies are especially limited in southeast Ada 

County and the Lake Lowell area. There arc also concerns about ground water levels in the north 

foothills. 

Meeting water supply needs 

Treasure Valley stakeholders will continue to meet new and on-going water demands over the 

next 50 years. Predicted climate change will change the timing of snowmelt and the availability 

of natural flow, increase summer temperatures, evapotranspiration and demand, and create new 

challenges and opportunities for water storage. Potental responses to these changes include 

improved water use practices and increasing reservoir storage capacity. The IWRB should 

support collaborative efforts to conduct wise, proactive planning with careful monitoring of 

demand increases and supply shortfalls to develop appropriate, timely, and economical water 

supply solutions. 

Management of interconnected sources 

Surface water and ground water are hydraulically connected. This interconnection presents a 

challenge for future management of surface and ground water rights, which historically have 

been managed separately. Further complicating this challenge is the recognition that while we 

understand that a connection exists, our understanding of the timing, extent, and location of 

the interconnected sources is limited and needs further study in order to provide effective 

management. 

Water Marketing tools 

The Boise River (Water District 63) Rental Pool, which facilitates marketing ofreservoir storage 

water, has a lower level of activity when compared with the Payette and Upper Snake Rental 

Pools, despite the Treasure Valley having rapidly growing water needs. The Water Supply Bank 

facilitates marketing of natural flow and ground water rights. Bank records show that in the 

Treasure Valley there is considerable activity to lease water rights into the Bank, but little 

demand to rent water rights out of the Bank even with the Treasure Valley having rapidly 

growing DCMI water needs. 
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Additional data and Advanced technical capabilities to better· understand and manage the 

TVAS 

Although we understand a great deal about the regional hydrology, our information docs not 

provide a full understanding of the localized interaction between ground and surface water, 

and between the shallow aquifer and deep aquifer. Knowledge is not sufficient to fully 

characterize the hydrologic system which results in difficulty predicting system responses to 

management actions. Historical hydrological records may not be sufficient for forecasting 

future conditions. Existing ground water models do not incorporate newer information or 

forecasts. 

Ability of water infrastructure to meet existing and future needs 

Mechanisms to protect the existing infrastructure of wells, canals, ditches and collection 

systems have existed for decades. It is important to retain this protection for the current and 

future benefit of the region. An additional challenge is the need to modernize existing 

infrastructure to optimize the beneficial use of water. 

Maintaining quality of life 

A continuing priority will be to preserve the quality of life in the Treasure Valley while 

responding to changing water supplies and water needs of Treasure Valley stakeholders. 

Meeting environmental needs 

A challenge over the next 50 years will be to conserve and protect the water resources in the 

Treasure Valley's streams and aquifers and the riparian habitat it supports, while providing the 

water supplies for the current and future use. 
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4. Recommendations 

Guided by the CAMP goals and vision, the Committee identified several recommended actions 

for addressing the challenges, priorities and opportunities discussed in the previous section of 

this Plan. Understandably, these actions will need to be more fully refined during the 

implementation phase, but the Plan by adopting a mix of strategies represents a balanced 

approach. These actions have not been ranked or placed in order of priority. 

Objective #1: Enhance TV AS Data Collection, and Analysis 

Several types of data arc needed to effectively manage the TV AS. Water planning and 

management tools should be developed and updated using accurate data and the best available 

science and analytical methods. Taking the following actions will improve the information and 

understanding required for successful water management and planning for the TVAS: 

• Improve ground water measurement, models and technical tools to meet 

administrative purposes and to facilitate decision making; 

• Support water supply modeling and stream flow monitoring. 

Objective #2: TVAS Management and Planning 

Improved data and understanding of the TVAS will facilitate the following management and 

planning actions: 

• Reevaluation of the moratorium that has been in effect since 1995 

• Support drought planning; 

• Support efforts at assessing potential effects of water management strategies 

on the TVAS; 

• Continue to increase transparency of planning process; 

• Organize a periodic Water Forum ("Water Summit") to assess the state of 

the aquifer and discuss emerging issues and opportunities. 

Objective #3: Additional Storage and Supply 

Additional storage and other sources of water supply may be needed in the future to offset the 

increased variability of water supply and additional water demand. Because of the extended lead 
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time required for initiating storage and water supply projects, study of these projects should be 

continual. This will ensure the information is available when decisions need to be made. The 

following actions should be part of the evaluation of future supply options: 

• Continue the study of the feasibility of potential surface water storage projects 

in a manner that comprehensively addresses supply options and avoids 

conflict; 

• Investigate the feasibility of utilizing managed recharge for meeting future 

water demands; 

• Support the exchange of the USBOR's salmon flow augmentation space in 

Lucky Peak (excluding stream flow maintenance) with replacement water 

supply consistent with the Nez Perce term sheet; 

• Evaluate augmentation of existing cloudseeding programs as an option for 

increasing water supply. 

Objective #4: Reducing Demand through Water Conservation 

Consistent with state law supporting water conservation (section 42-250. Idaho Code) and 

protecting conserved water from forfeiture (section 42-223, Idaho Code), the following actions 

should be taken to conserve water and reduce demand for ground water from the TV AS: 

• Promote education to encourage conservation; 

• Encourage conservation and efficient use of ground water; 

• Encourage conservation and efficient use of surface water, where a viable 

opportunity exists, taking into consideration the benefits of incidental 

recharge; 

• Support efforts for retrofitting neighborhoods with pressurized 

irrigation; 

• Encourage and support wastewater/gray water reuse in appropriate circumstances; 

• Encourage or support incentives for conservation; 

• Develop guidelines for conservation programs. 

Objective #5: Potential Conversion of Water Use from Agriculture to Other Uses 

Urbanization has changed some water demand from agricultural irrigation to residential irrigation 

and other uses. This trend is expected to continue into the future as additional growth occurs. The 
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intent of these actions is to ensure that irrigation water is available for residential use and 

irrigation entities continue to have financial viability and protection of 

infrastructure. Domestic irrigation provided through the canal systems is also beneficial 

because it reduces the amount of water that municipal water systems need to provide. The 

following actions should be undertaken to ensure orderly transition of water use from agriculture 

to DCM! and other uses: 

• Continue to support the use of surface water on those lands that convert from 

agriculture to DCMI and other uses utilizing the existing irrigation entities; 

• Support voluntary cooperative arrangements between irrigation entities 

and municipal providers to deliver surface water recognizing the long-term 

challenges associated with maintaining Homeowners Association-owned 

systems; 

• Encourage the use of water marketing to meet current and future needs including 

the use of the Rental Pool and the Bank. 

Objective #6: Preserve and Protect Water Delivery Infrastructure 

The integrity of the delivery system is vital to the optimal use of water in the Treasure 

Valley. The following actions recognize specific components of the water delivery 

system that will ensure continued integrity 

into the future: 

• Support voluntary arrangements between irrigation entities and municipalities to 

ensure long-term maintenance of new residential irrigation systems; 

• Seek funding from a diversity of sources; 

• Secure easements/access to canals for maintenance in face of growth; 

• Continue to support considerations of security, both in terms of infrastructure 

and on water quality; 

• Support the rehabilitation and modernization of water delivery 

infrastructure; 

• Inform planning and zoning and road construction authorities at both the local and 

state level to help the irrigation community protect its easements and right- of-way 

to maintain the canals and ditches that provide irrigation water. 
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Miller, Neeley 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

David Monsees [dmmonsees@gmail.com] 
Saturday, September 29, 2012 7:53 PM 
iwrb-info 
David the Elder Monsees 
RE: State Planning Questions/Comments 

Comment from David Monsees for the IWRB concerning CAMP: 

I respectfully submit that the resolution on the last page of the Proposed Idaho State Water Plan be 
deleted from this document. A political resolution has no place in a planning document which should 
be based on good science and good management practices. 

Also the document should not allow the construction of more dams which have done serious harm to 
the economy and ecological welfare of a state which once had a flourishing salmon industry. Dams 
are only temporary devices (they silt up) which cater to agriculture at the expense of other industries. 

Water conservation should be a major priority which would include incentives and penalties. 
Encouragement never accomplished much of anything except to delay needed change. Efficient and 
enforced water conservation alone could take care of water needs for years to come, even with 
increased population. 

Given global warming trends, a drought plan should be developed within one year from now. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 

Dr. David M. Monsees 
1123 N Watson Way 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
ph: 202-669-6431 
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Idaho Conservation League 

PC.J&u841, &isl. lV&J701 
.ltllr.J45.6YJJ 

September 29, 2012 

Idaho Water Resource Board 
Submitted via email 

Re: Comments on the Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer Management Plan 

Dear Chairman Uhling and members of the Board: 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer 
Management Plan. Since 1973, the Idaho Conservation League has worked to protect Idaho's 
clean water, clean air, wilderness, and quality of life. As Idaho's largest state-based conservation 
organization, we represent over 20,000 supporters, most of whom live in the Treasure Valley. We 
submit these comments in the abiding belief that Idaho's water is arguably its most precious 
resource, and Idaho's future depends on proactive and smart water management. 

ICL commends the Board for instigating the CAMP process in the Treasure Valley. 
Understanding that this collaborative process has meant years of long meetings and deep 
research, ICL is pleased to see that the outcome represents a multi-prong approach to securing 
the Treasure Valley's water future. More detailed written comments accompany this letter, 
however, we would like to emphasize our most important recommendations here. 

First, ICL submits that the Implementation section of the TV CAMP should include a prioritized 
list of actions. Such direction is needed to keep the CAMP process moving and to prevent 
conflict. 

Second, ICL submits that a definitive study of future demand be the CAMP's primary research 
priority. While it is accepted that we will have additional water use demands in fifty years, there 
is not consensus on the amount of water that will be needed. In order to meet its goal of 
providing reliable water sources fifty years into the future, the amount should be definitively 
determined. Other research priorities should include the hydraulic connection between ground 
and surface water, and the creation of a drought plan. 
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Finally, ICL submits that CAMP project priorities include mainstem diversion upgrades and 
automation, as well as local water conservation plans. Especially when contrasted against the 
construction of new storage projects, these projects are economical and easily implemented. 
Moreover, they will streamline water use, allowing Treasure Valley water managers and IDWR 
to know what our true water needs are. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on this very important process. Please feel free 
to contact me regarding any questions you may have regarding ICL's comments. I can be 
reached at mkellner@idahoconservation.org, or 208.345.6933 ext. 32. 

Thank you, 

Marie Callaway Kellner 
Water Associate, Idaho Conservation League 
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Idaho Conservation League's Comments 

ICL's comments are organized as follows: 1) overarching recommendations as related to the 
three CAMP goals, 2) substantive comments related to the body of the TV CAMP, and 3) 
suggested technical edits related to the body of the TV CAMP. 

The Three General CAMP Goals 

In keeping with the three general CAMP goals, ICL recommends the following: 

Provide reliable sources of water projecting 50 years into the future 

• As is highlighted in the CAMP at p. 20, anticipated future demand is not definitively 
known. In order to meet the CAMP's 50-year projection goal, a definitive study of 
anticipated future demand must be a priority of the CAMP. Arguably, this study should 
be the highest research priority of the CAMP as without a clear understanding of where 
and what our water needs are, the rest of our planning and management may be 
misdirected. 

Develop Strategies to Avoid Conflicts over Water Resources 

• Creation of a Drought Plan should be an utmost planning priority. Proceeding into an 
era of climate change without a written plan for how to proceed during drought begs for 
conflict between water users. 

• Conjunctive management should be implemented. While conjunctive management will 
no doubt be a source of conflict between water users, it is the most accurate and 
responsible way to manage our water resources. The sooner it is implemented, the 
sooner water users can start to adjust to its implications. In order to implement 
conjunctive management, research of the hydraulic connection between our surface and 
groundwater should be a research priority. 

Prioritize Future Investments in Water 

• Funding for upgrades and automation of mainstem river diversions should be a priority. 
Diversion upgrades and automation will both result in the more efficient diversions and, 
thus, more efficient use of water. 

Substantive Comments Related to the Body of the TV CAMP 

Executive Summary 

In its recommended actions section, the Executive Summary recommends the following action: 
"Investigate and support additional storage and supply." (p.2, col. 2) Especially as compared to 
the other stated recommended actions, the term "support" indicates that the storage option is the 
preferred alternative. This is not in keeping with the content of the Actions Needed section of 
the TV CAMP, which implies equal support for all the recommended actions. (p.26-31 ). 
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Executive summaries are intended to be brief introductions to the most important aspects of a 
report. By using the term "support" in this manner, the TV CAMP Executive Summary 
incorrectly leaves the reader with the idea that additional storage is the preferred alternative to all 
other conservation, planning and management measures. 

Therefore, in order to properly reflect the tenor of the entire TV CAMP document, the term 
"support" should be deleted leaving the second recommended action on page 2 to read: 
"Investigate additional storage and supply." 

Background and Current Condition 

Drought, p. 10 

In addition to the provided information about drought and its history in the Treasure Valley, the 
TV CAMP should 1) define drought, 2) provide anticipated drought plan details, 3) explain why 
no drought plan currently exists, and 4) make the creation of a drought plan a priority. 

Challenges Associated with Distribution, p. 16 

Ability of water infrastructure to meet existing and future needs. 

• What are the mechanisms that have "existed for decades?" They need to be articulated. 

• The statement: "It is important to retain this protection for the current and future benefit 
of the region" is not in keeping with the TV CAMP's other stated challenges. It is a 
value statement, whereas the other challenges are factual statements. This statement 
should be deleted, or, alternatively, the importance of retaining the current infrastructure 
should be explained. 

• As the Treasure Valley grows and land use changes lead to more water use changes, ICL 
respectfully submits that water delivery needs will also change. What has served the 
valley for the past one hundred years may very well not be what best serves the valley in 
the next hundred years. Maintenance of the status quo should not be a goal unless it is 
determined that the status quo is truly the best option. As currently written, the TV 
CAMP and, particularly, this specific challenge do not sufficiently articulate why 
Treasure Valley water delivery should proceed under the status quo. 

Challenges Associated with Water Use and Needs, p. 21 

Meeting water needs and uses associated with future development patterns in a manner that 
minimizes conflict. 

• This stated challenge highlights the need for a definitive study regarding future 
demand. 

Maintaining Quality of Life. 

• ICL commends the TV CAMP for acknowledging this challenge. While the Boise 
River's recreational and aesthetic values, along with the property value increases it 
provides, seem subjective, they are quantifiable. Statistical models exist which 
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quantify the relationship between rivers and real estate values, as well as rivers and 
their recreational benefits. In order to face this challenge head on, the enhancement to 
quality of life that the Boise River provides should be quantified. 

Meeting Environmental Needs 

• ICL commends the TV CAMP for acknowledging this challenge. However, while 
difficult to assess, the impact of diversions on the natural environment is arguably no 
more difficult to assess than any other challenge in the plan. This assessment should 
be a stated research goal. 

Meeting Water Supply Needs 

• While water storage proposals are a method of meeting water supply needs, they are 
not the only method. In order to meet the challenge of planning for currently unknown 
future water needs, we must efficiently manage our current water use as well as 
proactively plan for development. Voluntary measures will not be enough; local land 
use plans and planning & zoning commissions should be required to incorporate water 
use and development restrictions into their plans. 

Actions Needed 

Reducing Demand Through Water Conservation, p. 27 

ICL is pleased to see this stated action and submits that it be the highest implementation priority. 
Not only would conservation measures result in the discovery of water to address anticipated 
future water needs, these efforts are cheaper, and more socially and environmentally palatable 
than the construction associated with storage reservoirs in the Boise basin. Additionally, all of 
these measures could provide opportunities for growth without requiring more overall water 
storage. Finally, many of the stated conservation measures can be implemented almost 
immediately. 

Treasure Valley CAMP Implementation 

In order to facilitate implementation, the Implementation section of the TV CAMP should have a 
list of project and research priorities. I CL submits that research priorities include 1) anticipated 
future demand in light of population and land use changes, 2) ground and surface water 
connections, and 3) creation of a Treasure Valley Drought Plan. ICL submits that project 
priorities include l) mainstem diversion upgrades, 2) mainstem diversion automation, and 3) 
creation of local water conservation plans, including education and outreach ideas. 

Suggested Technical Edits to the Body of the TV CAMP 

p. 9, Col. 1, end of 1st paragraph: For readability and more accurate description, change "These 
base flows are an important part to efficiently deliver irrigation water ... " to "These base flows 
play an important role in efficiently delivering irrigation water .... " 
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p. 9 Col. 2, 2/3 down page: For accuracy of meaning, change" ... evapotranspiration is expected 
to increase with increases in temperature." to " ... evapotranspiration is expected to increase 
because of increases in temperature." 

p. 13, Col. 2, 3d sentence, final paragraph: If I understand this sentence correctly, the term 
"create" seems more appropriate than "fix." 

p. 14, Col. 1, 1st Sentence, 2d paragraph: For efficiency, delete the word "and" from the phrase 
"municipal and industrial." 

p. 14, Col. 2, 1st full sentence: For clarity, insert a comma after the word "purposes" 

p. 17, Col. 1, 1st sentence: For clarity, change comma to semi-colon after "(DCMI)" 

p. 20, Col. 1, ½ down page: 

• In the sentence which starts "In 1988, four of the five irrigation ... " change the word 
"who" to either "which" or "that." 

• For clarity and consistency in the next sentence, strike the phrase "More recently", 
leaving the sentence to read "In 2010, the BPBC completed ... " 

• Delete the comma in "Upstream of the reservoir system the, Atlanta Power ... " 

p. 22, Col. 1, 2d paragraph: 

• The phrase that ends the first sentence--"currently subject to administration."--is 
superfluous and should be deleted. 

• For clarity, in the second sentence, the word "under" should be changed to "pursuant to" 

p. 22, Col. 2, top ½ of page: 

• In the first full sentence, the word "help" should be "helps" 

• In the second to last sentence, the word "are" should be "is" 

p. 23, Col. 1, 1st full paragraph: For clarity and readability, insert a comma after the phrase "To 
date" in the final sentence. 

p. 23, Col. 2, 1st full paragraph, 3d sentence: the word "it" should be "they" 

p. 26, Col. 1, 1st paragraph, 2d sentence: For clarity, insert commas on both sides of the phrase 
"by adopting a mix of strategies" 

p. 27, Col. 2, 1st paragraph: In the 3d sentence, which starts "The intent of these actions ... ", it is 
unclear what the word "these" refers to. 
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September 30, 2012 

Idaho Water Resources Board 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720 

RE: TVCAMP 

Dear Chairman Uhling and Idaho Water Resource Board Members: 

Thank you for allowing the Sierra Club to participate in such an important process that could 
have far reaching affects upon the Treasure Valley. 

The Boise River and the associated Treasure Valley aquifers are interrelated. What happens 
upstream and downstream on the Boise River is crucial to how the aquifers fare and 
consequently how they should be managed. An adequate amount of research has not been 
conducted to know the interrelationship between the River, the irrigation systems and the 
aquifers. Additional measuring, modeling, and monitoring should be conducted to better 
understand the complexities of the system. 

The modeling should be carried a step further, and configure a drought plan for the Treasure 
Valley when sufficient surface water is not available. We live in a desert. The Plan should 
reflect what we, as a valley, are going to do when we have several years of inadequate 
precipitation in the nearby mountains. The Plan does not address a drought plan and should. 

With such a valuable resource that water is, it should not be wasted. The Plan should provide 
more incentives for reducing water consumption and increasing efficiency of use by the general 
public, municipalities, industry and agriculture. Other cities and regions, often with higher 
annual precipitation values are way ahead of the Treasure Valley on their conservation and 
efficiency measures. Not that we have to keep up with other areas, but if the technology is out 
there, why not use it to better utilize our precious resource? 

An adequate drought plan and conservation/efficiency measures would eliminate the need for 
additional surface storage. Dams are ecological disasters and extremely expensive to build and 
maintain. Conservation programs can be implemented much quicker and paid for at a mere 
fraction of the cost of a dam installation. Conservation/efficiency programs should be considered 
before dams. Dams considered on the Boise River would destroy prime bull trout habitat along 
with other riparian corridors. The Middle Fork of the Boise is a beautiful free flowing river for 
fishing, kayaking/rafting and enjoying time along the tree lined river. A dam constructed at 
Arrowrock would destroy miles of this prime river. Precipitation records indicate that only 
enough water would be available in one out of eight or ten years to fill such a structure. A dam 
being filled once every 8 or 1 O years is not worth losing such a valuable resource upstream. 



The Plan should be based on scientifically accurate information and ecologically sound 
principles to provide a clear path for future direction. More effort should be put into 
understanding the system, devising conservation and energy efficiency measures before a dam 
is considered. 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate on the Advisory Committee and provide general 
comments. 

Sincerely, 

Idaho Chapter of the Sierra Club 
503 W Franklin 
Boise, ID 83702 



Miller, Neeley 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Aurele LaMontagne [aulamontagne@gmail.com] 
Sunday, September 30, 2012 10:49 PM 
TVCAMP 
RE: Proposed Treasure Valley CAMP Public Comments 

IDWR, I have read the CAMP document and there are a few things that stand out. It is clear that canal and 
irrigation companies greatly influence the flow of water in the valley and a portion of the IDWR budget. The 
Treasure Valley was no doubt named for its successful agriculture. However, the issue for the future is the 
lock-down on changing the use of water to municipal or any reduced usage. An example of this is the 
Municipal Water Rights Act of 1996 a piece of legislation that makes sense but it seams it may threaten a shift 
in control and the need for an irrigation company. In 2005 with Id. code 67-6537, it appears the need for 
irrigation ditches and canals will be maintained in the face of rampant speculative development that may 
otherwise change water rights into municipal water rights. IDWR has repeated in the CAMP that conversion of 
use is necessary and conservation is a good idea ("develop incentives to reduce demand"). However, with laws 
like 67-6537, concepts such as beneficial use (this is irrigation not environmental flows), and mandates such as 
full appropriation, conservation doesn't stand a chance and more storage will be required. Get tough on your 
own laws that limit IDWR's options for "adaptive management" and future water needs. Pass a law that is 
consistent with the development make sure that enough of the irrigation rights in new subdivisions and other 
developments match the municipal needs created by the development! If the Boise River is fully appropriated, 
and changing to domestic use actually reduces water use from irrigation as stated in CAMP, then we should 
have a declining need for water in the future!? Needs will change and exploration should be split between 
management, new sources, and changes to Idaho water law. 

There is an interesting disconnect between the ground water and surface water on the use side but relative 
clarity on the recharge side as a contemporary and future water source in the water budget schematic; please 
hurry the adjudication so we can connect these sources on the use side and account for them properly. 

As an avid fisherman I am encouraged by the amount of emotion, time, energy, and money that goes towards 
maintaining the quality of life in Boise; the Boise River being the keystone of it all. Word on the street is that if 
you want trophy trout, fish the New York Canal and if you cannot catch them, you can net them by the 
thousands when the canal is shut off. No screen on the new Whitewater Park diversion. Does IDFG know 
where its fish are? I think IDWR can can do more than "Explore opportunities to minimize fish entrainment in 
the canal system." Perhaps the CAMP could couple irrigation maintenance and expansion funding to include 
screens on future upgrades with a schedule to screen all existing canals. 

The CAMP predicts about 80,000 AF more water will be needed by 2060. CAMP also shows 40,000 AF goes 
to salmon. The implication was clear, if the salmon get 40,000 then Boise needs more storage. Please do not 
propose a new storage facility under the veil of water for salmon. Just tell it like it is, and cite the laws that 
prohibit water conversion towards conservation and change of use. Then perhaps the public can try to change 
the laws and IDWR can add a very useful tool to its adaptive management toolbox. 

In conclusion, irrigation and canal companies are an important part of the Treasure Valley's history and future. 
However, as Valley needs change so should the relationship with these companies. If they are to receive public 

(IDWR) support, legislative protections, and tax dollars, they need to become participants and partners in the 
change and IDWR needs to mandate it. Let's treasure the valley and make things like canal screens happen, 
provide flow related protections for the Boise River and advocating for laws that allow conversion of use from 
irrigation when and where it makes sense. Planning for more storage is necessary but construction is 
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inappropriate when it only feeds additional expanded "full appropriation" and is a work around for laws that do 
not allow water use to change and reduce in response to changing needs and sentiment. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on CAMP. 
Aurele Lamontagne 
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Dear Chairman and members of the Idaho Water Resource Board, 

Thank you for accepting this comment on the draft Treasure Valley 
Comprehensive Aquifer Plan. The health of the Boise River and 
its companion aquifer are very important to me. 

Sensible water management will protect the Boise River and make 
our communities more resistant to drought and climate change. 

• The Plan should put highest priority on research and the 
development of advanced water management and planning tools . 

• The Plan should be strengthened by recommending adoption of 
incentives and penalties to reduce the waste of water. 

• The Plan should not support continued study of a new water 
storage dam on the Boise River because a new dam would be 
unreliable and enormously expensive and damaging. 
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Dear Chairman and members of the Idaho Water Resource Board, 
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Dear Chairman and members of the Idaho Water Resource Board, 

Thank you for accepting this comment on the draft Treasure Valley 
Comprehensive Aquifer Plan. The health of the Boise River and 
its companion aquifer are very important to me. 

Sensible water management will protect the Boise River and make 
our communities more resistant to drought and climate change. 

• The Plan should put highest priority on research and the 
development of advanced water management and planning tools. 

• The Plan should be strengthened by recommending adoption of 
incentives and penalties to reduce the waste of water. 

• The Plan should not support continued study of a new water 
storage dam on the Boise River because a new dam would be 
unreliable and enormously expensive and damaging. 
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